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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

1. Official Rate

Lei 4.47 = US$1.00 1/

Leu 1.00 = US$0.22

2. Tourist Rate

Lei 12.00 = US$1.00

Leu 1.00 = us$o.08

3. Conversion Rate for Traded Goods

Lei 18.00 = US$1.00 I'

Leu 1.00 = us$o.o6

FISCAL YEAR

January 1 - December 31

1/ Conversions from lei and lei valuta into dollars in the report are made
using the exchange rates in force at the time. Exchange rates and
the periods in which they were in force are given in the footnotes
to pages 37 of the Report.
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PART III

GROWTH AND PROSPECTS OF IIAJOR SECTORS

CHIAPTER TEN;

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR DEVELOPMIENTS ANID PROSPECTS

A. The Pattern of Industrial Development

(1) The Relative Importance of Industry in the Economv

10.01 Romania's perception of industry 1/ as the key to economic progress
has, as noted earlier, determined its overall development strategy. This
concentratd effort to expand industry has had impressive results. According
to the Romanian statistics, gross industrial production grew at an average
rate of 13 percent per vear during 1951-75; a nace whirh was one of the highest
among developing countries and can be compared with the rates of Japan, Spain
and Greece. WJorldwide nnlv Korea, Singapore and Iran appear to have showed
significantly higher growth rates of industrial production. 2/ As a result
of this stronp nprfnrmancen indiutry's share in social product, expressed in
current prices, rose from about 47 percent in 1950 to 65 percent in 1975,
about five times the contribution of agriculture. In national income, also

I/ Industry is defined in Romania to include the following economic act4-
vities: (a) the extraction of fuels and mineral resources; (b) the
production, transm.iSsion and distribution of thermozand hydroelectriC
energy, excluding the distribution of such energy by general public
utilities enterprises; (c) the processing of mdaterials, except in
cottage industries (defined as the processing of raw materials in
the same peasant family household tha t produces them'; (d) repairs of
machinery and equipment, and of consumer goods; and (e) cold storage
plants. On the basis of this broad de f4r.ition, the lomianian clsi=--4
fication of economic activities divides industry into a total of 18
bDranch-es, wilth thL'e4individual activi ti es in these brar.ches bueing furtherLiltLLCtL~~ WLLI LII LIUJ.VL.L ~Lu L L.LV _LL. .LL L1 O LLc~ ULI UL I 11L

classified according to the predominant destination of their output.
GrroUp A compr i4ses thIe production ofj producer goodus and group B that of
consumer goods. The industrial classification is uniform in all pub-
lished basic Romanian statistics, except foreign trade stat'stics, and
provides the main yardstick for the planning process. Cottage industries
are listed in tIhle Romanian classification or economic activities under
"Other branches of the economy".

2/ Any growth comparisons with market economies are subject to considerable
margins of errors due to the different conceptual and pricing procedures
applied in calculating relevant aggregate data.

This document has a restricted distribution and may be used by recipients only in the performance
of their official duties. Its contents may not otherwise be disclosed without World Bank authorization.
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expressed in current prices, the share of industry increased more siowly, from

44 percent in 1950 to 56 percent in 1975. This may be explained by a higher
rise in the material costs of production which (as is shown in Appendix 4)

are not a component of national income. Because of the exclusion of material
costs and depreciation, the national income concept reflects the relative
weight of industry in the economy better than any other global concept used in

Romania.

10.02 In this context, it should be recalled that industry as defined
in Romania (see footnote on page 146), comprises mining and the extraction of
hydrocarbons. Thus it includes activities that had been rather well estab-
lished before'manufacturing was given the impetus to develop on a broad basis.

This and the fact that industrialization in Romania actually began sometime
before World War II -- even though on a relatively small scale -- may explain
why already in 1950 industry had made a rather significant contribution to the

economy. Recognition of this belittles by no means the achievements of the

past 25 years.

10.03 Added to these achievements are the two million industrial jobs
created since 1950 (discussed in more detail in Chapter Eight). Total indus-

trial employment rose to 3.1 million in 1975 compared to about one million

in 1950; industrial labor's share in total labor force grew from 12 percent
in 1950 to 31 percent in 1975. Labor force absorption in Romanian industry

has been greater than in countries with similar records of industrial growth.

(2) Growth and Structural Change in Industry

10.04 Romania's gross industrial production, calculated in comparable

prices, rose at an average annual rate of 13 percent a year during 1951-75,
with the output of producers goods growing at an average annual rate of 14.5
percent, faster than that of consumer goods (10.5 percent per annum).

10.05 In Romania, the gross industrial production indicator is the aggre-
gated value of the productive industrial activities. It is calculated from

the enterprise level up and comprises mainly the value of finished and semi-
manufactured products manufactured for delivery, the value of industrial
services rendered to other enterprises, repairs, and changes in stocks of
semi-manufactured and unfinished products. It may have an element of over-

estimation mainly due to the effect of double-counting in the process of adding
the productions of the individual industrial units.

10.06 Table 10.1 below comDares the index numbers of gross industrial

production with those of gross industrial product and net output for the past

25 years It shows that net nroduction; obtained by deducting material inputs
from the value of gross production, has grown more rapidly than gross produc-
tion and gross nrneiiict refplcthny incrrPPad effiripncies of nroduction.
including the effects of vertical integration. However, it may be more appro-
priate to compare net productinn and gross product sincp hnth are exnressed in

delivery prices while gross production is expressed in producer prices.
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Table 10.1: INDICES OF INDUSTRIAL GROWTH, 1950-75
(-in compa~rable 1963i prrices)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975

Gross Production (Productia
glob-ala) =- incomarable 11 21~.LUa I LL t. LUilpa u.c

producer prices 100 202 340 649 times times
G1ross Plroduuct, IT)rodlusul global)

- in comparable delivery 10 18
prices LIU '-]Vx JJV LVVV LtL:iCO L L1UO

Nlet Production (Productia neta)
- in co u1I1 bldIe delivery 1 24

prices 100 218 372 710 times times

Average Growth Rates 1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 1951-75
(percent p.a.)

Gross Production 15.2 ii.0 13.8 ii.9 12.9 13
Gross Product 15.0 10.9 12.4 11.5 12 12
Net Production 16.9 11.3 13.8 12.8 13 13-14

Source: Anuarul Statistic

10.07 The published indices of gross industrial production suggest that
the rate of industrial growth has been consistently in excess of i0 percent in
each of the five planning periods since 1950, with producer goods industries
(group A) maintaining higher rates of growth than the consumer goods branches
(group B). Due to the strong emphasis given in industrial policies to basic
chemical and engineering goods industries, the difference between the growth
rates of group A and group B industries actually widened during the first three
five-year plan priods (1951-65). It was only during the last two plan periods
(1966-75) that the difference between the growth rates of groups A and B
industries diminished as consumer goods industries were given greater scope,
although the leading role of the group A industries was maintained (Annex
6.1).

10.08 Table 10.2 below gives an indication of the growth performance of
major industrial branches for the five five-year periods since 1950. It shows
that the leading growth sectors of industry were chemicals and engineering
goods, whose output grew consistently faster than the output of industry as
a whole. The chemical industry exceeded other branches of industry for nearly
20 years until about 1970, when it lost its leading position to the engineering
goods sector due to lower growth rates of chemical production. Other producer
goods industries also showed periods of overproportionate growth. In iron and
steel, for example, output grew faster than gross industrial production during
the five-year periods of 1956-60 and 1966-70. In other periods under review,
including the 1971-75 period, ferrous metallurgy production grew at lower rates
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thaIl ildustry as a whIoULe. LThis gLhWLLI PattLeLL[L ua foUrLL Usuch indus-

tries as iron and steel since it reflects the various stages in capacity
build-up. A similar feature, that is, the erection of comparatively large

production units, exists in the particular growth pattern of the construction
materials industry. With the exception OL Lhe 1956-60 and 1971-75 periods,

construction materials output was expanding faster than the output of industry
as a whole. Throughout the 25 years under review, it also exceeded the growth

of the construction sector, thus permitting the export of a significant propor-

tion of production (e.g. of cement).

Table 10.2: GROWTH OF GROSS INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, 1950-1975
(Average Annual Rates in Percent)

1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75

TOTAL INDUSTRY 15.2 11.0 13.8 11.9 i2.9

Electric Power 18.4 12.7 20.6 16.6 9.8

Fuels 13.3 7.6 8.i 6.0 5.3

Ferrous Metallurgy, including
Mining and Dressing of Ferrous
Ores 8.8 19.8 11.4 12.3 11.3

Ferrous Metallurgy only (8.5) (20.2) (11.7) (12.3) (11.5)

Non-ferrous Metallurgy, including
Ilining and Dressing of Non-

ferrous Ores 16.4 12.7 13.4 12.4 10.0
Engineering and Metalworks 22.7 16.1 16.9 15.8 18.1

Chemicals 24.0 17.5 25.5 21.4 15.8

Construction Materials 20.3 10.2 16.0 13.0 10.0
Lumber and Woodworking 12.7 8.0 13.1 6.5 6.4

Woodworking only (12.7) (11.7) (15.1) (9.0) (7.9)

Pulp and Paper 6.5 10.9 19.1 14.3 9.1
Textiles 11.7 6.2 10.5 11.1 12.1

Clothing 8.4 10.0 11.2 12.4 17.1
Leather, Furs and Footwear 11.3 7.6 10.2 9.5 9.1

Food Processing 11.1 7.1 8.5 6.5 7.4

Soap and Cosmetics 17.6 4.3 8.5 9.3 10.7

Printing 16.0 10.8 14.8 _ 7.1 1.7

GROUP A 16.8 12.8 15.7 12.9 13.7

GROUP B 13.1 8.4 10.5 9.8 11.1
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10.09 The table above reflects another important feature of past indus-
trial development in Romania; the lagging growth of some industrial branches
that supply basic inputs for expanding industries. In domestic fuels (petro-
leum, gas, coal) but also in iron ore and timber, the domestic resource
base became a major constraint as available raw materials could not fully
support the rapid industrial expansion. Particularly in the case of oil and
iron ore, where output has been growing more slowly than the main user indus-
tries, this has led to a substantial increase in the import dependence of user
industries over the years, thereby affecting their cost structure. To cope
with this situation, the Government recently introduced a catalog of measures
aimed at reducing the specific consumption of basic industrial materials in
the manufacturing process. Similar measures were taken earlier with respect
to the consumption of electric energy (in late 1973). They were successful
in reducing considerably the growth of energy consumption and explain in
part the slower growth of power output during 1971-75.

10.10 As stated earlier, the growth of consumer goods industries has on
the whole been lagging behind that of total industrial output. This has
largely been the result of the relatively slow expansion of food processing
activities which weigh heavily on the groun's nerformance and is closely
related with the development of agriculture. It should be mentioned that
clothing and, since 1966. textiles have represented imnortant excentions.
Expansion of output in these two branches was above the average of the group;
in clothing it has even exceeded the average of 211 indiiutripe (sinrp 1966)

Since both branches were particularly apt to provide employment for the female
l,hanr reseprveo in Romania -- incl'irling ::aransc in which inrdiustrialI7ation hador
lopsidedly promoted the employment of male labor -- and to achieve a better
hnlnnrc in rpeional devTelnment, theseQ. indtAli-rias oninuoye crrat-er gvemrn-

ment attention than did other consumer goods industries. In addition, both
branches have become important convertible foreign exchange earners, owing to
considerable labor cost advantages. It is interesting to note that the export
potential in clothing and textiiles was only recently fully ut4l4zedA

in.ii The fnllnwing tahlp shnow thrh nroduitioin levelq reac'hed in some

principal industrial commodities in 1975, expressed on a per capita basis (see
also Annex 6.2)= Tn this cntet it hl h.e pintared o,t,- t-hat- the favnorabl-e

picture in basic industrial product is only one aspect. In many consumer
goods, particularly in durable 4 .til tLit a-.L-- Litt L ,i. -a- reace in o
countries is still relatively wide and a result of the comparatively low
prior4t. y that has been give in Roit ania t to non-essential consumter emsitU.
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Tabie i0.3: PER CAPITA PRODUCTION OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL COMU10UDITIES, 1975

FR of
Romania Poland Germany Spain USA

Crude steel (kg) 449 440 653 313 546

Sulphuric Acid, 100% H so4 (kg) 68 100 66 66 121

Caustic Soda (kg) 27 12 40 10 43
Plaqtircs And Svnthptic Resins.

100% (kg) 16 16 82 16 38/1

Synthetic Rubber (kg) 5 3 5 5/2 9

Nitrogeneous Fertilizers (kg of N) 61 43/2 25/3 23/2 41/3

Phosphate Fertilizers (kg of P n0) 19 24/2 15/3 19/2 28/3 /7

Cement (kg) 542 544 542 675 273
Paper and Paper board /4 (kg) 28/2 33/2 97/2 55/2 232/2

Cotton Fabrics (sq.m) 28/5 ..

Woolen Fabrics (sq.m) 5/6 ..

Shoes (pair) 4 .. 2 4
Sugar (kg) 24 47/2 40/2 19/2 24/2

/1 Dry basis only.
/2 1974.
/3 1974/75, July I-June 30.
/4 Except newsprint.
/5 Compares to 7 sq.m in the Republic of Korea, 19 sq.m in Japan, and

26 sq.m in the USSR.
/6 Compares to 0.5 sq.m in the Republic of Korea, 3.2 sq.m in Japan and

2.9 sq.m in the USSR.
/7 Shipments only.

Sources: Anuarul Statistic; UN Statistical Yearbook 1975; UN Mlonthly
Bulletin of Statistics, Oct. 1976; EEC Eurostat No. 2-1976,

and Anuario Estadistico de Espana, 1976.

10.12 As a result of the strong growth in the output of producer goods,

their share in Romania's gross industrial production, expressed in comparable
nrices. rose from approximately 50 percent in 1950 to 72 percent in 1975.

Chemicals and engineering goods, representing the main components of the

prodiicers' goods ontput. reached a combined share of 44 percent in total

industrial output in 1975. Table 10.4, showing structural changes in gross
in1iii.trin1 nrnfi,ctinn in greater detail. reflects the relative decline in the

share of the production of fuels, iron ore and timber, which was referred to

earlier in this capte-pr. Th npetroleum sertor, in Darticular, the largest

branch of group A industries in pre-war Romania (13 percent of total industrial
output in 1938), had its share in grnss induistrial nroduition dwindle to 2

percent by 1975, following the rapid increase of the processing industries.
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The food industry, (with 24 percent) in 1950 had the largest share in total
industry (typical of an agrarian economy with a weak industrial sector). As
a result of the rapid growth of the other industrial branches and the level
of development in agriculture, its share in gross industrial nroduction had
declined to 13 percent by 1975. The food industry was then about two-fifths
the size of the engineering and metalworking industries and only marainally
larger than the chemical industry.

Table 10.4: STRUCTURE OF GROSS INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, 1950-75
(in percent)

1950 1960 1965 1965 1970 1975
-- in 19 p}rices-- --in- 19 p-ri-cs--

TOTAL TNDITJTRY 100.0 100.0 100.0 1o0. inn0n inn0.

Elertric Power 1.9 2.5 3.2 2.6 3.2 2.7
Fuels 11.3 9.1 7.0 7.0 5.3 3.6
(Petrole-um and Methane C-as) I80 I66 (.) 5-) 3-7) t (2-) A

Ferrous Metallurgy, including
Mining and Dressing of Non=
ferrous Ores 5.4 6.3 5.6 8.3 8.5 7.9
("Ferrous Metallurgy only)/ (5.1) (I6 (5.5) (8.1) (8.2 (f7.8)

Non-ferrous Metallurgy, includ-
igMning and Dressing of

Non-ferrous Ores 2.1 2.1 2.1 3.2 3.3 2.8
EnginLeering arid iMetalworks 13.3 24.0 28.3 21.2 25.0 32.4
Chemicals 3.1 6.1 10.0 6.7 10.1 11.3

Lonstruction Materials 2.4 3.2 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.1
Lumber and Woodworking 9.9 7.5 7.1 8.2 6.4 4.7
(Woodworking only) (5.5) (5.1) (5.3) (5.9) (5.2) (4.1)
Pulp and Paper 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.2
Lextiles 11.1J. 7.9 60.8 7.4 7.2 6.8

Clothing 7.5 5.6 5.0 4.2 4.3 5.1
Leathier, Furs and Footwear 4.0 2.8 2.4 2.4 2.1 i.9
Food Processing 24.2 18.9 14.8 22.0 17.3 13.1
Others 2.5 3.0 2.9 2.3 2.5 3.4

GROUP A 53.0 62.9 70.0 65.2 70.5 72.3
GROUP B 47.0 37.1 30.0 34.8 29.5 27.7

Source: Annex 6.3.
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(3) The Size of Enterprises

10.13 The industrialization process in Romania has given rise to generally
large-scale industrial enterprises and this trend has not been limited to heavy
industries only but is also evident in consumer goods and other more special-
ized branches of industry. Size considerations have usually turned the scale
in investment decisions as large enterprises were considered essential for
the application of advanced technologies and for achieving economies of scale.
Also, large industrial enterprises are more apt to industrial planning and

plan control than a multitude of smaller production units. It was generally
considered that any disadvantages such as domestic market constraints and some

management difficulties were temporary and that later benefits from economies
of scale would justify the investment preference.

10.14 The following data reflect the changes in the size structure of

industrial enterprises since 1960 (Table 10.5). Although no information on
this subject is available for the period from 1950 to 1960, the general lines

of this process of size concentration appear clear. As the table shows, there
was only an insignificant change in the number of industrial enterprises
between 1960 and 1975 despite the intensive diversification of the industrial
structure during this period. However, the average employment per enterprise
doubled, from 748 in 1960 to 1,554 in 1975. The trend to larger enterprises
appears evident in both state enterprises and handicraft cooperatives. But

it has been particularly strong at the level of the handicraft cooperatives,
in which the average employment per unit rose to almost 670 persons. An
interesting development is the consolidation of local state enterprises in

recent years. As a result of sweeping reorganization of local industries in
1973, their number was cut in half. At the same time, average employment in
local enterprises has quadrupled to over 2,600, well above the average of
other state enterprises. In 1977, the main part of the local industrial
units has been transferred to the state enterprise sectors.
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Table 10.5: SIZE STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY

State Enterprises
Total Republican Local Handicraft
Industry Industry Industry Cooperatives

No. of Enterprises /1
1960 1,658 1,001 318 339
1965 1,572 1,065 207 300
1970 1,731 1,126 246 359
1974 1,699 1,251 102 346
1975 1,731 1,276 99 356

Employment ('000) /2
1960 1,241 1,003 149 89
1965 1,648 1,409 137 102
1970 1,997 1,629 207 161
1974 2,565 2,072 258 235
1975 2,691 2,191 262 238

Average Employment Enterprise
1960 748 1,002 469 263
1965 1,048 1,323 662 340
1970 1,154 1,447 841 448
1974 1,510 1,656 2,529 679
1975 1,554 1,717 2,646 669

/1 At end of year. Excluded from the number of enterprises are the units
without a legal status, which are considered economically independent
(see glossary).

/2 In determining the number of employees used by industrial enterprises,
the number of employees used in all shifts has been considered (included
the number of employees under training for new enterprises).

Source: Anuarul Statistic

10.15 In republican industry, which comprises about 80 percent of total
industrial employment and 88 percent of gross industrial nrodirtionn average
employment per enterprise is largest in ferrous metallurgy, including mining
and dressing of ferrous ores. In this branch of industrvy it rpeahpd nver
4,700 persons in 1974, up from about 3,700 in 1960. In non-ferrous metallurgy
(including mining and dressing of nnn-ferrotis ore) nq wpll ns in enaineering
and chemical industries, enterprises employed an average of 2,000 to 3,000
Dersons in 1974. Comnared to 196n, auerage employment per enterprise more
than doubled in both the engineering and the chemical branches. In lumber and
wnnd-wnrkina nilln snnl nnapr glascs andl cerami-c, txrtfles, leathergo anndc n~~-- X r- "- I r ---- - r-r-- X -_ - ', 1 5-~ --- ~- e - _
shoes, the employment average per enterprise reached a relatively uniform high
of 1 ,600,-1,700 psns. Only construct4on materials, food processing nd
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printing ~ ~ p4 4 hav reaie sustntf 4qialy beo In the lip ag siz of an indi1qt-riq1

enterprise in Romania (Annex 6.4). This may be explained by the fact that

these branches of industry normally have a more limited scope of operations,

both from the point-of-view of the materials they process and the markets they

serve. Ti_s makles Che' clearly less suitable for consolidation

10. B 1 Ly LIeLLnaLional standarId, 1- '--y.a has p ly heJ

of employed persons per industrial enterprise. This is illustrated in Table

- lA . lITTh~lE'f nL1 V') TflTCL'n nVh D QnXOCTh DfD ThjTNThTLTC TAT V7J'rP'IDDTC5

T aUle I . LI :L U U D X Ur "2-rS? LJi rL_X,J110 f ?£LX

IN SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1973

Sociaiist Countries industrial 1arket Erucuun,ies DeVeloUpLn Counties~

Romania 1,480 FRG /1 149 Yugoslavia 531

Hungary 1,070 Austria /1 96 Colombia /1 71
/,r_-, I,0 /? 1TC'NL /1 rIA

USSR 712 UK 19 7I) /1 87 Brazil ( 17 ,2) /1 54

Bulgaria 520 Sweden 68 Korea /1 49

GDR 297 Canaua 58 Greec 1 7 41

Poland 114 Belgium 35 Israel 35

/1 Manufacturing only.

Source: United Nations, Yearbook or Industrial ScaEisuics, 1974 eXcepL for

Romania, which is\based on data from Anuarul Statistic 1974.

10.17 The development in Romania of a concentration of industrial
production in large enterprises has several important aspects:

a. In 1975 about 82 percent of gross industrial output and 82

percent of the industrial labor force was concentrated in
enterprises employing more than 1,000 persons. These enter-

prises represented 45 percent of all industrial establishments
operating in that year. In 1960, the group of enterprises with

employment of 1,000 and over represented only 15 percent of

all industrial establishments - but this group accounted for

53 percent of total industrial labor and 52 percent of gross

industrial output (for details see Annex 6.5).

b. Large enterprises employing more than 2,000 workers emerged

as the main generators of new employment. This development

is somewhat unexpected after years of concentrated efforts

in building up heavy industries and other capital intensive

and technologically advanced production processes. The

utilization of large plants for substantial employment genera-

tion has meant that industries have remained unusually labor-

intensive despite the modernization and automation that has

taken place.
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c. The concentration of new employment in large industrial plants
has also had a significant impact on changes in labor produc-
tivity. If the size distribution of Romanian industry is dis-
aggregated (see Annex 6.5), it is found that enterprises in
the range of 500 to 3,000 employed persons, and those in the
3,000 to 5,000 bracket until about 1970, have shown inverse
labor productivity ratios. This implies that labor produc-
tivity changes have been below the industrial average. Only
in very large enterprises (over 5,000 workers) and in smaller
establishments (up to 500 workers) have labor productivity
changes been above the industrial average. For a further
discussion of labor productivity in Romanian industry, see
paras. 10.35-10.41.

d. The dominance of the large production unit has contributed to
quite broad product mixes and to rather limited specialization.
Particularly in the more labor-intensive engineering goods
plants and in light industries, the great number of simul-
taneous production lines has frequently overtaxed the capa-
bilities of production management and has made it difficult
to achieve increases in productivity. As part of current
rationalization efforts in industry, there has been somewhat
greater emphasis on specialization.

B. Industrial Investment and Employment

(1) Investment Patterns

10.18 Capital investments have been the main engine of Romania's indus-
trial exnansion since 1950. Fixed assets in industrv inrreaeld by annrox-
imately 10.5 percent per year'during 1951-75, and industry's share in the
tota;l fixed assets nf t-he ecrnnmy (expressed in inentory values) I/ rose
from 20 percent in 1950 to 42 percent in 1975. At this rate of growth --
which in Romania was stirnassed only by the construction sector -- industriRl
investment grew about twice as fast as industrial employment.

10.19 Investment in industry has been concentrated in iron and steel,
chem.icl1 nnai the onginoering sectors. Wlhile th0co threeo brant-hoa rnmbined
had absorbed only 17 percent of total industrial investment in 1950, their
share in induttrinl i.n.vtm.ent has gror.wn rapidly -- frnm abo 11t 92 percent
in 1960 and 40 percent in 1970 to about 46 percent in 1975. On the other hand,
the investment share of petroleum exploration and development declined as a
result of industrial diversification. In 1950, it represented the largest
capital outJayo f aL RLomanian industVy L acuintg fo0 7 , r. aLs 1 6 Lt40 V L -OVMLl w flJ LL VJ

1/ It should be mentioned that the published industrial investment data
-nclude out-y for C the relae..n of_ -fi --- 04 9xeA asset-s. This sh-oulA be~LLL.±UUC UJULiaYO JAL tLLI= L~-F"&dLCHLLL Lii. - --~O .U. C.A. i

kept in mind in comparing investment data among industrial branches
aidi uy type of invteS-LmLPnt .I[L tN LeLIVttbLILMLLL LvsULre fLLg rIUL aeUUL oLp1bsU

in Romania.
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industrial investment; by 1975, its share in total industrial investment

was well below 10 percent. As a result of these major trends of industrial

investment, there has been little change in the distribution of investments

between producer goods and consumer goods industries. In 1975, the former

accounted for about 85 percent of total industrial investment and the latter

for about 15 percent (Annex 6.6).

10.20 With respect to the broad types of investment, it is interesting

to note that machinery and other equipment have substantially increased their

weight in total industrial investment outlays, from 36 percent in 1965 to

51 percent in 1975 (Annex 6.7). This is partly the result of the increasing

diversification of industry, which has given rise to new activities with high

technological requirements, involving new and costlier types of equipment

that had to be largely supplied from specialized firms abroad. Replacement

investment has contributed to the larger share of machinery and equipment

but statistical evidence of their proportion is not available. On the whole,

the growth in industrial investment has been the main factor behind the

exceedingly rapid expansion and diversification of equipment manufacturing

in Romania, although exports also contributed (para. 10.69).

10.21 The share of civil works in industrial investment has declined

from 47 percent in 1965 to 38 percent in 1975, reflecting the Government's

policies to reduce construction costs to the necessary minimum and to give

more emphasis to the expansion and modernization of existing facilities.

In absolute terms, outlays for civil works in industry have shown little

growth in recent years and there has even been an absolute decline of such

outlays in the consumer goods industries. An explanation of this trend might

be the inrrpnsing apnlication of simpler construction methods, in part by

using prefabricated elements, and, more generally, the recent drive to reduce

the specific consumption of matprials in construction works (see discussion

in Chapter Twelve).

(2) Government Policies Affecting Investment and the
Choice of Technology

Basic Policy Orientation

10.22 To achieve maximum utilization of its natural rpensorcep as well as

an efficient use of its labor. potential, Romania from the beginning has placed

great emphasis on the creation of basic industries that would use domestir raw

materials and also provide a base for more specialized secondary industries

with good potential for emplo-y,,.ent and improved labor productivit.- A f-t

priority was to develop chemical industries to utilize Romania's resources of
hydrocarbons and other chemical raw materials as well as metallurgical indus-

tries using available minerals and energy sources. The pattern of investments

in industry clearly shows this sequence, with priorities shifting gradually

from basic industries to processing industries, notably engineering. In the

course of the past 25 years, it has already been noted that an increasing
proportion of national income has been made available for investment by

-eping consumption growth below that of national income. Emphasis was put

)n the creation of producer goods industries and the rapid growth of capital-

Lntensive production. However, since employment generation rema.ined the other
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irrvocarbh I obective of indAustria policies, there -hve been situations,in
several industries where capital-intensive productions did not ensure in all

casesthe est tiliati'on of lab-or, as iscussed further b-elow.
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given to those industries oriented mainly to the domestic market since the
achiv,,l-en- -f certain levels of indAustri'al self=sufficiency has long been_
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an important objective. Until a few years ago, it would have been difficult
to identify industrial projects that were priar,aily developed for the export
market. However, because of the rapidly growing import needs of equipment,
technologies andU r,aterial suppliies, there has bUeen a greater urgenicy to
develop industrial exports in recent years.

10.24 In investment decisions, regional policy objectives are now being
taken into account to a significant extent (see para 2.17). In its regionai
industrialization efforts, Romania has given increasing preference to the
establishment of enterprises within designated industrial platforms (plattorme
industriale), or industrial areas, to facilitate the common use of utilities
and other services, ensure cooperation among enterprises and to restrict the
industrial land use to what is strictly necessary. With this orientation,
several specific problems have been addressed in recent years, concerning
cooperation between industries, use of land better suited for agriculture,
public utilities and other services, utilizing industrial waste materials and,
finally, an effective treatment of industrial effluents.

(3) Criteria of Investment Selection

10.25 All major investment decisions in Romania are taken autonomously by
the highest authorities of party and government 1/ and constitute the basis
for the implementation of projects drawn up at the ministry level (ministries,
central research and design institutes) with participation of centrals and enter-
prises. Decisions to invest in particular activities are essentially a matter
of policy priorities as spelled out in the Development Plan (the Five-Year
Plan) and in the party guidelines of long-term economic and social develop-
ment. Once priority has been given in the plan or guidelines to the develop-
ment of a certain industry on the basis of comparative studies on the devel-
opment of industrial branches, this industry will be given preference in the
allocation of investment resources. 2/

1/ See Appendix 5 for the distribution of competencies in the approval of
industrial projects and on investment selection criteria.

2/ Notwithstanding the establishment of overall sectoral priorities,
Romanian planners adhere quite closely to some basic principles of
resource allocation when it comes to the selection of projects. These
tenets include (a) the principle of complementarity and diversifica-
tion; (b) the principle of cost-effectiveness (i.e. the project's
objective has to be achieved at minimum cost); and (c) the principle
of minimum rate of return.
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(4) An Assessment

10.26 Invest-ment decisions are .ade withirn te framework of the plan.
Projects must contribute to meeting plan priorities and targets. The decision
to incorporate a project wi.hin the plan implies that there 's no alternative

use of funds that can provide a higher rate of return. Once a project is
approveu, resources are releaseu for implementation. Project appraisals are
based upon a set of criteria assigned weights which may be changed from
project Lo projLect in accoruance wilth government priorities. To the extent
that prices used in evaluating costs and benefits differ from border prices,
the real net benefits cannot be easily determined.

10.27 On ghe other hand, if the criteria are used to compare different
alternative solutions that satisfy a maximum of individual policy objectives
this method can be employed with considerable benefit. Besides, many of the
economic criteria used in the assessment of project choices become important
parameters of the physical and financial planning and execution work that
follows after approval. And in aggregated form, they become part of the
material balances that have to be established for products of national impor-
tance, of manpower balances and the national development and financial plans.

(5) The Choice of Technology

10.28 Investment policies have generally given preference to advanced
technological equipment and installations of large processing capacity.
This had an important impact on the growth of labor productivity in industry
and the utilization of the capital stock. In some branches of industry such
as tires, light industry,\machinery and parts of the wood processing industry,
the selected capacities were of a minimum technical size that not only met
domestic market requirements but also provided production for export. Some
of the export products were not always in commodity groups in which Romania
had a particular comparative advantage and in a number of cases the country
had to compete with established name brands in world markets as well as with
exports of developing countries. Romania succeeded in selling these products
abroad, thereby maintaining a relatively high level of capacity utilization.
A number of exports was sold at prices below average foreign market prices.
If Romania could not sell products for export as planned, stocks accumulated
and output was cut. For these reasons, it has become Romania's concern to
conclude foreign long-term contracts in order to secure firm outlets and to
increase the productivity of capital.

10.29 Although considerable progress has been made in replacing obsolete
equipment -- in fact, over two-thirds of total fixed assets in industry are
officially claimed to be less than ten years old -- there is still deadwood in
the existing capital stock. Pre-World War II machinery is still operating in
some plants of engineering and light industries.

10.30 In the past, policies of industrial modernization and renovation
and policies to reduce the wasteful use of capital have not always been
well-coordinated; in the latter case, enternrises have been encouiraged in
the past to keep and maintain equipment long after its economic life has
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expired. lt/ Thui -s, despite the global reevaluations of fixed ast n1,
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and 1964, and the introduction of higher rates of depreciation in 1968, some
enterprises existeU in which old machinery was useu side by side witn modern
automated equipment and, in some cases, with an adverse effect upon the
overall efficiency of the enterprise. Although this machinery required
higher maintenance outlays, it has been kept in operation because of the
necessity of producing larger outputs and saving investment funds.

i0.31 It is interesting to note that some industrial centrals and enter-
prises with regionally dispersed production units have transferred older
and mechanically simpler equipment to other locations. Since this kind of
equipment has often been better suited to the skills available in these
locations, training costs have been saved and the risk of stoppages due
to inappropriate handling of equipment considerably reduced.

10.32 The problem of replacing obsolescent machinery with technologically
advanced fixed capital is a permanent concern to ensure an increase of the
industrial capital productivity. While the promotion of smaller production
units (in part through breaking-up existing large enterprises and specializa-
tion) would ease this problem in many cases, other more comprehensive measures
may be needed, including measures to improve the depreciation system.

10.33 In several industrial branches it has been difficult to reconcile
the need for technological advance with the need to create more jobs in indus-
try. One example is provided by engineering where priority was given both to
modernization -- reflected in its rapidly increasing share in total industrial
investment -- and to creating as many jobs as possible in the industry,. This
eventually led to overstaffing. In addition, expensive automated equipment
was frequently used to compensate for lower skill levels. As a result, over-
all factor productivity was low.

(6) Trends in Capital Productivity

10.34 While high growth rates of capital investment have helped sustain
the growth of labor productivity, official statistics suggest that capital
productivity has been slackening, until the 1971-75 period. This is a
phenomenon that also can be observed in other industrializing countries,
implying that marginal returns on new investments tend to decline with
increasing modernization and sophistication of industrial production. How-
ever the prevailing practice of overdesigning productive installations also
contributed.

1/ Two factors have in the past contributed to this: (a) equipment that in
a formal sense had been written-off could continue to be depreciated at
the same linear rate and depreciation allowances could be retained by the
enterprise for reinvestment (this regulation was abolished in December
1976) ann (b) to a much lesser extent. the 6 percent Production Fund Tax,
abolished in January 1977, encouraged the continued use of older equip-
ment. Depreciation amounts imnposed on Pnuipment dtiring its established

economic life had to be transferred to the industrial central.
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10.35 Anaqlyisq nf cqnitail nroductivitips in Romanian industrv is con-

strained by the existence of index series based on different prices. Invest-

ment data are expressed only in initial values (full initial cost) and based

on different sets of prices. Questions of comparability also arise with

respect to the various published output-t indpe sprie, which are exprsd

in comparable prices derived from different price series. Because of this,

published output and capital ser4 ec can t strictlyhp rnbntrbchd and any find-

ings on capital productivity may have a considerable margin of error. 1/ The
point should be made that published Romanian data do not perm.it any analysis

of absolute capital output ratios other than at the aggregate level. However,

the pUblisheU index -re c --an be -- -sdo trace relative changes of capiLt.al

productivity over a period of time, also expressed in an index number.

10.36 There is another difficulty in measuring trends in capital produc-

LtViLy wiLth a reasonable Uegree ofa.curay, arisin fm ea

industrial output indices by branches of industry all refer to gross output.

Keeping in mind tLhe caveats relerreu to above, th[I -genera - f-- ini. on

capital productivity stated below should only be taken as rough indicators.
This applies in particular, to the apparent productivity trends at the dis-

aggregated branch level. Nevertheless, it appears sufficiently clear that

capital productivity in industry rem,ained stagnant in the 1966-70 period but

increased in the 1971-75 period. Yet there has been increased concern of the
Romanian leadership over the recent levels of inuustrial capiLtal productivity,

reflected in the actions taken to improve the situation in this field.

10.37 Estimated by branches of industry, capital productivity appears to

be increasing in virtually all basic industries, notably in chemicals, non-

ferrous metallurgy, non-metallic minerals and, to a much lesser extent, in

ferrous metallurgy. In construction meteriais, temporary gains in une 1950's

have been followed by a relative decline in capital productivity, reflecting

the rising capital intensity of production. A somewhat peculiar case appears

to be the engineering subsector, where the increases in capital productivity

in the 1950s have been gradually lost as a result of high investments and

some changes in the production structure. In pulp and paper, textiles,

clothing and in food processing, capital efficiencies showed declines, mainly

because of the move towards capital-intensive production.

(7) Employment and Labor Productivity

10.38 Industrial employment expanded most strongly in engineering and

metalworks, which accounted for 37 percent of the absolute increase in in-

dustrial employment during 1951-75. Employment generation in engineering

actually accelerated, and during 1971-75 every second industrial job in

Romania was created in this branch of industry. This strong growth of

employment has meant an increased need for job preparation and on-the-job

training. Other important employment generators were textiles and clothing,

which together accounted for about 18 percent of the 1951-75 employment
increase in industry. As in engineering, employment growth in textiles and

1/ Beginning in 1965, Romania has published data for investment and output
in comp2r2ble nrices of 1963.
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rlthing has accelerated in recent years, in this case reflecting increased

employment of women. Annex 6.9 shows details of labor force absorption in
intdust-ry drlvincg t-ha past 25 years.

10.39 As a leading generator of new industrial employment, the engineering
branch had an expanded share in Romania's industrial labor force from 21 per-
cent 4n 190rt (-he it 4. was _a1. yA- I.the Lutj. 1. L aLtL indutrial emloyer) tL

33 percent in 1975. Textiles, lumber and woodworking each accounted for about
IXI pCerC nt f total. And s ria __ 1 A 1 v:_ IO a7 r C-1 I -- _ .:- - - - - - - - -A
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chemicals and clothing (Table 10.7).

Table 10.7: GROWTH AND COMPOSITION OF INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT

Absolute increase Total Industrial
in Employment Employment

1950-75 in 1975
'000 Percent '000 Percent

Electric Power 31.6 1.6 41.9 1.5
Fuels 40.3 2.0 101.5 3.6
Ferrous Metallurgy, including Mining

and Dressing of Ferrous Ores 62.1 3.i 96.6 3.5
Non-Ferrous Metallurgy, including

Mining and Dressing of
Non-Ferrous Ores 57.4 2.9 73.7 2.6

Engineering and Metalworks 739.3 37.2 912.2 32.6
Chemicals 170.6 8.6 191.8 6.9
Construction Materials 74.1 3.7 121.5 4.3
Lumber and Woodworking 173.4 8.7 313.5 11.2
Pulp and Paper 26.1 1.3 35.1 1.3
Textiles 213.9 10.8 317.1 11.3
Clothing 145.2 7.3 179.6 6.4
Leather, Furs and Footwear 58.9 3.0 102.7 3.7
Food Processing 125.5 6.3 215.0 7.7
Others 70.2 3.5 99.9 3.4

TOTAL INDUSTRY 1,988.6 100.0 2,802.1 100.0

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

10.40 Despite the rapid growth of industrial employment, labor produc-
t-ivi-ty in Rmni;an i ndusftrxy improveAtdA i subtntl1U duie1 to the si1e o f mnre

sophisticated equipment and improvements in production management. Official
Romanian statistics indicate increases in labor productivity ut nr n
average 8 percent per year during 1951-75, with iron and steel, engineering,
chemicals, and construction materials, as one would expect, recording the
largest gains. It should be cautioned that the Romanian practice of express-
ing labor productivity -i gross -t_,s tht i s, -o--al product per -

person is only a rough indicator of actual productivity increases in industry.
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In particular, it may tend to inflate such gains i branches which in the
course of industrial diversification and specialization depend on semi-
fabricated inputs from other industrial branches. Because of some double-
counting, which is inherent in all gross industrial production data, produc-
tivity, increases s Show for som.e branch.es (probably includi4n. g eng1..ineeri.,.-ng)

may be partly attributable to increases achieved in their supplier industries
(e.g. iron -an steel)r. - -se of social p d-uclt as a la-or eff-icency

indicator can be misleading in another respect. For example if an industrial
operation succeed.- in saving -__4eia inut -- o -rdc ~ the sme- -olule-Ifopera..tatt tat.. .cc. - . -V J_LLr,.1 tt _ L L _ .J.LLI U L LU LU pA. U .u Z L l1t~ LUIU- VOL Utiii 0 1

output as previously, this would involve a relative decline in productivity
as suchl. bLe o0f fiLLcai productivity data, presented in Annex 6.10, s[hould

consequently be,used with discretion.

10.41 Aside from these statistical problems, the published data appear
to reflect trends correctly. As the data in Annex 6.10 indicate productivity
increases in industry have slowed down considerably, especially in recent
years. Engineering industries, in particular, appear arreccea by tnis rela-
tive decline as do chemicals and construction materials.

10.42 In industrial planning emphasis was given to both job creation and
intensive equipment utiiization. As a resuit, many enterprises nave combined
labor-intensive operations in the production process with the use of sophisti-
cated machinery. This has not always led to an optimal utilization of labor,
and in some enterprises, particularly within the machine-building industry,
there are still productivity reserves which can be mobilized through better
organization of the production process.

10.43 The past tendency of overdesigning industrial projects, which the
Government is correcting as also discussed in Chapter Twelve, explains in
large part why there is as yet little evidence of a serious strain on existing
capacities. In fact, productivity reserves are apparent almost everywhere and
could be mobilized by rationalization measures, including a more efficient
allocation of labor. Staff can be shifted within the group of enterprises of
an industrial central, a rather common practice during the build-up and expan-
sion of such enterprises.

10.44 With the average labor productivity increase experienced in Romania
during 1971-75 (6.4 percent annually), the country compares quite favorably
with most of the other countries for which comparative data are available.
The following table gives some examples:
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Table .10.8: AVtDAORV GROWU THI TINDTRIALrTAT TAfnfPRODUCTIVI- - , /1

~V~LXC1'.gL U J L\'JVIL L11 LLiJU0.JiI\i J~ LIDVIJI aVLiJUUL.LV.LII 1 1113 /1

(in percent per year)

Poland 7.6
Bulgaria 7.1
Romania 6.4
Hungary 6.3
GDR 6.1
USSR 5.9
CSSR 5.9
Greece 4.8 Manufacturing only
Japan 4.6 "
Spain 4.6
Ireland 4.1
israel 3.8
Yugoslavia 3.4
FR of Germany 2.6 Manufacturing only

/1 The average annual growth for the CMEA countries is based on gross pro-
duction values and for the rest of the countries on gross value added.

Source: UN Economic Survey of Europe 1975 and UN Monthly Bulletin of
Statistics, October 1976.

C. Coordination and Specialization

(1) Product Mix and Specialization

10.45 From what is known about selected product lines in new and expanded
industrial plants, it would appear that Romania has rightly given preference
to production with limited variation of specification, reduced number of types
and large serial volumes. Product lines with relatively short average runs,
requiring frequent adjustments of equipment and tools and a rearrangement of
process flows have generally been avoided. By keeping the product mix narrow,
it has not only been possible to ensure a higher equipment utilization but
also to employ to a certain extent labor with lower skill levels. In addi-
tion, testing requirements could usually be held to a minimum as the relative
product uniformity and quality involved only limited variations. Since the
same production lines have frequently been maintained for a number of years
without any major changes in engineering and design, it can be assumed that
past production choices have generally helped to improve the cost effective-
ness of production. This favorable effect has been further enhanced by the
prevalence of large production units in almost all branches of industry.

10.46 In some industrial subsectors, however, the nrevailing nroduct mLix
has created some less efficient productions and lower levels of capacity utili-
zation. In these cases, the existence of large-sized nroduction facilities
has become a burden, raising difficult problems of production management.
This was the case in some enterprises in the engineering subsector, notably
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mechanical Pngineering. These enterDrises had relatively short production

runs and, because of certain adjustments and rearrangements of process flows,

there were lower levels of eauinment utilization, all of which tended to

result in higher production costs. For these reasons the engineering sub-

sector had shown a lower degree of capacityv titliz4tion than other industrial

branches of Romania.

10.47 In the engineering industry, as in all other branches of industry,

serial changes, the introduction of new products and the technologies to be

applied are established plan targets which take into account the specific

suggestions made by the enterprises, centrals, ministries, and the economic

synthesis organs. In the process of determining the specific plan targets,

centrals and enterprises may generally give a preference to more limited

number of new products and processes which they see more compatible with the

plan targets. Any possible differences in the approach to new products and

process are, however, finally decided upon by the central authorities.

10.48 Throughout industry in Romania, the emphasis on size has led to

long production runs and inirequent miodel changes. Ln aUddUition, tLhe planning

system gives very limited incentives for continuous industrial innovation

beyond the planned technological efforts. As in other centrally planned

economies, an institutionalized sellers' market tends to be created where

the industrial consuner must buy what is offered to him. All these factors

explain why there is considerable scope for further industrial specialization

and for more cooperation between enterprises belonging to different centrals

and ministries.

10.49 To a large extent, past specialization has taken place within exist-

ing large industrial complexes, leading to a rapid multiplication of differ-

ent production lines and involving only limited cooperation and integration

with other plants. Under these conditions, an enterprise producing transport

equipment might also manufacture a range of materials and components aside

from machine-tools and other instruments. Tehnofrig, a food equipment manu-

facturer at Cluj, has a product mix ranging from refrigeration and milling

equipment to equipment for the beverage, dairy, brewing, canning, edible oii

and baking industries. And a manufacturer of equipment for the production

of construction and refractory materials at Bistrita also produces equipment

for ordinary bricks, firebricks, glass and ceramic materials and other items

such as dust retaining filters. Specialization is also quite limited in the

chemical subsector, but has been advancing in recent years more rapidly in

machinebuilding. Although the enterprises themselves have a highly diversi-

fied product list and are oriented towards long production runs, integration

with secondary processing plants and specialization in output of final products

is still rather limited.

10.50 In general, enterprises supplying general-purpose materials and com-

ponents are still unable to cover the entire range of types and dimensions

that are in demand despite the fact that their product list is very extensive.

The insufficient capacity and small number of medium-sized and small suppliers
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capable of an economic manufacture of small batches of materials and compo-
nents, which are not established by the Plan, still create problems for in-
dustrial plants, forcing them to postpone the manufacture of some products

requested by the customer. 1/

10.51 Enterprise diversification and cooperation has in the past been slow
and has been achieved mainly within the same enterprise and only exceptionally
by transfers of production lines to other locations. In more recent years,
hLowever, the trend towards specialization has intensified, in part as .result
of agreements with foreign partners on technical cooperation as well as the
condi 4 tions [in world milartles. in some industrial branches progress Sin that
direction has been slow. This applies, in particular, to the engineering
subsector whiLLLcI, although offering commLonJLy the best conditions for special=

ization and coordination, shows one of the heaviest plant and output concen-
trations andIU onie ol thLe 'lowest Lcegrees oft plant tiLtegration uy international
comparison.

(2) Pricing of Industrial Goods

10.52 As in all centrally planned economies, prices are set by the author-
ities. They are uniform for any type of product and in any part ofL tre
country, and larger consumers do not enjoy any advantage over smaller ones.
In practice, large consumers with delivery contracts are only charged the
delivery price of the centrals' warehousing and distribution units, while
the population who depends on retail outlets pays the higher retail price
which covers the distribution costs and profit margin of ITA and the retail
stores.

10.53 The Government's strategy has been dominated by long-term develop-
ment strategy, emphasizing maximum utilization of domestic natural resources
and the mobilization of the country's labor potential for industrial work
(para 10.22). As a result, prices for some raw materials of the extractive
industries were set at low levels. Farm prices were kept low in relation
to industrial products. This may provide another explanation of why food-
processing, and other industrial branches based on domestic supplies of
agricultural materials, showed a relatively larger decline in total indus-
trial production than their physical output trends would suggest. Prices for
natural gas have in the past been set too low relative to the price for coal
so that there was no incentive to increased use of coal in power generation.

10.54 The vested interests of enterprises have entered into the price-
setting process from another angle. Since their profit margins have been
established on the basis of effective cost, enterprises have had an incentive
to overstate planned costs, particularly on the price-setting of new indus-
trial products where such actions provide also a shield against inherent risks
of new production, and thereby to inflate the real growth of gross industrial
production. Since the chemicals and machine building sub-sectors have

1/ Serban Orascu, Specializarea si cooperarea in industrie, Bucharest 1974,
pp. 55-56.
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generated many of the new products, this applies laraelv to them. In recogni-
tion of that possibility, the Government has introduced, particularly since
1971 when the Law on Prices was nut into force; measures to assess and adjust
prices of products both before their introduction and after production has
commpnrpd. These measures make i t u,nlikely that- overnricing of new goods is

now an important source of distortion in the statistics.

10.55 The fact that the cost-price calculation, as used in the price-
settina nrnrcpc has not includredt annv nprifir hargsPz for fixred nr tontal

assets, except for the period 1974-76 when a production assets tax was intro-
duced, has inf.luenced enterprises to strive for unduly capital-intensive
production and has not given adequate incentives for full utilization of these
assets. Since the assets tax did not contribute to the e xpected extent to the
better use of assets and to a realistic assessment of investment requirements,
th,e Governm.,ent zbolished this tax 'Olt,7 anA at,h sm t,le ntroAuced a
tax on benefits, which is not included in the production costs.

10.56 The last comprehensive rounds of price-resetting took place during
1741- and was at 'east partl'y niuced by the recent pric c ice wUlc
markets. In these rounds, new prices were established for most industrial
prod'ucts. Tn the pri ce resetin proessadjstr.ents were m.ade for increases-

pLuUULL ~. £ LLt jJL IL_ LCC3CL~LLL
6
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in raw material prices, several wage increases and similar effects, and those
cases in which prices had been subsidized by the budget were abolished.

(3) Quality and Quality Control

1.0.57 The production or quality industrial products has for years been
a prime concern of Romania. This is not only underlined by the number of
advanced technologies adopted in industrial production (through direct imports
and joint ventures) but also by the continuous efforts to improve on them.
Moreover, quality control is promoted through a complex system of standards
and controls established at the institutional level and of incentives and
penalties.

10.58 In a good number of cases, Romania has been able to gain and main-
tain an international reputation for the quality of its products. Oil drilling
equipment, equipment for the petrochemical industry and tractors are only some
examples where such a reputation is well established and Romanian brand names
already speak for the quality of the relevant products. The success in the
diversification of industrial exports is a further reflection of this devel-
opment.

10.59 Some industrial products are produced that are of a quality that is
comparable to international standards, but have to be sold at a discount in
world markets to penetrate these markets. The reasons why these products are
not yet well established in world markets are chiefly that sales support is
not sufficient and because continuous marketing efforts are not made and
servicing facilities are insufficient.
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10.60 On the other hand, there is still a nu..ber of industlrial produ-ts,
both consumer goods and investment goods, that have quality characteristics
and other properties which m.make them.. acceptable only in m-ore limited markets
and sometimes at relatively low prices. It should be pointed out, however,
that the num,ber of such produucts Lhas bUeen dec1lining substantially in -recentL.LILaLLL1~iULOL U U.IjLU ULb 1d ~L ~ L1I~b U dI d ILL 111 ; -- I.eIL

years as a result of stricter measures to ensure and improve product quality.

10.61 In Romania, qualitative aspects of production are addressed in the
National Plan and in Quality Control Laws, the most recent of wnich was enacted
in July 1977 (Legea Calitatii Produselor si Serviciilor). The Plan, in a
separate chapter, establishes the share of quaiity products to be produced by
industrial branches, centrals and enterprises, new products and technologies,
existing products to be improved and standards to be applied as well as those
products that are to be taken off production. The targets set are binding,
and compliance at the enterprise level is stimulated by the granting of
premiums and the possibility of penalties and other forms of punishment.
Quality control is exercised by special Departments of Technical Quality
Control at the ministries, centrals and enterprises and is designed to super-
vise the observance of technical specification and norms during all stages of
the production process. These departments are subordinated to and cooperate
with the General State Inspectorate for Quality Control, which has its own
test facilities, and the Central Council of Workers Control, which is a party
organ.

10.62 Although the institutional system set up to promote and control
the quality of products is quite comprehensive it is somewhat rigid. It is
probably its rigidity and the required strict coordination of the entities
involved that contributes most to the fact that in practice it is difficult
to improve quality on a continuous basis and beyond the established targets.
Also, as the prevailing incentive system is construed it is still generally
more important to achieve and overfulfill physical output targets than to
concentrate on a continuous improvement of the quality of products.

D. Industry, Foreign Trade and International Cooperation

(1) Industrial Imports and Exports

10.63 Romania's impressive pace of industrialization is reflected in the
rapid development and changing composition of its foreign trade. Imports of
industrial equipment and materials and, since 1968, petroleum accounted for
around 90 percent of total imports between 1950 and 1975 and over 90 percent
of the absolute growth of imports during the period. Consequently, foreign
exchange outlays rose steeply--from only $0.2 billion in 1950 and about $0.6
billion in 1960 to almost $5.0 billion in 1975 (all expressed in current
dollars).
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10.64 To Day for these rising import requirements. which increasingly
came from western industrialized economies and from developing countries
providing essential raw materials and petroleum, the country had to expand
its commodity exports greatly and to shift from its traditional export base
of raw materials and food items to higher-value processed commodities.
Through energetic efforts, at times by suppressing domestic demand, and by
taking advant2ge of every nossible market oDDortunity abroad, Romania suc-
ceeded in boosting its industrial exports from very low levels in the 1950's
and earlv 19g6n's to $1.7 billion in 1970 and 84.9 bill1ion in 1975 (Annexes
6.11 and 6.12). Industrial exports contributed about 92 percent of the
absolute growth of total exports during 1(60-79- hbut;- a indusitrv is, defined
in Romania, industrial exports also comprise a significant, though rapidly
decrlining, nrnnArtiinn nf uinnr ePPC:CAr And qPmi-nrnoRPqPd mntPriqTh. The

share of these kinds of materials in total industrial exports was 62 percent
in 1960 but has been about 45 percent since 1Q7n= Exports of equipment
goods and consumer manufactures, totalling about $240 million in 1960, $944
million in 10,0 -A nd 1.7 1,4114b n in 1975, exanded at almost e-ual rates,

each representing about 20 percent of total industrial exports in 1960 but
ab,out 97 p_eretn 1(7R. TI>e share of finishedA manufactuers F4n toal! ;expFo1Artsa ,V VJu L f F LL e C Li 1. * X*J/ J@X& I IJ Li OL O C V t J. iLOi1 11 ihaf l II.AvCXWvL 7 L VXCML

increased from about 10 percent in 1950 to 51 percent in 1970 and 55 percent
in both 1972 and 1973. However, in 1974 and 1975 the share of manufactured
goods declined to 50 percent, mainly because of increased prices of petroleum
prouucts andU raw materialJs.

10.65 Al though available informa tion reveals very little about the actual
.LVU.U rl.LI- UgL i It VdL ± ULi _L LUIIidLJAI £C~~L CL LLL.L aUJU i_ ~
direction of exports by product, it appears that western industrialized
iarkets re.mained thie iain destination ofL unprocessed and - - - - -- L--.i -o A

materials, opening themselves up only slowly to finished manufactured exports,
mostly of consumiier goods. In equipment goods, the Romd.anLl expor-t assortmIent
has been generally more limited to buyers in industrial market economies,
largely because of the relatively small share of sophisticated equipment and
the shortage of servicing facilities. However, export restrictions on licensed
product lines also contributed. Notable exceptions were machinery aUd equip-
ment for mining and basic chemical productions, in which Romania has developed
some well-established markets in advanced industrialized countries.

10.66 Due to the limitations imposed on the export of finisned manufactured
goods to western industrial countries, exports of these products remained for
a long time confined to socialist countries. However, in more recent years,
additional outlets were opened up in developing countries to help compensate
for the growing imports ot raw materials and petroleum supplied trom this group
of countries. Trade agreements with developing countries helped increase
Romanian exports to about $1.0 billion in 1975, equivalent to one-fifth of
total exports of industrial goods. By comparison, an estimated 50 percent of
total industrial exports is normally destined to other CMEA countries and about
30 percent to industrial market economies.
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10.67 The comnoRition nf trnde flnws hbtween Romania and western market
economies, as described above, explains the emergence of trade deficits
wit-h thpes cniintr-rip. This fpatuirp and the problems of trade financing are

discussed in Chapter Seven. Brief reference should also be made to Romania's
thus far considerable surpluses with socialist and developing countri-

10.68 The value of industrial exports, which according to the Romanian
definition of industry also includes exports of mining products, fuels and
electrical energy, represented in 1975 abou 17 n r 

dustrial ouptut expressed in 1963 comparable prices (Annex 6.13). This
cont-rasts with, sh.ares of 11 percentu in 1097/0 andu 5=10 percentL duurinrg the 195"'
and 1960's and appears to indicate a substantial rise in the export-intensity
o f Romanian industry. Ar -ong the_ 4_3aJr_ iniida brache of inuty fulU.k ~!JL101.k0L L1UU * LILL[i LIIC L11LJU 1. LLIUiLV.LUUaJ.L ULaLiICLICb U.L -1.LUUZ LI.Y, .L U~J

and chemicals, ferrous metallurgy, and engineering goods appear to export
iLargerLL _ LIshLL ofthe respective pLUUUcLio[1 LIIUhIIn LUUtLLy as a Whle.

inIf ~A -1

10.6 IlTe [iOst important contriDutors to th-e growth of industrial exports
between 1960 and 1975 have been the engineering subsector, chemicals, ferrous
metallurgical products and food products (Annex 6.12). Engineering goods
contributed over 25 percent of the absolute growth of industrial exports
between 1960 and 1975, and in 1975 they represented about 26 percent of total
industrial exports. In engineering goods, Romania was particularly successful
in expanding export sales of equipment used in the petroleum industry, also
machine tools, tractors and, as official statistics indicate, ships and naval
equipment. In tractors exports accounted for an exceptionally high share of
total production -- over 70 percent in 1975 with the direct import content of
production reduced to less than 5 percent. Tractors probably represent the
best success story of any industrial product of Romania. Of basic Romanian
design and engineering, Romanian tractors have well-established markets
throughout the world, including western industrialized economies. Other
examples are oil drilling, mining and petrochemical equipment.

10.70 Chemical products, including refined petroleum products, accounted
for about 20 percent of the absolute growth of industrial exports between 1960
and 1975, and in 1975 they represented about 23 percent of total industrial
exports. Excluding petroleum products, the subsector's contribution to the
1961-75 growth of industrial exports was 13 percent and its 1975 share in these
exports came to 12 percent. Exports of the subsector included caustic soda,
carbide, synthetic rubber products and nitrogenous fertilizers. Export shares
in relevant production volumes of 1975 were close to 20 percent in the case of
tires, about one-third in chemical fertilizers, close to 40 percent in caustic
soda and exceeded 50 percent in the case of carbide. With the exception of
caustic soda, the export shares of the other mentioned products have been
increasing during the past decade.

10.71 In iron and steel products the export of finished rolled products
and pipes contributed approximately 10 percent of the absolute growth of in-
dustrial exports between 1960 and 1975, with about the same share of exports
in 1975. The export share of the production of finished rolled products was
about 14 percent in 1975, and it has showed a significant decline in recent
years. In steel pipes the export share was about 26 percent in 1975, but this
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too has declined significantly in recent years. In pipes, however, Romania
remained a substantial net exporter. This is not the case in finished rolled
nrodiucts in whirh Romania has been a net imnprtpr fnr vears= RBt imnort sur-
pluses have been declining in recent years with increasing domestic produc-
tion (Table 109).

Tnabl 10 Q. RAT.ANGE. nF SUIPPT.V TN TRON ANT) STEE PRnnTSTT

(in '000 tons)

1965 1970 1975

Fin4shed Rolled Products

Production 2,347 4,504 6,810
Export 342 1,278 1 ),0

Import 1,076 1,361 1,570

Pipes
- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OZ~ - .- 1 1r1

Prroduct ion 586 767 1,151

Export 235 300 295
Import 81 106 72

I ! 1 .: _ ' __ _ 1 _ _ _ o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ /. 'If z C rl 7 C /. CTotal Ferrous Production in Raw Stee'L Equi.vaLents o/U U,lii 7,jj

Net exports - 97 -

Net imports 456 - 145

Source: Information supplied by the Romanian authorities.

10.72 Processed food products have become an important earner of convert-
ible foreign exchange, with outlets abroad concentrated in western European
countries. They accounted for 9 percent of the absolute increase of industrial
exports in the 1961-75 period and their share in totai industrial exports was
10 percent in 1975. Chief exports have been canned fruits and vegetables and
meat preserves.

10.73 Although textiles and clothing contributed only 1.8 percent and 3.4
percent respectively, to total industrial exports in 1975, both commodity

groups stand out because of their steep export growth. From an export volume
of $8-$9 million each in 1960, textile exports grew to $89 million in 1975
and clothing exports to $166 million. Exports were increasingly directed to
EEC countries. Romania's growing penetration of the EEC market gave rise
to an agreement between Romania and the EEC in November 1976, regulating 11
different textile exports from Romania to the EEC from January 1, 1976 until

1978. Individual quotas granted to Romania were calculated from the average
level of supplies during the preceding three years (1973-75).

10.74 Romania's trade volume by commodity groups and selected individual
commodities is shown in Annex 6.11-6.16.
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(2) Cooperation Agreements and Joint LVentures

5 n recent years, 'omauia 'as 'ecorlle a strong auvocate of interna-
tional economic and technical cooperation, and it has extended the scope of
cooperation to countries and institutions throughout the world. This new
orientation represents an important change from the past when international
collabuoration was far more limited, focusing particularly on other CMEA
countries. For industry in Romania this new orientation is significant since
it provides numerous opportunities and challenges, notably through inproved
access and exposure to advanced technologies and know-how, additional sources
of raw material and energy supplies, and expanded markets abroad for its pro-
ducts and own technologies.

10.76 On the whole, Romanian cooperation with foreign companies has been
markedly intensified in the past few years, both within Romania itself and in
developing and industrial nations. It was abroad, however, where Romanian
efforts clearly made the greater headway. This is reflected in the rapid
increase of various forms of cooperating activities, including partnerships
in the construction of industrial units, cooperation in geological explora-
tion and prospecting, the setting up of joint production and commercial ven-
tures, and in the more general fields of technical assistance and consulting.
A more extensive discussion on cooperation agreements and joint ventures has
been given in Chapter Seven.

E. The 1971-75 Plan and Current Development Issues in Industry

10.77 Like the previous plans, the last Five-Year Plan, covering the years
1971-75, was overfulfilled in terms of growth of industrial output. This is a
remarkable achievement considering that during this period there were problems
resulting from flood damages as well as increasing supply constraints and much
higher import costs for primary energy and other important industrial inputs.
Flexibility in the utilization of labor, which is inherent in the Romanian
system, has also helped to facilitate the outcome of the Plan as labor could
be easier mobilized to fulfill and overfulfill plan targets. It should be
kept in mind that there is a production incentive system aimed at achieving
outputs over and above the established targets and that the individual targets
are in fact set in a way to stimulate overfulfillment of the targets.

10.78 Achievement of planned output targets varied among subsectors. Plan
targets were exceeded by a great margin in ferrous metallurgy, engineering,
lumber and wood processing as well as in light industries, with the notable
exception of food processing. In ferrous metallurgy, including mining and
dressing of ferrous ores, the largest annual rates of expansion were recorded
in the output of rolled steel products (middle and thick sheets 21.1 percent per
annum, thin sheets 18.1 percent) and in steel alloys (16.0 percent per annum).
Domestic supplies of iron ore have declined since 1971. In the eneineerine
subsector, above average increases in output of electrical engineering prod-
ucts (18.7 percent per annum) and electronics (26.8 percent) are higher than
in most mechanical engineering products, including transport equipment and
in metalworks. The better than Dlanned performance of t-he wood processing
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induistrv is mainlv the result of diversification and the related increases

in the output of chipboard and particle board (14.1 percent per annum) and

of furniture (12.1 nprcnt nper anniim). Although timber Droduction declined,

better use was made of low-grade timber and wood waste. In light industries,
where emph-asis as 1aiI nn a ra,nid sthitut-ion of chemical fibers and leather

substitutes for traditional materials, output grew particularly in ready-made

garments and knitwear, a large part of which waA dpetinpd for exnort

10 .70 As Table 10.10 shows, some i-nust-rial Qsusptors Inagpd hphind

planned output targets. These include electric power and fuels, chemicals and

food processing. In fuels planned targets were not achieed, mainly herause

of the delays in bringing new coal mines into production. In power, the

underful fillment of the planned targets may have been a result of the meastires

adopted to save gas and oil. The lagging performance of the chemical sub-

sector, cotr,pared to planned targets, is related to both unexpected major
repairs and overhauls that had become necessary during 1971-75, and problems

in the cu uuLII iOio1nLL Uo nLew p laLts.
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Tahble 10 10: TNTlITTRTAT. TNIT(GATORS OF Ar14TF:VFMF:NTq DnITTNG THEIF 1Q71-75 PLAN

A. 1975 compared with 1970 (= 100)

Five-Year Plan Actuals

Gross Industrial Output 169-176 184.7
TaboiJ rL rX A l _U-4 CLV TA C. 1X LE UO CL I AS,) .

Reduction of effective costs of production per
1UJ r L%f 1 UL LUULULC iJLjUL4 ai1000 lei- of comm,rodit~y output1-29.

B. Average AInnuadL Rates o4fL GrowtLh 1971=7, Lin percent -

rlve-Year rPLan A1ctua'ls

Total Socialist Industry 11.0-12.0 13.1

Electric Power 10.8-11.8 9.8
Fuels 6.0- 7.1 5.0
Ferrous Metallurgy /2 9.0- 9.o 11.3

Non-ferrous Metallurgy /2 9.0-i0.4
Engineering and Metal Works 14.1-15.6 18.4
Chemicals 16.2-17.5 15.9
Construction Materials 12.8-14.2 9.8
Lumber and Woodworking 2.8- 3.5 6.2
Food Processing 9.3-10.4 8.0
Other Light Industries 8.9-10.1 13.4

/1 In terms of gross output. Note that these percentage rates differ
slightly from the rates shown in Annex 6.1 due to the exclusion of
industrial production of non-industrial units (training schools,
design and research institutes, etc.).

/2 Including mining and dressing of ores.

Source: Communique on the Fulfillment of the Unified National Plan for Social
and Economic Development of the Socialist Republic of Romania during
the 1971-75 period, Bucharest, 1976.

10.80 The table above also shows that labor productivity increases in
industry remained a little below expectations. It is furthermore seen that
effective costs of production, expressed per thousand lei of commodity output,
could not be reduced to the planned extent. There were several reasons for
this, the most important of which were (a) higher import costs in production;
(b) the effect of the price adjustments made in 1974 and 1975; (c) the intro-
duction of the production fund tax of 6 percent in 1973. 1/

10.81 From the industrial performance during the past Five-Year Plan and
specific findings presented in other parts of this report, it seems clear that

I/ This tax was withdrawn on January 1, 1977. See Appendix 7.
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the level reached in Romanian industrialization involves much more complex

planning in the longer-term than hitherto, requiring corresponding adjustments.

In addition, there are problems related to the changing conditions in world

markets to which the country has been increasingly exposed. One of the im-
portant issues facing industry is the adeauate supply of energy, including

hydrocarbons for chemical processing, and of other raw materials and inter-
mpdiatep Due to thp lpvpl reached in industrial development; industry has

become increasingly import dependent and this has some implications not only
for the crst stru,ctuirp and competitiveness nf gnTmp industrial nrnduicts but,

since these conditions are expected to be accentuated in future, also for
the future path of industrial development in f-th conntry.

10.82 These developing conditions call for narticu11lar attention to be paid

to specific courses of action so that Romanian long-term growth will not be

constrained. These are discussed further below. It should be noted that the
Government is cognizant of these problems and in the context of the 1971-75
and 1976-80 plans, has undertaken or is undertaking specific measures to

address many of them.

(a) achieving a more rational utilization of scarce industrial
m.,ater als. To meet t.his objective may require ab ,doni-g

certain production lines, processes and projects which make
extensive use of mraterials or have very high specific consump-
tion of energy (e.g. electrolytic smelting). A critical review

o0 prograrLs destignedU LUo increase ItLhLe utili4zation of ow grade

domestic materials may also be appropriate; this would have to
be uorte with a Vie-W LU LLIL[LL1i1i.1 Lilt- LUDL o tAU01 Lin iLLUdULt.y.

(D) taking appropriAte steps to rationalize industr'-al operations,

at both the enterprise and branch levels, so as to achieve a
fuller and more economic utilization OL capital andU LaUor.

This would support two objectives: the control of costs in
industry and the promotion or those industrial activities in

which Romania has clear competitive advantages in the long run.
Prices that better reflect economic scarcities would provide

guidance as to the directions to be selected. This applies,

in particular, to the planning process; however, in actual
operations, where the price regulator is less important than in

market economies, it would be necessary to improve the current

system of efficiency control. The following specific lines of

action may be appropriate and should be given consideration:

(i) improving the allocation of labor with a view to
securing higher levels of equipment utilization and
labor productivity. This may be achieved by (a)

enterprise reorganization separating labor-intensive
operations from capital intensive process lines, (b)

plant division, or (c) some reallocation of labor

among industries;

(ii) improvements in material flows and better space

utilization;
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(iii thi prLor,,LU tion LondustriLL speiLdiLLatLLUL, parLty

by reallocating production lines among existing
enterpris-ebs.

c _ i _: -- - . ___ 1: E ! . . II . . Ivc, proviulng apprupriaLe incenElves to improve tne quality or
industrial products and to make Romanian products more compe-
titive in markets abroad. To be effective specific measures
would have to provide financial incentives for enterprises.
Because of Romania's dependency on imports of energy, indus-
trial equipment and materials and the ensuing need to develop
an adequate volume of exports, the achievement of industrial
outputs of higher quality is one of the most urgent tasks.

F. The 1976-80 Development Plan and Prospects until 1990

10.83 The current Five-Year Plan calls for a continuation of the past
industrialization strategy with particular attention to the expansion of basic
industries and of technologically-advanced secondary industries. During the
plan period, industrial investments of 580.5 billion lei (at comparable prices)
are planned. Total industrial output is to grow by 10.2 - 11.2 percent per
annum, which is about one percentage point less than the target set for the
previous five-year period (Table 10.11). The largest output growth is planned
to be achieved in the chemical, engineering and metallurgical subsectors while
the output of electrical energy, fuels, construction materials and light
industries is planned to grow below the rate of industry as a whole. 1/

1/ A more detailed discussion of the 1976-80 industrial sector tarRets
is given in Appendix 5.
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Table 10.11: INDICATORS OF PLANNED GROWTH IN GROSS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, 1976-80

- in comparable prices -

1980 over 1975 Average Annual Growth
/I

1975 = 100 Percent -

TOTAL INDUSTRY 162-170 10.2-11.2
Electrical Power 128-145 5.1- 7.7

Fuels 139-149 6.8- 8.3
Ferrous and Non-ferrous

Metallurgy 173-181 11.6-12.6
Engineering and Metal Works 175-181 11.8-12.6
Chemicals 203-215 15.2-16.5

Construction Materials 154-161 9.0-10.0
Lumber, Pulp and Paper,

and Wood Processing 125-132 4.6- 5.7
Food Processing 147-155 7.7- 9.2
Other Light Industries 147-152 8.0- 8.7

/1 Branch growth rates are approximate.

Source: Buletinul Oficial al Republicii Socialiste Romania, Vol. XII,

No. 65, Part I, July 7, 1976.

10.84 If the implied branch coefficients for 1976-80 are compared with the

actual developments during 1971-75, it is seen that chemicals and metallurgy

have been given much greater emphasis in the current Five-Year Plan, while

engineering industries are now expected to contribute comparatively less to

industrial growth than previously. The latter is explained by the need for

a more adequate structure of this subsector taking into account the domestic
requirements and export provisions. Food processing has been given greater
attentinn than in the nrevious plan neriod. This is obviously also true
with respect to fuels where substantial increases in coal production are
fnreseen (Annex 6.17! 
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Table 1012: BRANCH GOFFFTIGTNTS OF TNDTTSTRV

1971-75 Plan 1976-80 Plan

(Actuals) (Targets)
Engineering 1.25 Chemicals 1.25=1.26
Chemicals 1.13 Engineering 1.06-1.08
TOTAL INDUSTRY 1.00 Metallurgy 1.06
Metallurgy 0.88-0.93 TOTAL INDUSTRY 1.00
Constructi4on Mat"erials MC8 Construction Materials 0/.9-0.95I v ~~SJuu 'AL LLLLLL VIL~Ld ~ U7+U~

Electrical Energy 0.86 Food Processing 0.89-0.91
FoodA Pr--cessin 0 .770 Othe L Industries 0o0n 900

Lumber, Pulp and Paper, Fuels 0.85-0.87
A 7/_ 0/ -,1 1 ,, - A andU WYUoodwork-ing 0.74u.0.84 ZlecLrical Zfnergy 0.79-0.

Fuels 0.70 Lumber, Pulp and Paper,
and Woodworking 0.77

Source: Annex 6.18 and mission calculations.

10.85 Labor productivity increases in industry are planned to range on the
average between 8.5 percent and 9 percent annually but no data are published
with respect to industrial subsectors. The question of labor productivity is
a priority target during this plan period since the period largely coincides
with the planned gradual reduction of the workweek to 44 hours. No informa-
tion has yet been provided on how much additional labor is anticipated to be
absorbed by the various branches of industry.
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Table 10.13: PLANNED GROWTH OF INDUSTRY
(in billion lei at comparable 1963 prices and percent)

1975 1980 1990

Volume % Volume % Volume %

Gross Industrial
Production 586.9 100.0 950-998 100.0 2-100-2.400 100.0

Electrical Energy 158 2 7 90-93 9 1-3 = ..

Fuels 21.1 3.6 29-31 3.1 .. .

Metallurgy 62.8 10.7 109-114 11.4-11.5
Engineering and Metal
Works 190.2 32.4 333-344 34.5-35.1 825-977 39.7-40.8

Chemicals 66.3 11.3 135-143 14.2-14.3 312-455 15.0-19.0

C Lonstruction MLaLerials 3.1 28-29 2 .

Lumber, Pulp and Paper,
Woodj Processling 34. 5.9m 4-46~ 4.-.. .. ..

Food Processing 76.9 13.1 112-119 18.8-11.9 .. .

OVth'er Branches of
Industry 101.0 17.2 141-149 14.8-14.9 .

Source: Anuarul Statistic, Buletirnul Oficial al Republicii Socialiste Ro-ania,
Vol. XII, No. 65, Part I, July 7, 1976, and Eleventh Congress of the

Romanian Communli\:t Party, Guidelines fLor Roiadnia' ECdonOmi-- --A Sc4ia1

Development over the 1981-1990 period, Bucharest 1975, and mission

calculations.

10.86 Gross industrial production is pianned to rise at a raLe of about

8.1 - 9.1 percent a year during 1981-90, compared to a plan target of 10.2 -

11.2 percent a year during i976-80. In social product, industry's share is

expected to increase from 67 percent in 1975 to about 71 percent in 1980.

By 1990, industry's contribution to Romania's social product would be in tlhe

order of 78 - 80 percent.

10.87 Assuming the full achievement of the output targets for 1976-80,

Romania would see a further concentration of industrial production in heavy

industry, with the metallurgical, engineering and chemical branches reaching

a combined share in total industrial output of about 60 percent. The contri-

bution of fuel and electrical energy to total industrial output would continue

its relative decline. This trend reflects the growth of imports of primary

energy which would make it necessary to rationalize the utilization of primary

energy, mainly by reducing less economical uses of fuels or industrial feed

stocks and by cutting down waste. In line with the overproportionate growth

of output of heavy industries, the share of light industries will further

decline, affecting industries in both food processing and consumer goods

manufacturing in relative terms (Table 10.11).
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1.88. As ti n icated adi -lLpL U L t[e Party's guidelines for Romania's

economic and social development over the 1981-90 period, there will be no
departure from the strong emphasis on heavy industries after 1980. The
chemical and machine-building industries are envisaged to remain the leading
growth sectors of industry. Steel output is expected to reach 25 - 27
million tons/year by 1990 to support an engineering subsector that would be
growing at 9.5 - 11 percent during the 1980s. Together, the engineering and
chemical branches of industry are expected to increase their share in gross
industrial production from about 44 percent in i975 to 55 - 60 percent in i990.

iO.89 As indicated earlier in this chapter, the economic growth of Romania
will require further imports of energy and raw materials which, combined with
changing conditions in world markets, will require a certain element of flex-
ibility in the planning process for industry. The uncertainty involved will
no doubt cause periodical revisions of established plan targets, making long-
term planning more indicative in many respects than in the past. Recent
measures designed to reduce specific consumption in industries express concern
for increasing efficiencies of industrial assets. The planned industrial
expansion also considers the cost and availability of primary energy and other
raw materials but adjustments might be necessary in the planning process.
This may make the current planning system and Romania's industrial organiza-
tion sufficiently flexible to respond to the requirements and challenges of
changing conditions in foreign markets. A more detailed assessment of the
prospects and problems facing the Romanian economy is given in Chapter Sixteen.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE DEVEL0OPFNT AND CONTRIBUTION OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

A. The Position of Agriculture in the Romanian Economy

11.01 Agriculture is a basic branch of the Romanian economy and plays a

major role irn the countr-'s economic growth. Between 1950 and 1975, social

product from agriculture more than tripled, social product per agricultural
worker rose five times and national income from agriculture mora than dou,led

In view of the principal characteristics of Romania's economic development,

thowever, these increases i production, which hIave assured an expanding food

base for a population growing at 1 percent per annum, have been smaller than
thLe rapiU Industrial growthl and agr4culture's rela4tve contiriUbution to the

economy has declined. In 1938, agriculture employed almost 80 percent of the

labor 0force and contributed the ra[jor share of thL na inciL'a~ nomnie, t.hat is,

38 percent compared with industry's share of 31 percent. In the postwar

period, industrial growth soon overtook agriculture as the principal source
of national income: in 1950, agriculture accounted for 28 percent of national

income 1/ corILparedU with industry's share of 4J4L percent) and 216j percent. of

social product; by 1975, its share of national income and social product had

fallen to i6 percent and 13 percent respectively. However, this change in

the structure of output shares was not matched by an equally rapid change in

the structure of the labor force, so that agriculture, with somie 3o percent

of the labor force in 1975, was only overtaken by industry in the last Plan

period as the major source of employment. Considering that in 1975 over half

of Romania's population lived in rural areas, it is clear that, despite the

progress in industrialization, the agrarian roots of the economy persist.

11.02 The importance of agriculture to the economy, however, goes beyond

its being a sizeable employer of labor; it is also of importance in its con-

tribution to foreign trade, both as a direct earner of foreign exchange and
insofar as its growth saves imports of food and industrial inputs. In spite

of its relatively small contribution to national income in recent years, agri-

culture in the fifth plan period accounted for, on the average, somewhat more

than a quarter of total exports and 30-35 percent of convertible currency

earnings. Thus, quite apart from the provision of direct inputs from agri-

culture to industry, the agricultural sector has paid for a significant, if

declining, proportion of the imported inputs needed for industry. Further-

more, since agriculture has been a source of an investable surplus for the

1/ No only because of poor agricultural production resulting from war

devastation (see Annex 7.3) but also because of the large decrease

in relative prices of agricultural goods.
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rest of the economy. through the effective Drice differentials existing in the

terms of trade between agriculture and industry, the industrialization program

itself has been dependent tn some extent on the level and stability of produc-

tion growth of agriculture. In addition, agriculture has been a source of

labor for the growth of industry and related sertors, a lahor pool aainfullv

employed within agriculture until alternative employment opportunities have

been established. The labor force in a-riculture declirned from 6_2 milnlion

in 1950 to 3.8 million in 1975, while the labor force in the non-agricultural
sectors increased from 2.2 to 6.4 millior. More than half of the growth of
employment in non-agricultural sectors since 1950 has been filled by former

agricu.lural work.ers wh--1o have ei,tLer moved to ur.ban centers n-r have assumed

non-farm employment in rural areas. This movement of labor from agriculture

was encouraged by the lative w in-ome-- in h-e set ,wi, dsi

measures introduced during the 1971-75 Plan, remains at least 10 percent below

those in other sectors.

Tabie 11.1: AGRIGUL1UARE a SrA'E vF iTin ECONOMY1

Shares of Country Totals (%)
1938 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1973 1974 1975

Rural Population /1 79 77 69 68 66 59 58 57 57

Labor Force /1 - 74 70 65 57 49 42 40 38

National Income /2 38 28 37 33 29 19 19 16 16

Social Product /2Z 30 26 30 25 22 17 16 14 13
Fixed Assets - 19 17 15 14 12 12 12 11

Exports - 55 43 36 35 27 29 27 23

/1 Shares shown for 1938, 1950 and 1955 based on shares reported for 1930,

1948, and 1956, respectively.

/2 Data for 1970, 1973 and 1974 according to methodology in force in 1974.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

11.03 Despite its importance in the economy, Romanian agriculture remains

significantly below its potential. While the introduction of modern techno-
logies has accelerated in recent years and while productivity has grown, both

the present level of productivity and the degree of stability of production
growth remain at low levels relative to the potential of the sector. 1/ For

this reason, production growth has very often fallen behind the targets set
in the plan, a fact which attests to the difficulty of applying planned pro-

duction methods in a sector still too vulnerable to fluctuations in weather

1/ A graphic expression of this fact was given by President Ceausescu's

statement to the conference on agriculture in February 1975.
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and other conditions. Romania's efforts to avoid these shortfalls and instab-
ilities have been characterized by successive attempts at securing greater
control over production, partly by institutional change to expand the social-
ization of agriculture, partly by improving infrastructure in the sector, in
particular irrigation, and expanding mechanization and by the use of improved
inputs, including new seed varieties and chemical fertilizers.

B. Institutional Development and Planning

11.04 Romania's present agricultural structure has evolved gradually with
the socialization of the country. The transformation proceeded in phases
beginning in 1945 with various forms of organization involving differing
degrees of social ownership during the transition period. The gradations in
degree of socialization persist today in the differences between state agri-
cultural units and the cooperative farms.

11.05 The first moves to reorganize the agricultural sector in the imme-
diate postwar period involved a land reform designed to redistribute estate-
owned land- about 10 nercent of the total agriciltiirnl arpea nArt-lv Amona

peasant families and partly by the creation of state farms. By 1950, 9.2
nercent of arable land had been allocated to state farms; whilp 88 nprcent
remained as private farms; land not in large estates in 1945 had been divided
into about 20 million small trarts (averaginc ahbiit one-half hprt-aqrp) wit-h

each family operating many small and fragmented fields. This reform, along
with the instituitinn of com1pulsory delivery quotas, had the effect of elimi-

nating the kulaks, a wealthier class of peasants. These measures, however,
were nreliminary t-n thea _noia l i4 7,t-ion of gricu,Iture, which hbea Cyn wi tbh fi rst-

attempts at collectivization in 1949. Difficulties were encountered in
establishing large-scale cooperative farms during the first few years after
1949 due to lack of material resources, peasant unwillingness to give up land
oTdnership and because the organization of collectives proved too complex for
a peasantry that lacked the organizational and managerial experience required
for the efficient operation of large farms. Consequently, the peasants were
encouraged to group themselves into Agricultural Associations (Intovarasire
Agricola) i-n which in-dividual land owr.ership was 4- reand-u1an a poe

within the Association and remuneration was according to labor input. The
Associations servedU as an intermediary form. of orga nization during tLe 1l95s

and at their peak in 1959 accounted for some 30 percent of total arable land
area. AL1though the drive towardUs collectlivization continued thLroughI tLisL'
period, by 1959 collectives accounted for only 27.3 percent of all arable
land while prLivate fLarms still accountedU fLor 26.0 percenLt ( dsee table 11.2).
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Tabe1 1 1.2:. AGICUTU'RT TTT) ATDT A BYT TYPE 5vF It' R n 1950-75

Agricultural land Arable land
1955 1965 1975 1950 1955 1965 1975

State units 25.5 30.2 3O.1 9.2 i3.7 20.0 21.1

Cooperatives 6.4 60.8 60.5 2.8 8.2 75.3 74.2

Agricultural
Associations 2.8 0.4 - - 4.0 0.1 -

Individual Farms 65.3 8.6 9.4 88.0 74.1 4.6 4.7

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

11.06 The final move towards collectivization came between 1958 and 1962.
During this period peasants, both in private farms and in the Agricultural
Associations, were persuaded to form cooperatives ("Co-operative Agricole de
Productie" or CAPs), which became the dominant form of organization after
1962. By 1965 the Associations had withered to insignificance and private farm
ownership had fallen to about 9 percent of all agricultural land. During the
same period, there was also some marginal growth in the amount of land under
the ownership of state units (UAS and IAS) resulting, for example, from land
reclamation and some transfer from private ownership. After the mid-1960s, as
shown in table 11.2, there was little change in the distribution of land, but
the structure of the sector has been consolidated through a reduction in the
number of farming enterprises. Between 1965 and 1972, the number of IASs
declined from 721 to 215, subsequently to increase to 391 in 1975. These
changes have been associated with efforts to reorganize IASs, where appro-
priate, into industrial-type complexes where state enterprises and their
individual farm units have been separated and reassigned to form enterprises
specializing in only one activity. The number of specialized IASs for pigs,
poultry and grain production has increased over the last decade, but produc-
tion of other livestock has generally remained under mixed farms because of
its strong dependence upon land for pasture and fodder. The number of CAPs
also fell, from 4,680 in 1965 to 4,419 in 1975. Other notable developments
during this period were the establishment of closer cooperation between CAPs
and lASs and the creation of Intercooperative Associations (ICA) under which
CAPs pool resources for large-scale investment in dairying, beef fattening,
pigs and other production activities.

11.07 At present, farming operations in Romania, which are under the over-
all control of the Ministry of Agricuilture and Food Industry; are rarried out
by four types of production units:

(a) State Agricultural Units (UAS), which include State Agricul-
tuiral Enterprises (Interprinderi Agricole de Stat or IAS) and other state
units such as research stations, seed farms, greenhouse enterprises and
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others responsible for lenaina pasture and mTndhwlAnd tn nrivntp farmprs

and cooperatives. The IAS is a state-owned enterprise worked by state
employees and managed by, a Di-rectorr appointedr byu thei Department for St-ate

Agriculture in the Ministry of Agriculture. In keeping with the territorial

organization of plnnn and adinstaton thehJt Director aloreotSt h

trust of IASs at the judet level (as well as to the Workers Council of the
enterprise).* Each TAS has one or several separate fam uits specializing

in the production of crops or livestock as a mechanization unit (See Annex
a 1 n ' n---- ru__ A)/ 
* U diU VL 81dLIiLdL LUL ~L~

11.08 (b) AgriculturlT roducer Cooperatives ( a ricole de

Productie, or CAP) and small-holdings operated by cooperative farm members.
Land, buildings and otlher property orn CArs are co Llectively ownleud uy mie,mbers.

In addition, members are allotted a small area for their personal use (an

average of .15 ha per member in 1975), may ow., s oie livestock an d Iaril, bujid=

ings and may also be permitted to make use of CAP land once the CAP harvest

cycle has been completed. Like the iASs, each CAP usually has several far-mi

units. However, CAPs do not have farm machinery except that needed for haul-

ing materials and performing other work around farm buildings. Mechianized
field operations are carried out under contract with machine tractor stations

(SAM).

11.09 The General Assembly of the Cooperative approves production, finan-

cial and investment plans which later must be submitted to the General Direc-

torate of Agriculture of the district for approval. The Generai Assembly also
must approve major contracts with suppliers, agricultural mechanization enter-

prises and other cooperatives, and decide how income is to be divided. All

working adults, 16-62 years of age, are cooperators and members of the General

Assembly (See Annex 7.11 and Organization Chart 5).

11.10 The cooperatives are organized, at a national level, under the

National Union of Production Cooperatives (NUPC). The NUPC was founded in

1966 by a Congress of Cooperative Farms to look after the interest of CAPs
and help implement agrarian policies of the Government. It undertakes social

welfare programs for its members, administers the pension fund, provides legal

services and reviews all contracts between CAPs and centrals for marketing
and input supplies. The NUPC has representatives at the judet level who

participate in agricultural planning and decision making and operates five

training centers for members throughout the country. It directs all non-

agricultural activities of its members and approves their employment in

non-farm jobs. A national Congress is held every five years to discuss

national policy objectives in agriculture and how CAPs can contribute to

their achievement.

11.11 (c) Inter-Cooperative Associations (ICA) formed by several CAPs,

to carry out large-scale factory-type production of livestock products, vege-

tables and other greenhouse products. In 1975 there were 230 ICAs, mostly

large-scale units for livestock production. Typically they have little land

and depend almost entirely upon purchased feed and other material inputs.

Capital required to establish ICAs is provided by CAPs and other participat-

ing units, either from their own resources or from BAFI loans. The ICAs are
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one rated biy etato omnployeeso workinga f or wages antd mmanag,-el byair el tr alongInC

with an administrative council made up of delegates elected by the general
Masemblie -o -f ' m. PAP. Each TrA I-.a P,reiAetl- Iect- from tl-he P.esi-

dents of the constituent CAPs.

11.12 (d) Individual Farms (Gospodarii Agricole Individuale), small areas
located miainly in mountainous regi-ons where large scale 1.flcIl OI ... ating

operations are difficult.

11.13 The Station for Agricultural Mechanization (SAM) which is used to
Uriing large=scalle mtntechaaniztinLLULL LU Lilh coUUopeLatLV is aLn eteLrLpriLb= cLoUsely

bound to the cooperatives but separate from them. Romania has 743 SAMs, about
one for every six CArs and 12,000 ha of agricultural land. They are super-
vised and coordinated by 39 agricultural mechanization trusts (AMEs) at the
judet level. SAMs perform, through annual contracts, aimost ali mecnanical
work associated with crop and livestock production for CAPs and maintenance of
machinery. They also haul input supplies and products and perform mechanical
operations for irrigation. They also perform some work for private farmers
(See Annex 7.i2).

11.14 Overall responsibility for the production and marketing ot agricul-
tural products, including processing and distribution of some fruits and vege-
tables at retail levels, as well as for supplying agriculture with production
inputs and services, is vested in the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry
(MA). The MA is composed of departments, general directorates, directorates,
centrals, trusts, and enterprises (see Organization Charts 2 and 3). The
four departments are:

(a) Department of State Agriculture, with one central responsible
for operation of poultry enterprises and 37 trusts at the
judet level responsible for the operations of IASs.

(b) Department of Land Reclamation and Agricultural Construction,
which has institutes and trusts responsible for design and
construction of irrigation, drainage, flood protection and
erosion control projects.

(c) Department of Food Industry, which has eight centrals that
supervise enterprises processing and marketing meat, milling
and baking, milk, sugar, fish, tobacco, oil-seeds and beer
(and all other alcoholic beverages), and one central for the
complex of activities in the Danube Delta. These centrals
supervise operations of food processing enterprises distri-
buted throughout the country and handle the marketing of
their produce.

(d) Academy of Agriculture and Forestry Sciences, which has
responsibility for all agricultural research and the
production and distribution of improved seeds, plants and
breeding animals.
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11.15 Other important centrals include:

(a) Central for Mechanization of Agriculture and Production of
Equipment, which has one trust located in each of the 39
iudets (Agricultural Mechanization Trusts, AMEs). They
supervise the operation of SAMs and plans for manufac-
turing aariciltutiral machinery and snare narts.

(b) CGntral for Exploitation of Land Recrlmation Svstems, which
has 18 enterprises located in judets.

(c) Central for Marketing Cereals and Production of Feeds, which
has several feed-mixing entPrnri1p C nd 39 PntprnriRps

located in judets and responsible for grain marketing.

(d) Central for Vegetables and Fruits, which is comprised of one
trusth Adrcti --- supe-Aervisingrocssing enterpri anothe

trust supervising greenhouse enterprises, and 39 enterprises
>L CLIt J udeUt Lev c. l c C i Lng and mare ng v bs an

fruits.

(e) Central for Wine and Vineyards, which has several enterprises
m.arkePtin grape -an processin I wine anA related products.ma ~L L16 6

t ajJcO ~ LLU UI.CO -15WLLr,.A.CC'

(f) Trust for Texti'e Crops, `ich 'as en, responsible
for marketing and processing flax, hemp and cotton.

(g) Trust called PrXtan, which takes over non-food livestock by-
products for transforming into aniL al feed.

ii.i6 Marketing centrals of the MiA have responsibility for purchasing,
grading, processing, storing and marketing agricultural products. Marketing
centrals usually have district enterprises and centers which rganize the

collection, transport and delivery of farm products to collection or delivery
depots located througnout the country from wnich agricultural products mOVe
to processing centers and later are distributed to domestic and export agen-
cies. Individual farmers and members of CAPs sell farm products produced on
personal plots in peasant markets and to marketing centrals under contracts.

11.17 All sales of IASs move directly to State marketing enterprises at
prices established in advance by law. CAPs make contracts with marketing
centrals to deliver specified quantities of farm products at prices fixed
by law. They deliver a large part of their production to State marketing
enterprises to fulfill obligations to SAMs. Penalties fixed by law are
specified for non-fulfillment of contracts. Prices of farm products sold
by individual farmers and members of cooperatives in peasant markets are
permitted to fluctuate within certain limits specified by People's Councils. i/

1/ Price ceilings are established for fruit and vegetables, but not for

meats.
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Contract prices receiLvedu Ly C)AP L's hIave been substantially higher thILan sale
prices received by IASs since 1973. However, sale prices received by private
farmers and CAPs for farm products not covered by contracts are generally
lower than contract prices. Foreign trade enterprises (under the MA, among
which are Romagrimex, Fructexport, Prodexport and Vinexport) purchase agri-
cultural products for export. However, foreign trade in grains is planned
adU supervised by an organization named Agro-Export of tne Ministry of Foreign
Trade and Economic Cooperation.

11.18 The channel for, and administrator of, all investment funds pro-
vided for the agricultural sector from state funds is the Bank for Agriculture
and Food and Industry (BAFI), established in 1968. Before that date, financing
in agriculture had been done by a department of the National Bank of Romania,
with the exception of investments in IASs which was carried out by the Invest-
ment Bank. Details of the functions are given in Appendix 8 on the Banking
Structure.

1. Agricultural Planning

11.19 In agriculture, the planning process begins at the farm level
under guidelines issued by the judet agricultural bodies within the framework
of the national plan. IASs and CAPs draw up tentative plans for production,
investment, financing, employment and the like, taking into account indicators
that must be followed during the planning period. Plans are submitted to judet
agricultural bodies where they are reviewed before being sent to the MA, which
aggregates the proposals into a first draft plan for submission to the State
Planning Committee. After reviewing the plan for agriculture along with plans
for other sectors, and after making the necessary adjustments and correlations
at the national level, the Five Year Plan and Annual Plan must be approved
by the Grand Assembly before becoming law. Plans then move back to IASs and
CAPs through the MA and Judet Directorates for Agriculture, plan targets in
production and investments are established for individual farm units. Mar-
keting centrals also participate in this planning process.

11.20 Several different criteria (indicators) are used in making decisions
concerning resource use and investment projects. Agro-industry projects, in
particular, require justification with regard to their location. These proj-
ects must fit into a scheme of "territorial systematization", meaning that
the location of the project must fit into the system or network envisaged by
the overall national economic plan of development.

C. Trends in Agricultural Production

11.21 Although crop yields have fluctuated widely from one year to the
next, the overall expansion of agricultural production has been considerable
during the last two decades. Since 1955, gross agricultural nroduction has
almost doubled, growing at a compound annual rate of 2.9 percent from 1955
to 1975. The annual grnwth rate accelerated from 1.6 percent during 1955-65
to 4.2 percent during 1965-75. As total population increased slightly less
than 1 .ercent annuall., agricultural output per capita rose 2.0 percent
annually, providing the basis for higher levels of food consumption per capita
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and larger agricultural exports. Agricultural exports amount to a significant
proportion of total output, although the data available is not sufficient for
precise calculation. In 1974. total agricultural exports, expressed in the
foreign prices obtained, were 6.5 billion lei valuta, equivalent to 32.3 bil-

lion lei. In the same year, gross agricultural nroduction was 91.2 billion
lei, expressed in domestic prices. As no data are available on the relation-
ship hbtwe.eon inytornal and externnl nrirce it is not nnpsiblp tn crncuflatp the

exact percentage of production that is exported. However, it appears that the
shr -of prsoduction exprotedtC h-n- h ben inrroncino, rixrr f-imp-

1 1.22 C Gross agricu,ltu-nra-l production has not increased tf n steady prac;

despite fluctuations from one year to the next, it has moved upward from one

plateau to anothler w-it technological advances. For examp ale ulp

tion averaged about 20 percent more in 1959-61 than in 1954-56; it increased
to anotLLier L levei L in 19J66-710, about 50 percent higher than in 1954-56 and then

increased to a record level in 1971-75 of 96 percent above 1954-56. The
reasons or thli beavior in tLtle growtL of gross agricultural production

cannot be precisely determined, but a major one is cyclical changes in weather
atLecLilig crop yeldsUb. TIhe cLaLLginLg oLrgaLItLLLUo Lof frII.inL ULnUit, t-

growth in the supplies of fertilizer and other current inputs and in mechan-
izaio of - --in opertion have all cor.triue to- upw--ar spurts in totalI LzatL OLlI U t LaLiiLLi, UPZL aL LULLO LLdIVU aDL I UL t-L LA-L- D.U F- I.~ L

agricultural output.

11.23 Livestock production has grown at a higher rate and has varied less
from year to year than crop production. Total livestock output increased 4.0
percent annually from 1955 to 1971-75 while total crop output increased by

2.i percent. Livestock production has increased in relative imporLance,

accounting for 43 percent of total agricultural production in 1975 compared
with 31 percent in 1955 (Table 11.3).

Table 11.3: COMPOSITION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

(Percentage Shares)

1955 1960 1965 1970 1974 1975

Crops 68.9 65.3 63.2 58.8 58.5 57.0
Livestock products 31.1 34.7 36.8 41.2 41.5 43.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Note: 1955 and 1960 reflect 1955 prices: 1965 and after reflect 1963 prices.

Source: Anuarurl St2tistic.
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Table 11.4: CHANGES TN VALUE OF GROSS AGRTGIJT.TURAT. PROTDIT.TTON

M4ATERIAL INPUTS AND NATIONAL INCOME FROM AGRICULTURE

Annual Averages
1954-56 1960-65 1966-70 1971-75

Value BilliU11on Lei

lC.rncQQz PrmAr,ein /.7 7 71

Material Expenses 18 22 31 43
National Tncomle 29 35 40 46I

Index Num,Xbers 1954-56 = 100

G'ross Production 100n 121 inn18~ I.LULIULLUI lj.U JI. ±JI 10v

Material Expenses 100 122 172 239
4ational Income 10U 12 138 159

CompoSition Percentage Snares

Gross Production i00 i00 i00 i00
Material Expenses 38 39 44 48
National Income 62 61 56 52

Source: Anuarul Statistic (for percentages); and Scinteia, February 5, 1976
(President's Speech to the Congress of the People's Councils).

11.24 Gross agricultural production increased steadily each year during
1971-75 and in 1975 it was three times larger than in 1950. On the other
hand, national income from agriculture reached a record high in 1972, thanks
to exceptional weather conditions, and declined slightly during 1973-75 due
to poor climatic conditions. Both gross agricultural production and national
income from agriculture were higher during each of the 1971-75 plan years than
any of the five-year periods since 1950. While gross production steadily im-
proved, national income did not again reach the 1972 level, despite increased
inputs, due to unfavorable weather during 1973 and 1974 and excessive rains
and floods during 1975. The overall improvement in productivity and incomes
was achieved mainly from scale economies resulting from reorganization and spe-
cialization and through increased use of fertilizers, farm machinery, improved
supplies of feed and an expansion in irrigated area from 731,000 ha in 1970 to
1.5 million in 1975.

11.25 The composition of inputs used in agricultural production has
changed greatly during the last two decades, as fixed assets (farm machinery,
buildings and the like) more than tripled while the number of farm workers
declined by 36 percent. Fertilizer use increased from only 22,000 tons
(active substance) in 1955 to 929,000 tons in 1975. Irrigated areas in-
creased from only 43,000 ha in 1950 to 1.5 million ha at the end of 1975.
Land reclamation programs helped to increase the arable area from 9.4 mil-
lion ha in 1950 to 9.7 million ha in 1975.
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11.26 The productivity of Romanian agriculture has increased greatly in
the last two decades as shown by the growth of national income from agricul-
ture npr worker and ner hectare of agricultural land. Land productivity

increased more than 50 percent from 1955 to 1975 while labor productivity
incrpased by 100 nprcent. But average outnut ner unit of fixed assets has

declined slightly because investments have grown more rapidly than production
and hpbcaiup nnitnl anods have been substirtutpd for land and labor Annual

net production per agricultural worker was almost two and one half times
larger in 1971-75 than in 1954-56 (a comnniond annual rate of 959 nprcenrt)

National income from agriculture was 18 billion lei larger each year between
1971-75 than in 1954-56 (Table 11.4). Growth of labor productivity has
supplied a surplus used to improve incomes of agricultural workers and to
supply capital foro agriculture and other sectors.

1. rrops

11.27 The maJaor changes in thle use of arable land in the last two Aecades

include a reduction of the area devoted to cereals from 7.2 to 6.2 million ha

\Largel'y as a consequence oUt tLIICe institution ofUU 0 alternative crops for oats)

and a corresponding increase in the cultivation of fodder crops and soybeans
fU)or the livestoclk industry andL, lo a lesser extent, pulses, vegetables, sugar

beets, sunflowers and flax. Despite a reduction of about 14 percent in the
area unuer cerealls fUor grain IrLof 195-j 5 LU 1971=7, tULt gLrLi pLrUUUcLtUIt

increased by 64 percent as yield per ha almost doubled (Table 11.5). Annual

growth rates in yield's per lectare were especiaIy 'igI 'LLor wheat andU barley

(4.3 percent), and maize (2.5 percent) but low for oats. Rising yields per ha
have mLore than offset declines in areas under wheat, barley and maize; only in

the case of oats has pro'uction declined. Total grain production per person
* ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~n _~ -1A l c t 711 i.~ -1A7

or tne total population increased from 520 Kg in 1954-5 LU 11 mg Ln 1971-75,

an average higher than in most other European countries.

2. Livestock

11.28 Expansion of all kinds of livestock production since 1955 has con-

tributed to an annual growth rate of 4.3 percent in total livesLock producLion.
Romanian statistics show that total meat production more than doubled from

1954-56 to 1971-75; egg production increased by 196 percent, milk increased 73

percent, and wool 55 percent. Pork production rose 154 percent, substantially

more than other meats. Productivity, as measured by production per animai, has
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1al 1.5 T' * v D 'rAfMTArU ('U1Vr AII1~1Th jnr%U111Th A)XThTTT T I 'nr'-

Table ~ ~ ~ 11:LIN PERUCELG CU AND1J C1MPL1N ANNUL GRO'WTHf RATES IN

CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION, 1954-55 TO 1971-75

Percentage Changes Annual Growth Rtes (%)
Crop Area Yield Production Area Yield Production

Glrai ns

Wheat and rye -15 133 97 -0.8 4.3 3.5
Barley -12 133 103 -0.7 4.3 3.6
Oats -75 15 -71 -7.2 0.7 -6.5
Maize - 5 63 54 -0.3 2.5 2.2
Rice 67 -20 34 2.6. -0.9 1.5

Total -14 90 64 -0.8 3.3 2.5

Technical Crops
Sunflower 66 68 172 2.6 2.7 5.2
Sugar beets 70 64 179 2.7 2.5 5.3
Tobacco 42 12 62 1.8 0.6 2.5
Flax for fiber 108 25 160 3.8 1.1 4.9
Flax for oil 186 63 366 5.4 2.5 8.0
Hemp -52 75 -15 -3.6 2.9 -0.8

Total 61 - - 2.4 - -

Potatoes 14 16 35 0.7 0.8 1.5

Vegetables 96 13 119 3.4 0.6 4.0

Fodder Crops
Perennials for hay 130 46 245 4.3 1.9 6.4
Annuals for hay -66 26 -36 -4.0 1.2 -2.2
Green feed 291 11 750 7.1 0.5 11.3
Silage 1009 1 990 12.8 0.1 12.7
Root crops 84 117 299 3.1 4.0 7.2

Total 96 - - 3.4 - -

Source: Computed on a 20 years basis from Anuarul Statistic.

increased for all livestock products. Growth in the number of cattle has
been slow, only about 1.0 percent a year. But the number used as draft
animals has declined and most cattle now are kept almost exclusively for
milk and meat production (Table 11.6).
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Table 11.6: CHANGES IN LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION AND NUMBERS

1954-56 1971-75 Changes from 1954-56 to 1971-75
Average Average Increase (%) Annual Growth (%)

Production

Milk (mil. hl) 24.5 42.3 73 2.9
All meat (thous. tons) 821.5 1,853.0 126 4.4
Pork (thous. tons) 344.6 875.3 154 5.0
Eggs (millions) 1,570.7 4,644.3 196 5.9
Wool (thous. tons) 19.8 30.6 55 2.3

Cattle (thousands) 4,635.5 5,678.1 22 1.0
Hogs (thousands) 4,469 5 8,087Q9 81 3.2

Poultry (millions) 30.0 62.9 110 4.0
Sheep (millions) 10.7 14.1 32 1.5

/1 Numbers on hand at beginning of year.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

3. Instability of Crop Production

11.29 Romania's weather conditions are variable. Crop yields and total
croL Up pL UUUL LlULI~ I >NC U LIIUL LUUI LL CO WL| LtI a k L K L L.

widely from one year to the next. One measure of these fluctuations is the
difference between actual yLelds per LLa andU totaL crop productUion thLat wouldU
have resulted with a computed straight-line upward trends based on actual

data for 1954-73. For example, total crop productior. w__ 19.6 percent above

the computed trend line in 1955 but 16.8 percent below in 1956. It was 21.2
percent above the trend line in 1957 Dut 2;.8 percent below in 1958. miW±il

wide variations have occurred for wheat, maize, sunflower, sugar beets and
potatoes. In most years, high yields for some crops do not offset low yields

for other crops, causing total crop production to vary almost as much as yields
of individual crops. For example, in 1970, yields of all major crops were
substantially below computed trend lines while in 1972, all were considerably
above.

11.30 Yearly variation in rainfall is the major factor causing crop
yields to fluctuate widely. Although there may be sufficient rainfall in
July and August to obtain fairly high yields in some years, lack of rainfall
often causes low yields and complete crop failure in some areas. Flood
damage due to excessive rainfall, such as during late June and early July
of 1975, also causes crop production to vary from one year to the next.
Land reclamation programs to provide better flood protection, irrigation
and drainage should gradually reduce wide yield fluctuations and raise yields
to higher levels.
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11.31 Wide variations in crop yidsac from one year to the npet make it

difficult in some years for Romania to supply domestic fodder requirements
and to meet export targets for some agricultural products. Large reserve

stocks of grains and other crop products need to be maintained for years when

yields are low. Land reclamation programs, by helping to stabilize crop
yields, reduce the need for and the cost of maintaining large carry-over
stockJ{s. Thiiey also cou.LdU red.Uue the needU for feed imports a-nd reductions 4n

livestock product exports and foreign currency receipts. In 1973 and 1974,
when crop yleLdUs declined bL'ecause of below average weather conditions, Roman,

found that it had to import some feedgrains and protein meals to meet its
requirements f-or lLvestock feed and achieve its export targets for livestock
products.

4. Regional Changes

11.32 Gross agricultural production has increased more in the plains
region (Zone 1) than in the foothills (Zone II) and the mountain and tableland
(Zone III) regions in recent years. Between 1967 to 1973, gross agricultural
production per ha of agricultural land increased Dy 34 percent in Zone I com-
pared with 17 percent in Zone II and only 10 percent in Zone III. Expansion
of the agricultural area of each region increased agricuiturai production
slightly. Gross agricultural production increased at an annual rate of 5 per-
cent in Zone I, 3 percent in Zone II and only 1.8 percent in Zone III (Table
11.7). As a result, the share of gross agricultural production accounted for
by Zone I increased from 48 percent in 1967 to 5i percent in i973 while the
shares of both Zones II and III declined. 1/

Table 11.7: GROSS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION BY ZONES

Changes, 1967 to 1973 Distribution of Gross
('000 lei per ha) Percent Annual Growth Agr. Production (%j

Zones 1967 1973 Increase Rate (%) 1967 1973

Zone I 5.6 7.5 34 5.0 48 51

Zone II 4.6 5.4 17 3.0 28 27

Zone III 4.2 4.6 10 1.8 24 22

Total/
average 4.9 6.1 24 3.6 100 100

Source: Computed from data reported in Anuarul Statistic showing percentage
compositions of gross value of agricultural production and hectares
of arable land by judets.

1/ It should be noted that total crop production was 7.1 percent above the
long term trend line in 1967 and 7.7 percent below in 1973. Therefore,
the data cited above probably understate changes in the distribution
of agricultural production among regions that would have occurred with

average weather conditions.
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5. Changes by Types of Production Units

11.33 Agricultural production has been increased more by IASs than by CAPs
in the last decade. Gross agricultural production of IASs rose 77 percent and
that of CAPs 35 percent from 1965 to 1975 (Table 11.8). Although land area in
different kinds of production units has not changed significantly since 1962,
the use of fertilizer and other inputs has increased much more on IASs than on
CAPs. Investments per hectare also have been much larger on IASs than on CAPs.
In 1975, 26 percent of the arable land on IASs was irrigated compared with only
14 percent on CAPs. Crop yields per ha have been about 30 percent higher on
IASs than CAPs. Yields and gross agricultural production have also increased
more on lASs %han on CAPs because the former have a larger share of their land
in the most fertile areas. In 1973, 28 percent of the arable land in zone I
was in lASs compared with only 15 percent in zone II and 11 percent in zone
III (Table 11.9). In addition, management practices have been improved more
on IASs than CAPs in the last decade, and the use of fertilizer and other in-
puts and capital investments for buildings, mechanization and livestock have
been increased at higher rates on IASs than CAPs and individual farms. It
appears that the marginal productivity of capital inputs has been higher on
CAPs than on IASs. There are therefore opportunities for greatly increasing
the productivity of CAPs by expanding the irrigated area and providing
additional capital inputs.

Table 11.8: CHANGES IN GROSS PRODUCTION, AREA, FERTILIZER, AND
INVESTMENTS OF STATE AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES AND
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCER COOPERATIVES, 1965 TO 1975

State Agricultural Enterprises 1965 1970 1975 1975/1965

Gross agricultural production (1960=100) 181 233 320 1.77
Agricultural area (thous. ha) 2,077 2,089 2,058 .99

Arable area (thous. ha) 1,627 1,667 1,658 1.02
Irrigated area (thous. ha) 104 232 432 4.15

Fertilizer consumption (thous. ton) 133 205 252 1.89
Total investment (mil. lei) 3,014 4,731 5,429 1.80
Yield of wheat and rye (kg/ha) 2,777 1,995 2,548 .92
Yield of maize (kg/ha) 2,671 3,341 3,525 1.32

Aaricultural Producer CooDeratives

Gross agricultural production (1962=100) 119 119 161 1.35
Agricultural area (thous. ha) 8,994 9,033 9,047 1.01

Arahl nrea thosii. ha) 7;387 7-274 7,229 .98
Irrigated area (thous. ha) 116 431 977 8.42

Fertilizer consumption (thous= ton) 129 379 5 8 4.77
Total investment (mil. lei) 2,811 4,111 4,778 1.70
Yield of wheat and rye (kg/ha) 1,818 1,344 2-000 1.10

Yield of maize (kg/ha) 1,758 2,024 2,738 1.56

Cource: A- uarul 0tatistic.* ~ OL.-.,. - ..-
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1.l4onsidLe.iLLng theiLr small share Of the arabie land, individual rarmers
and members of CAPs account for large shares of total production of crops and
livestock. For example, in 1975, members oL CAPs produced almost i0 percent
of the cereals, 36 percent of the potatoes and 36 percent of the vegetables
although they operated only 8 percent of the arabie land (Table 11.9). Indi-
vidual farmers produced 16 percent of the potatoes and 7 percent of the vege-
tables. Members of CAPs and individual farmers usually produce labor-intensive
crops that have a high value of output per hectare.

Table 11.9: PRODUCTION OF SELECTED CROPS BY TYPE OF PRODUCTION UNIT, 1975

All Oil- Sugar Vege-
Unit Cereals Seeds /1 Beets Potatoes tables

----------…- ('000 ton)--------------------

Total State Agr. Units 3,546 161 14 196 448
State Agr. Enterprises 3,382 159 10 172 114
Other State Units 164 2 4 24 334

Agr. Prod. Coops. 9,836 646 4,888 1,104 991
Members of CAPs 1,480 - /2 2 970 909
Individual Farms 404 - /2 1 446 170

Grand Total 15,266 807 4,905 2,716 2,518

------------ Percentage Composition ----------

Total State Agr. Units 23.2 20.0 0.3 7.2 17.8
State Agr. Units 22.1 19.7 0.2 6.3 4.5
Other State Units 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.9 13.3

Agr. Prod. Coops. 64.4 80 99.7 40.7 39.4
Members of CAPs 9.7 - /2 - /2 35.7 36.1
Individual Farms 2.7 - /2 - /2 16.4 6.7

Grand Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

/1 Sunflower and others.
/2 Less than 1,000 tons or 0.1 percent.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

11.35 Individual farmers and members of CAPs are especially important in
livestock production. In 1975, CAP members produced 33 percent of the meat,
38 percent of the milk, 31 percent of the wool and 48 percent of the eggs,
while individual farmers produced 13 percent, 20 percent, 12 percent and 14
percent, respectively. Grazing of cattle and sheep on state-owned pasture
and meadowland is a major source of feed for livestock produced by individual
farmers. In addition, individual CAP members may make use of CAP land for
grazing after the winter wheat harvest. Livestock production has been an
important way of using family labor of individual farmers and CAP members
that otherwise might not be employed.
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Table 11 10: LTVESTOCK PRODUCTION BY TYPE OF PRODUCTION UNIT. 1975

Tot al Total

Unit Meat Pork Milk Wool Eggs
('000 ton) ('000 hi) ('000 ton) (mil.)

Total State Agr. Units 601 369 6,612 6j67 1,566

State Agr. Enterprises 561 354 6,322 5,386 1,512
Other State Units An 15 290 981 54

Agr. Prod. Coops. 515 225 12,365 11,620 486

Members of CAPs 688 279 16,753 9,861 2,624

Individual Farms 259 84 8,691 3,684 736

Grand Total 2,063 957 44,421 31,532 5,412

----------- Percentage composition ---------

Total State Agr. Units 29.1 38.6 14.9 20.2 28.9
State Agr. Enterprises 27.2 37.0 14.2 17.1 27.9
Other State Units 1.9 1.6 .7 3.1 1.0

Agr. Prod. Coops. 25.0 2511 I7 Q 36.8 0

Members of CAPs 33.3 29.1 37.7 31.3 48.5
Ind-vidual Fa-rms 126 0 0 19 . 11 7 13 .

Grand Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

6. Changes by Region

11.36 Land in Zone I (plains region), where agricultural output has grown

most rapidly, apparently has been more responsive to the application of

improved technology than land in Zones II and III. It is not known how fer-

tilizer and other inputs have been distributed among regions but increases

probably have been greatest in Zone I. Expansion of the irrigated area has

been mainly in Zone I and this probably accounts in large part for the very

large increases in agricultural production in this region. The annual growth

rate in total agricultural output of 5 percent in Zone I from 1967 to 1973 is

impressive, especially when it is considered that weather conditions were

less favorable in 1973 than in 1967. The priority placed on upgrading tech-

nology and on investments to expand agricultural production in Zone I appears

to have been a wise policy from the standpoint of maximizing output growth.

7. Sources of Growth in Agricultural Production

11.37 The following discussion of sources of growth in agricultural out-

put and productivity deals with the country as a whole since detailed data

by regions are not available.
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Table 11.11: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ARABTE LAND BY ZONES, 1975

IASs CAPs /1 Individual Farms Total

Zone I 28.1 70.3 1.6 100.0
Zone II 14.8 79.1 6.1 100.0
Zone III 11.5 77.7 10.8 100.0

All Zones 21.1 74.2 4.7 100.0

/1 Includes CAP nriv2te nlnts.

Source:Anuaqrul Stat-ist-ir=

Research and Education

11.38 Romania's well-developed programs of ag4rcultural research and
education have made important contributions to higher crop yields and
productivity of 14vestlock. Better quality seeds, particularly for sunflower,
hybrid, maize and wheat, and breeds of livestock distributed by the Academy
V.JL AgrL iLc 1 Lt urL and Cl Fo.e st ryO L eJ .L C1IL CO esa V C IIClpeCU rais Oe coUp uXX u pA proUdL

tivity levels, although there still is much scope for further improvements.
Increases iLn livestock prouductlivity have resuLteLU lro Uetter bLreedUs of ani-
mals and improved feeding and related practices. Technically-trained agricul-
turalists stationed on .ISs andU CAPs~ LU supervi sU e fCLLrLGLlng opertiLnL.LUL aLre

given detailed guides to follow in carrying out land preparation, planting,
cultLvating and harLvedLsti[Lg UptLaLtLUIb.

11.39 Agricultural education in Romania has been organized into a national
system, coordinated by the Ministries of Agriculture and Education, to provide
training for specialists and skilled workers for the agricuiturai sector. The
structure of formal education can best be divided into two branches--instruc-
tion for new personnel and that for staff already employed. The former cate-
gory starts with agricultural gymnasiums, or high schools, where students are
exposed to a wide range of agricultural activities as well as an opportunity
to specialize. One segment of these graduates proceeds directly to production
complexes as skilled workers while another portion continues to agricuiturai
universities. Agricultural universities and institutes are dispersed through-
out the country. The MA determines the numbers of experts needed in future
years and thereby finalizes the number of seats available in the various dis-
ciplines. Post-graduate programs are also maintained at these institutions.

11.40 A varied refresher program is conducted for all levels of workers
in the agricultural sector. The MA organizes eight-week review courses that
are compulsory for all expert staff every five years. Similarly, short-
courses are given annually for experts and skilled workers in order to pass
down knowledge to lower level staff from research institutions as well as
to provide opportunities for discussion of mutual problems. The Center for
Management Training within the University of Economics and Political Science
arranges two-year advanced training courses for management staff already in
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the filel. Tn addition, the MA ronrd-inates snpeial weeklv radci and televi-

sion broadcasts designed to reach the basic educational needs of CAP members.
CAPs are equipped with t-elei,ionn set The c.hief engineer orgniz7Ps CAP

members to view or hear the broadcasts and for leading discussions based on
the cer.tral top4c of each -- a-m, Fn-.,1 1 -in 4ec G rAP du.ring f--e winter

months, courses are held to improve the skills of members.

Fertilizer

11.41 Increased use of fertilizer has been an important factor contribut-

ing to higte crLUp yieLUd. FErLL.LiLzL conuLLU[tionJL-LULL -e d from -,000

tons in 1955 to 929,000 tons (plant nutrients) in 1975 or from only 2 kg/ha of
araU'. lan in ___nicz to nc 1. h,_ :_1 n A cent_A 4s u se
d dUlt: idi.U i1l I. 7.JJ LU vJ rgt/ .LLa J lI XJ X. AUuL vv IF-a-

5 percent for sugar beets, 5 percent for sunflower, 3 percent for potatoes,

3 percent for vegetables andU 24 percent fLor othLer crops. Fertilir use o

grains may have increased by about 300,000 tons form 1955 to 1975, enough to
increase total grain production U miioiin tons assuinLg a yieU Ldrespo.se ratio

of 10 kg of grain per kg of plant nutrients. Total grain production average
about 8 million tons in 1954-56 comparea with 15 million tons in 197/1-75.

Thus, larger applications of fertilizer appear to account for a large share of
the increase of 7 million tons in total grain production.

Table 11.12: FERTILIZER CONSurIPTION

(thousand tons of active substance)

1955 1960 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Nitrogen (N) 10\ 25 367 431 421 420 480 572
Phosphate (P 0 ) 7 47 203 180 173 242 299 314

Potash (K 0) 5 3 24 22 45 53 35 43
Total ZZ /7 D54 633 639 715 814 929

Quantity per ha of
arable land (kg) 2 8 61 65 66 74 84 95

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

Land Reclamation and Irrigation

11.42 Romania has long experience in building minor flood control and

drainage structures, but large-scale construction of irrigation and flood
control facilities is a recent development. Irrigated area increased from

only 185,000 ha in 1961 to 1.4 million ha in 1975 or from only 1.9 percent
of the arable area to 15 percent (Table 11.13). The objectives of irrigation
include prevention of crop failure or reduced yields in years of low rainfall,
higher yields in years with average rainfall, and increased doublecropping.
Most irrigation projects also incorporate flood damage and drainage control.
Most of the irrigated area is in southern and eastern parts of the country
where rainfall is only 350-500 mm annually and varies widely from one year
to the next.
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Table 11.13: IRRIG-A TD All. BY CROPSa1dUIe ±1L.J.3 ia.1SUIRaIM~ HI¶Th& DI u ¶v I

Thousand hectares Percentage of Area Irrigated
Crops 1961 1975 1961 1975 /2

Wheat 23.7 210.0 .8 8.8
Maize 45.7 428.0 1.3 13.0
Sunflower 4.0 56.8 .9 11.1
Sugar beets 5.4 55.9 3.1 22.7
Potatoes 2.4 15.8 /1 .8 5.3
Vegetables 50.4 128.4 27.9 57.6
Lucerne and clover - 181.2 - 24.9
Pasture and meadow - 25.8 - 0.6
Vineyards - 19.2 - 5.9
Orchards - 10.6 - 2.5
Other crops 53.0 292.8 - -

Total 184.6 1,424.2 1.9 14.8 /2

/1 Data for 1972.
/2 Percent of total arable area excluding minor crops and pastures.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

11.43 Expansion of irrigated areas,together with improved flood control
and drainage structures, have been important reasons for increased crop pro-
duction. Most studies of crop production increases made possible by irriga-
tion, flood control and drainage facilities, along with improved cultural
practices, show that crop production can be more than doubled over a period
of several years. Crop production per hectare has been doubled on the area
placed under irrigation since 1955. It was equivalent to about 10 percent
of total crop production in 1973. Of course, other inputs required to make
effective use of irrigated land were also provided, although not all in
optimum quantity.

Farm Mechanization

11.44 One of the most significant developments in Romanian agriculture
during the last two decades is rapid mechanization of many farm operations
as over 2.5 million workers moved from agriculture to jobs in other sectors.
Mechanization, by substituting capital for labor, has permitted the removal
from agriculture of large numbers of workers without any reduction in output.
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Table 11=14 LABOR FORCE TN AGRICULTURE AND OTHER SECTORS
(Thousand workers)

Actual Numbers 1954 1960 1965 1970 1975

Agriculture 6,377 6,233 5,477 4,849 3,837

Other 2,770 3,305 4,207 5,026 6,314

Total 9,147 9,538 9,684 9,875 10,150n

C.anges in Num L....bers .'1954-60 1960-65 1965-70 1970-75

Agriculture -144 -756 -628 -1,012

Other 535 902 819 1,288

Total 391 146 191 276

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

11.45 Most seed-bed preparation, cultivating and harvesting still were

carried out by animal-drawn implements in 1955, but numbers of farm machines

have increased greatly in recent years (Table 11.15). Al most all field

operations for producing crops now are mechanized. However, much hand labor

still is used to produce sugar beets, potatoes, tobacco, fruits and vege-

tables, so there is still scope for further mechanization. Romania has

about 560,000 horses used mainly for hauling operations, but also for some

field work in hilly areas. Much land has been released from producing feed

Table 11.15: NUMBERS OF SELECTED FARM MACHINES

1955 1970 1973 1974 1975

Tractors 23,033 107,290 116,513 116,816 119,533

Mechanical cultivators 7,787 29,346 34,594 33,736 34,391

Chemical fertilizer spreaders - 14,504 13,718 12,783 12,251

Tractor-drawn combines 46 43,916 33,222 28,438 20,209

Self-propelled combines 1,489 1,325 7,197 12,245 17,912

Combines for silage 7,129 9,117 9,130 9,445

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

for draught animals for producing livestock and other agricultural products

for human use. About one million horses were used for draught purposes in

the early 1950s, and many cattle were also once used for draught purposes.

Therefore reduction in number of draught animals has been an important source

of feed for expanding dairy, beef, pork and egg production. It should be

noted, however, that it is not intended to eliminate draught animals totally:

terrain and the quantity of rural roads necessitate their continued use.
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Gapital Tnvestmeants

11.46 Capital investm.ents have played an important role in increasing
agricultural output and productivity. Total investments in agriculture
increased from an annual average of 2.6 billion lei in 1955-59 to 15.4 I bllin
lei in 1971-75 (Table 11.16). Investments for mechanization have been very
large, .aking poss4ble i n-crase ag p with f workers.

Investments for land reclamation became increasingly important in the 1960s as
4--1__totl =_gae_ae rose from 20LX0 ha Jn lanf 1 1 M11A on hai 10-75R
LULdI L L.LdL U atCa LVC L11 JVV JVVV [i LII .LUVV LV LI .J I. a LII v

Agriculture's share of total investments in the economy increased from 15.2
peLrcetL in 1955=59 to almobst 197 percent iLn 1760=65 but Udecreased t .

percent in 1971-75 and is planned to be 11.6 percent during 1976-80 with tota!
investmenL eXpcLteU Lo increase uy aboUL JU peLentL.

11.47 The ratio of agricultural investment to the gross value OL agricul-
tural production has risen steadily from only 5.3 percent in 1955-59 to 17.3
percent in 1971-75. Simiiarly, the ratio of agricultural investment to
national income from agriculture rose from only 8.5 percent in 1955-59 to
33.4 percent in 1971-75. However, the ratio of agricuiturai investment to
output of the sector has not reached as high a level as the ratio for other
sectors. In the case of the total economy, the ratio of investment to
national income (Romanian methodology) was 31.4 percent in 1973. The fact
that Romania has invested a large share of its current output for future
production has contributed to high economic growth rates in agriculture as
well as in other sectors. investments in agriculture include certain items
(e.g., silos, stores, certain buildings), which in certain countries are not
so classified. Major infrastructural projects, such as irrigation and green-
houses, have been responsible for the recent higher level of agricultural
investment.
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Table 11.16: INVESTMENTS IN AGRICULTURE DURING PLAN PERIODS COMPARED
WITH TOTAL INVESTMENTS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

Annual Averages
1955-59 1960-65 1966-70 1971-75 1976-80 /1

Agricultural investments
(billion lei) 2.65 7.11 10.31 15.39 23.2

Total invpetmpnt

(billion lei) 17.42 37.89 66.16 109.80 200.0
Agri^uture's sQhare of

total investment
(percent) I5.2 18.8 15.6 14.0 11.6

Gross value of agr. prod.
(billion lei) 49.6 57.2 71.1 89.2 115-130

National income from agr.
(billion lei) 31.0 35.0 40.0 46.0 60-68

Ratio of agricultural
invest-ment- to:

Gross value of agr.
production (percent)r 'A 1 .4 14.5 17.3 20. f017. 

National income from
agriculture (percent) 8U5 .3 .8 33.4 JC. .J

/1 Plan estimates.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

Employment

11.48 Between 1950 and 1975, the labor force in agriculture declined
from 6.2 million to 3.8 million, that is, from 74 percent of the total labor
force to 38 percent. Details of this aggregate change and its implications
are given in Chapter Seven on human resources. Only limited information is
available on employment in each type of enterprise. Total personnel in agri-
culture increased from 219,200 in 1950 to 484,200 in 1975, wnen 252,000 were
IAS employees and 126,383 were employees of SAMs. Between 1960 and 1975, the
years for which figures are available, employees on IASs rose from 224,000 to
252,000 while the equivalent figures for SAMs were 44,500 and 126,000 (Annexes
7.10 and 7.12). Similar figures for CAPs are not available; the published
statistics represent the size of CAP membership by number of families, which
was 3.9 million in 1962 and 3.4 million in 1975 (Annex 7.11).
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D. Foreign Trade

11.49 Roman4a's trade in agricultural products has increased greatly

in the last two decades although less than non-agricultural products, as
M.igh.t- be expected wi thILI Ihe er,,phasis plUaced l on industrial growth in Ror.,lLanLia.

Exports of agricultural products (including forestry) rose from about 700
m1illon lei valUta in l195 to 6.5 bilion in 174, w[ile imports increased
from 285 million lei valuta to 4.7 billion in 1974 (Table 11.17). Despite the
Aeclline in ariculture's share ofil tota -xp1rtl-5 eL --om JJ percent in- 19U LU 27

percent in 1974, agriculture's growing trade surplus -- from 412 million lei
iLL i7mO Lo almosL 2.2 Diliion iei vaiuta in 1973 ana 1.8 Dillion in 1974 --

has become increasingly important for financing imports for industrialization.
Moreover, an increasing share of tne growing trade surplus ror agricuitural
products has been in convertible currency -- a development that also has
contributed to industrial growth.

1. Exports

11.50 Romania exports a wide variety ot agricuiturai products (Tables
11.17-11.18). Exports of processed foodstuffs have risen much more than raw
materials for foodstuffs and other purposes. Items that have shown large
export-value increases since 1965 include meat and meat products, cereals,
sugar, vegetable oils, wine and alcoholic beverages and fresh vegetables and
potatoes. Exports of processed foodstuffs amounted to over half the total
value of agricultural exports in 1974 compared with 39 percent in 1965. The
total value of agricultural exports increased by 12.0 percent annually from
1965 to 1974, compared with an annual growth rate in gross agricultural pro-
duction of 4.4 percent annually. Thus, it appears that an increasing share
of total agricultural output has been exported. However, some of the rise
in the total value of exports has been due to rising export prices and to
the growing share of processed products.. The shift in composition of agricul-
tural exports to include a larger share of processed foodstuffs has been
stimulated by their rising export prices compared with those of raw materials.
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Table 11.17: EXPORTS, IMPORTS AND TRADE BALANCES FOR

AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER PRODUCTS

(in Million Lei Valuta)

1950 1960 1965 1970 1973 1974

Agricultural Products /1

Exnorts 697 1.542 2.337 2.952 5.293 6.504

Imports 285 699 832 1,808 3,051 4,725

Balance 412 844 1,506 1,144 2,242 1,779

Total Trade

Exports 1,274 4,302 6,609 11,105 18,576 24,226
Imports I Ar1,461 3,887 6,463 11,761 17,418 25,563

Balance -187 415 146 -656 1,158 -1,337

Agriculture's Share

Export-ls 55 3 3 7 28 27
Imports 20 18 13 15 18 18

1 TIncludes forestry products and assumLLes sugar 4xports in 1973 at 1972

value.

Source: External Trade of the Socialist Republic of Romania and Anuarul
, .: L.:
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Table 11 18: EXPORTS OF ACRTCULTURAT. ANT) FORFSTRY PROTDUGr.TS

(in Million Lei Valuta) /1

1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 /1 1975 /1

Foodstuffs

Meat and meat products 219 271 323 442 762
Dairy products 45 56 104 95 89
Vegetables and potatoes 62 115 182 210 256
Fruit11--s (fresh, dried and .

processed) 177 180 170 179 192
Sugar 16 20 A O 170 -
ti 145 .L. V' 14 1. J 

Vegetable oils 55 206 278 219 298
T. ine an' alcoholic

beverages 180 265 316 342 361
ULLit~~~~~~~~~Lb LUJ~~~~~ f LJL LU.) ILU, JJa7z OV't LLe rs I- 232 26 128 IL559J 

t.rL .. ~.t.l AlA 1 t / c 1 IC./. 1 '7A. A V r17 1 L 77 ' ' 1 0 )')
D ub-t al v 7i1 7 I 73 If J I '+ 1, L 7z;1, 1 5 J 1 I J, v I J 4 , O L 

Raw materials l'or foodstufLs

Cereals 308 131 24 4 5 7

Live animals 79 245 242 390 372
Seeds 26 48 47 56 28
Others 97 77 73 282 206

Sub-total 510 501 602 1,082 1,340 1,245 1,513

Other raw materials

Sawn wood 499 576 626 651 840
Wooden cases and plywood 121 121 123 133 139
Pulp and paper 52 147 141 144 163
Others 236 262 260 258 294

Sub-total 908 1,106 1,151 1,186 1,436 1,586

Grand Total 2,337 2,952 3,397 4,062 5,293 6,504

/1 Breakdown of totals not available.

Source: External Trade of the Socialist Republic of Romania and Anuarul
Statistic.

11.51 Major changes in agricultural exports, measured in volumes, include
the following:
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1965 1974
('000 tons)

Meat and meat products 61 132
Edihle animal fats 19 52
Edible vegetable oils 33 165
Tinned vegetables 11 61
Fresh vegetables 137 185
Wines 43 90
Other alcoholic beverages 9 17
Refind silgar 34 107

Cereal exports have not changed significantly, fluctuating around an annual
average of about 700,000 tons since 1960. Most of Romania's increased grain
production has been used to expand the output of an4mal products, following

a decision made in 1970 to forego foodgrain exports whenever necessary to
ensure adequate supplies for livestock.

1 R S IIomania '-as traAed4 more withX Ut,,es,-- European andA North I At cotn=

tries in recent years. The share of agricultural exports going to non-CMEA
.oun t 0r iS in.creas-e from only 35 'A rcet in- 190f -Lt 40 percer,t in 1965 to

74 percent in 1973. Thus, convertible foreign exchange earnings have risen
considerably. The expansionL of large-scale factory-type farm units for
producing meat products, vegetables and other agricultural products have been

concerned wiLth increasLing expoLt earnings.

Agricultural imports consist mainly OL raw cotton, cruUe ieathLer,
citrus fruits, cocoa and other products not produced in the country in suffi-
cient quantities (Table 11.19). Much of the growth in the total value of
agricultural imports since 1965 has been due to higher import prices. Never-
theless, agricultural imports as a share of totai imports deciined from 20
percent in 1950 to 18 percent during 1974. Growth of agricultural imports
has been mainly from non-CMEA countries. Agricultural imports from non-CMEA
countries accounted for 82 percent of the total from all countries in 1973
compared with about 46 percent in 1965.
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Table1 1 1.19: * T)AfIMPLORT OV AARICXIULULXURL AI DU FORESTRY PRODUCTS

(in Million Lei Valuta)

1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 /I
Foo'stuffs

Meat and meat products - 27 138 i20 25
Fish and fish products 39 77 69 63 51
Citrus fruits 15 23 36 46 54
Sugar - 90 117 76 74
A'lconolic beverages 21 21 34 48 63
Others 80 119 67 42 133

Sub-total 155 358 461 395 400 587

Others

Fodder (feeds) 35 68 79 157 467
Live animals 1 19 5 9 42
Raw cotton 302 388 434 480 529
Wool 26 34 34 39 97
Crude leather 61 152 115 217 290
Cocoa 18 25 27 25 54
Tobacco 9 13 29 14 14
Pulp and paper 35 95 126 159 180
Others 190 656 685 690 978

Sub-total 677 1,450 1,534 1,790 2,651 4,138

Grand Total 832 1,808 1,995 2,185 3,051 4,725

/1 Breakdown for each item not available.

Source: External Trade of the Socialist Republic of Romania and
Anuarul Statistic.

11.54 Romania increased its imports of soybeans and protein meals greatly
in 1973 and they also were large in 1974. Romanian authorities stated that
these were necessary to meet production and export targets of livestock
products when feedgrain production was lower than planned. One source states
that Romania's imports of protein meals increased to 600,000 tons for the year
beginning July 1, 1973, and to 1 million for the year beginning July 1, 1974
compared with 300,000 tons for the year beginning July 1, 1972.
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F= Development Prosnects and Five Year Plan for 1976-80

1 1976-80 Plan

11.55 The 1976-8O Five Year Plan nrnvideg for gross agricultural produc-
tion to increase by 28-44 percent (5.1-7.6 percent annually) over that of
the previous -ion. Actual grnoss agricu,1ltuiral nroidurction averaged 29 npercent

larger in 1955-59 than in 1950-54 and 15 percent larger in 1960-65 than in

1955-59. It increased by about 25 percent from one nlan npriod to the next

during the last two plan periods. Therefore, an increase of 28 percent in

1976-80 over 1971-75 would be closeo to the actua,l achiupemepnt of the last pl2n

(1971-75), while an increase of 44 percent would require a greatly accelerated

growth of agricultural production. Gross agricultur-al nptrouion increased at

an annual rate of 2.0 percent during 1955-65 and 4.4 percent during 1965-75.

Thus the lower li.m,it of the planned annual increasen r gross agricultural

production of 5.1 percent is more or less the same as the rate achieved during

th. e 'last d1ecad.e but the upper limit of 7.6 percent annuaIlly exceeds growth

rates ever achieved previously.

Table 11.20: GROSS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION:: PERIOD AVERAGES
ANDln PERCENTAGE CH ANGES c FROM PREVIOUS PERIOD

Annual Percenlage

Averages changes from

Periods 1950 = 100 /1 prevLous period

A A / r 1 \ ~~~~~~~~~~~1 'In 7

1950-54 (1st 5-year plan) 122.1

1955-59 (2nd 5-year plan) 153.0 24.7

1960-65 (3rd 6-year plan) 176.4 15.3

1966-70 (4th 5-year plan) 219.2 24.3

1971-75 (5th 5-year plan target) 269.2 36-49

1971-75 (actual) 275.3 25.6

1976-80 (6th 5-year plan) /2 334-369 28-44

/1 Actual averages except plan averages for 1971-75 and 1976-80.

/2 Law for 1976-80 Plan.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

11.56 Targets have been set for livestock numbers and individual products

with lower and upper limits. By the end of 1980 the number of livestock is

planned to reach 7.5 million heads for cattle, 12 to 13 million for swine,

19 to 19.5 million for sheep and goats and 50-57 million for egg-laying

poultry. Production targets for various products call for increases from

1971-75 to 1976-80 of 35-51 percent for cereals, 32-49 percent for sunflower,

over 50 percent for most other major crops, 41-52 percent for all meats, and

37-47 percent for milk. These targets may be compared with production in 1980

assuming continuation of annual growth rates from 1954-55 to 1971-75. Produc-

tion of sunflower and eggs would exceed targets set for 1976-80, but growth
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rates for nther nroduists would have to exceed those during the last two
decades to achieve their targets. But it should be noted that production of

m.ost agricultural commodities has grown more ranidlv during the last decade
than during the previous one. Continuation of growth rates of the 1965-75

period would mean achievement of the lower l976-0 nplan targets for m-ost
agricultural products.

Table 11.21: PRODUCTION TARGETS FOR MAJOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
1976-80

1976-80
1976-80 Compared to Actual

Products Annual Average 1971-75 () 1971-75

.CLerels ('00 'JtonUs)10 20d,000-22~,3615-51 1480

Sunflower ('000 tons) 1,000- 1,133 132-149 760
Sugar beets ('on0 tons) Q8, 000- 9,3 181-197 4,757

Soybeans ('000 tons) 545- 575 246-260 221.0 /1
rlax for icibre ('00 tons) 300 322 32434 92

Potatoes ('000 tons) 4,600- 4,800 157-166 2,927
- (~~r~rs(s .~ ,(. -,oo~ ,. ') 14 9 rI.OField vegetaules ('000 tons) 4+,2=, 1 6 9 2,549Lu

Fruit and grapes ('000 tons) 3,800- 4,000 166-173 2,295
Meat ('000 tons I.w.) 2,50U 02,6o8 I4-15i2J I,i6u

Milk (mil hl.) 58- 62 150-161 39
Eggs (millions) 6,000- 6,500 /1 129-140 4,642
Wool ('000 tons) 42- 47 138-153 30

/1 Flax average is low due to 1975 floods.

Source: Law of the 1976-80 Plan, Communique on 1971-75 Plan and Anuarul

Statistic.

11.57 The 1976-80 plan calls for yields per ha and livestock production
per animal unit to increase greatly. For example, according to Directives
(yields of major crops), are expected to be 30-78 percent higher than those
during 1971-75 (Table 11.22). Fertilizer use (active substance) is projected
to rise to 250-280 kg per ha of arable land, vineyards, and orchards in 1980
compared with 95 kg in 1975. Approximately 1.2 million ha of additional land
will be brought under irrigation, bringing the total close to 3.0 million ha
in 1980. Drainage will be improved on 1.1 million ha, erosion controi meas-
ures will be carried out on about 1 million ha, and the arable area will be
increased by 125,000 ha during 1976-80.
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Table 11.22: TARGET YIELDS FOR 1976-80

Average Target Percentage
1971-75 1976-80 Increases
(kg/ha) (kg/ha)

Wheat and rye 2,210 3,000- 3,150 36-43
Maize 2,680 3,500- 3,800 31-42
Sunflower 1,450 2,000- 2,140 38-48
Sugar beets 22,140 34,000-36-000 54-63
Field vegetables 11,250 19,000-20,000 69-78

Source: Directives of the Eleventh Gongress of Romnin Cin mm,rn-it-

Party Concerning the 1976-80 Five Year Plan and Anuarul
Statistic.

11.58 PlAnned investment in agriculture during 1976-80 w 116 bil
lion lei. Planned annual investment in agriculture will average 23.2 billion
lei in 1976-80 comnared with 15.4 hillion in 1971-75 and I0.3 biliin4in
1966-70. However, agriculture's share of total investment will continue to
declin- from 15 6prcent inIQ 1966-70 and 14 percent in 1971-75 to 11.6 percent
in 1976-80.

11.59 Investment plans for 1976-80 put greater emphasis on improving pro-
ductivity of CAPs and SAMs than in previous plan periods. This policy shift
towards CAPs, which account for 75 percent of the arable land, is a step in the
right direction for realizing higher plan targets. Aila da 4 a

that investments for CAPs will be 64 percent higher and those for SAMs 74
pecnt higher in 1 079-5n "a Jn 1 071_7CZ _n Il ot_e 'an' :_etmt c_r

s_uL1;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Iltl- -P - -V LX I 11 7 / s- 1S SJ[ Ll uLvL i d LI XL IIt:! UUlL 
IASs, which have been relatively large in recent years, will be reduced. It
also shLows thaMt invest..ments 'for land reclamLationL, ,,.echanization, and vegetable
production will be increased greatly and those for animal production will be

increased slightly i 7-n -1976-80 -- comare with 19Q 71-75 Nur-_be OL -- ctr of-- ---- --~LII~.L~_~AU 0L.LrtLLLy) L.Ii~ 0_0VUV UULiIPdL U W.LL11II7 I. -I J. VULDC i LEdULUE5i (i

various types are expected to increase in 1975 by 70,000 tractors, some for
LrCeLacemilenL daiU sUIiIe L Ua dUUit.i011-a o UperdLIObn.

11.60 The most important projected change in agriculture is a large
improvement in labor productivity resulting from capital-labor substitution.
The labor force in agriculture is expected to decline to about 3 million in
1980, compared with 4.0 million in 1975, and to account for only 27-28 percent
of total labor force in 1980 compared with 38 percent in 1975. About 700,000
of the 1 million non-agricultural jobs to be created during 1976-80 will be
filled by workers leaving agriculture. If the number ot agricultural workers
declines by 25 percent from 1975 to 1980 as planned and gross production in-
creases by 30 percent, gross production per agricultural worker will increase
73 percent.) The 1976-80 Plan envisages that real incomes of all workers will
be 18-22 percent higher in 1980 than in 1975. In 1977, it was announced that
this target had been revised to allow an increase of 30.2 percent in real
wages by 1980. The Plan also stated that real incomes of workers on CAPs and
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private farm,s ~weree ------ 02 eretoertepanpro adti

~y ~V P~L ~LLL VC L LLLC_ JL all jJ. _LU U [IU LiI II

figure was also increased to 30 percent in 1977. At the same time, changes in
pensions for worklers thr oughouLt thile e[on[omy were anno urLed (Se 'ee Chapter N inel).

n. 1e 1 1 11' . TWTIrG'7 l'r7:OV' N, T 7 AnN T Uy,, RE,nr.
J.IU1C 1 1. LJ. IJlVXOl IrNiD 10 a W ,N'. UL UN-

A. Distribution by Types of Enterprises

Annual Averages in Billion Lei
1960 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 i976-80

Agricultural Production

Cooperatives, total 1.5 3.0 3.3 4.5 7.4
Own funds i.0 2.2 2.2 2.0 4.3
Loans .5 .8 1.1 2.5 3.1

Stations for Agricultural
Mechanization (State Budget) 1.5 1.4 1.4 2.3 4.0

State Agricultural Enterprises,
Total 1.5 2.5 3.8 4.8 3.7
State Budget 1.0 2.0 3.2 4.1 3.2
Retained Profits .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

Sub-total 4.5 6.9 8.7 11.4 15.1

Other .4 .4 1.6 3.9 8.1

Grand Total 4.9 7.3 10.3 15.3 23.2

B. Distribution by Subsectors

Annual Average in Billion Lei (%)
1971-75 1976-80

Land Reclamation 4.6 (32.7) 7.8 (33.6)
Mechanization 3.4 (22.7) 6.5 (28.0)
Vegetable production 1.5 (10.0) 3.2 (13.8)
Animal production 4.4 (29.3) 4.9 (21.1)
Other 1.1 ( 7.3) .8 ( 3.5)

Total /1 15.0 (100.0 23.2 (100.0)

/1 Totals exclude investments for silos and farm storage, and other building
facilities.

Source: Data supplied by Romanian authorities.
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2. PersDectives to 1990

11.61 The Directives also include guidelines for economic and social

development until 1990, calling for intensive development of agriculture.
Gross agricultural nrodiution in 1986-90 is nroiected to be 50-80 percent

larger than in 1971-75, with livestock products accounting for 50 percent of

the total in 1986-90 compared with 40 npercent in 1971-75. Total irrigated

area will increase to 5 million ha in 1990 (about half of all arable land and

virtuall all of the irrigable land) and fertilizer use to 300-325 k nper ha

(active substance). Cereal production is projected to rise to 28-30 million

tons, averaging more than one ton per person. Yields per ha are expected to

rise greatly.

Table 11.24: TARGET YIELDS FOR 1990

1971-75 1990 Percentage
Averages Averages Increase
(kg/ha) (kg/ha)

Wheat and rye 2,210 3,700 67

Mailze 2,680 5,300- 5,800 98-116

Sunflower 1,450 2,300- 2,400 59- 66

Sugar beets 22,140 42,000=45,000 90-103
Flax for fibre 1,886 5,800- 6,000 207-218
Field vegetables 11,250 23,0004n ,000 104=113

Source: Same as for Table 11.23.

11.62 Livestock numbers and production per animal unit are also projected

to increase greatly. For example, the number of pigs is expected to increase

by 36-48 percent by 1980 and 105-127 percent by 1990 over the number in 1975

(Table 11.25). Large increases are also expected for cattle, sheep, goats and

poultry. Livestock will be fed to heavier weights, thereby increasing meat

production. Productivity per animal unit as measured by rmilkl per cow, eggs

per hen, and wool per sheep will approximately double from recent levels. In

1990, in IASs milk production per cow is expected to average 3,300-3,500 litre
annually, wool production per sheep 4.5-4.7 kg and eggs per laying hen 200-240.

In the CAPs, the respective figures are 2,200-2,400 litre, 3.3-3.7 kg and 180-

210 eggs.
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Table 11.25: TARGET INCRPASES IN LIVESTOCK NTlTfBERS

10975 1OQ9 1on Percen- !crease from 177

Actual Target Target 1980 1990
(i-n m.,illons)%k.L L L L LL±Li~

Ca'L tt'le 6. 1 7. r 011 A23 on'./aLLle U.I v II4_ 1V L1 UVO

Pigs 8.8 12-13 18-20 36-47 104-127
LI 1IL ' n_ in r IA II0 -7 I A c Shieep andU goats 1'4.3 19-19.5 0+-2 3J4 +

Source: Law of the Plan 1976-80
Directives of 11th Congress of RCP
Anuarul Statistic

3. Assessment of Development Prospects

11.63 Romania has great potential for expanding agricultural production.
It should be able to achieve a 28 percent increase in gross agricultural
production in 1976-80 over 1971-75, as called for by the lower target of the
Five-Year Plan, if average weather conditions prevail. It Romania is able to
fulfill plan stipulations for irrigating an additional 1.2 million hectares
and put into effect farming practices required for higher yields on this area,
it should be able to move gross agricultural production closer to the upper
targets.

Crops

11.64 Crop yields could be raised by increased use of improved seeds,
fertilizer, and herbicides to control weeds and by better seedbeds prepara-
tion, cultivation and harvesting practices. It has been reported that only
enough herbicides were available in 1974 to control weeds on wheat planted on
IASs. The expansion in supplies of these inputs planned for 1976-80 should
raise crop yields throughout the country. There undoubtedly are large poten-
tials for raising yields by more effective control of weeds and more timely
performance of field operations. The planned expansion in farm machines on
SAMs should improve field operations and contribute to higher yields on CAPs.

11.65 Crop yields on IASs are generally 25-60 percent higher than on CAPs
(Table 11.26), due largely to the use of better seeds, more fertilizer and
other chemicals and better field operations. Also a larger share of the land
is irrigated on IASs than on CAPs. However, Romania now plans to upgrade
farming practices on the CAPs and put more of their land under irrigation. It
should be possible to increase their crop yields by 25-50 percent by following
agronomic practices similar to those now used on IASs, so that CAP production
will be close to the IAS level.
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Table 11.26: CROP YIELDS AND FERTILIZER USE BY TYPES OF FARMS
1971-75 AVERAGES

(kg/ha)

Crop Yields IASs CAPs IAS/CAPs

W.heat and rye 29873 2,115 136
Maize 3,388 2,672 127
Sunflower 1,747 1-378 127
Sugar beets 20,934 22,159 94
Potatoes 18,335 11,509 159
Lucerne 6,190 3,851 161

Fertilizer

Arable land /1 132 65 203

/1 Kg of active substance per ha.

11.66 Comparison with neighb,oring ncuntries als nos ts that Romania
has not been fulfilling its potential. Crop yields are lower in Romania than
in other East European countries azle 11C I.27)-. Differe Cnces itilitLLcy

and climatic conditions account for some of the differences, but its lower
crop yields are undoubtedly partLy dL'ue to 'lower applIC-iOns Uf frtilizer

poorer seeds and less effective weed control. Fertilizer use is less than
1ial L L LIIdL U [[arbydL UC LUU[IL L t r:i . aXUIIIdIILd | L Pl jJLdL LU iI1LLdL LcL LiLIL6L Use

from an average of 95 kg (active substance) in 1975 to 250-280 kg in 1980 per
ha or arable land, vineyaru's anu Ularus s[LouldU Llep IiuclI tU iLUcr ease yields

provided better seeds and other improved cultural practices are also followed.
Experimental trials made by research stations of the Academy of Agriculture
and Forestry Sciences reinforce these conclusions. It will be especially
important to improve farming practices on land brought under irrigation. IL

has been observed that some crops now under irrigation have been damaged by
plant diseases and insects, so tnere may be much scope for increasing yieids
on land already under irrigation by upgrading farming practices.

Table 11.27: CROP YIELDS AND FERTILIZER USE IN EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
(kg/ha)

Crop Yields (1971-73 Average) Fertilizer
Countries Wheat Maize Sugar Beets Potatoes Use /1

Romania 2,220 2,681 23,096 12,008 65
Bulgaria 3,457 4,137 35,556 13,282 156
Czechoslovakia 3,554 4,229 34,090 14,953 272
East Germany 4,017 2,835 28,701 17,386 388
Hungary 3,218 3,840 31,576 10,628 196
Poland 2,708 2,977 31,020 17,520 205

/1 Active substance per ha of arable land in 1972.

Source: FAO Yearbook of Agricultural Production, 1974.
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1167 Currently, Ro.mania's see[ ind ustry ihas faclities forgrwing,

cleaning, grading, drying and storing only about 200,000 tons of the 600,000
tons of seeds used annually to grow wheat, maize, barley, sunflower, soybeans,
and other field crops. It especially needs to expand seed-drying capacity.
The provision of improved seed-handling facilities should enable Romania to
increase yields of cereals and oilseeds 10-20 percent through the use of new
varieties developed by the Academy of Agricultural and Forestry Sciences and
thereby reduce present high-seeding rates. Because germination rates are
uncertain, seeding rates for cereals are often high, causing plant population
to be too dense and lodging to take place in fields where high germination
rates occur. Additional seed-handling facilities are especially needed to
bring into use new monogram sugar beet hybrids, which have potential for yield
increases of about 18 percent. Romania also needs better seed handling facili-
ties for expanding its exports of superior hybrid sunflower seed to the United
States, and hybrid corn and other seeds to turopean countries. It also needs
to improve storage capacities for crops after harvest: the 1976-80 plan gives
priority to silo construction and modernization of on-farm storage.

11.68 it should be emphasized that the realization of increases in crop
yields described above will require improvement in farming practices and that
the potential for increased crop yields may overstate yield gains under field
conditions since tests are made under ideal moisture conditions. tNevertheless,
prospects for continued yield increases at rates achieved in the last decade
appear good because of plans to expand the irrigated area and to increase the
use of improved seeds, fertilizer, and other inputs.

Livestock

11.69 Romania can expand beef, sheep and milk production from its 4.5 mil-
lion ha of pasture and meadowland. Approximately 2 million ha of state-owned
land, located mainly between the arable low plains of Zone I and the forested
areas of Zones II and III, could profitably be improved by clearing encroaching
shrubs and trees, building access roads and stock water facilities, fencing,
seeding and fertilizing. Controlled grazing practices to prevent overstocking
and to improve vegetative growth will be required to maximize livestock pro-
duction. Pasture and meadowlands could be used to raise more cattle and lambs
for fattening by specialized feeding enterprises.

11.70 Larger investments for pasture-livestock development could yield
relatively high returns. A pasture development program was begun in 1972
involving expenditure of 300-400 million lei annually for various pasture
improvements. In 1975, the amount was increased to 1.2 billion lei, suffi-
cient to carry out minor improvements on 400,000 ha. Financing is provided
outside the state budget, largely by grazing fees of 30 lei per year for
bovines and 10 lei per sheep and charges made for cutting pastures for hay.
Unimproved pastures produce about 5,000 kg of green forage per ha, but
improved pastures produce three times that much. It is estimated that costs
of improving native pasture in mountain areas require investments of 7,000
to 8,000 lei per ha. Annual operating costs would be additional.
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11.71 Little arable land is used for Derennial hays and almost none for

pasture in crop rotations. In 1971-75, roughage feed (fodder) crops accounted

for 16 npercent nf the arable area. but only half was in perennial hay and

almost none in rotation pasture. Agronomists believe that sound crop rota-

tlions for hay and pasture, involving more perennials such as lucerne and

clovers, are required to conserve soil structure and fertility, control

insects and diseases and raise the nrntein _ontent nf rnoughae feeds. Field

experiments also show that yields of maize, sunflower and wheat increase
.substantia1x. whe tes cr opsn are garowr on land- ria oht- -fftPr- Inerpnnin-1 rrnnR.

About half of the 1.6 million ha in fodder crops are annuals for hay, green

feed, silage and root crops harvested for barn feeding. Much orf the cst of

labor and capital could be saved by permitting livestock to harvest a larger
share oil the4r feed from perenn4al pastures instead of relying so heavTily onn

b[i.LtZ Ut LICt L CL .L L¶11 cLtAa1 
1

J0. AJ.. I-.- - - _ -N 11 0

harvesting roughage feed crops for barn feeding.

11.72 Achievement of the high targets set for livestock products depends

upon expansion in totali feed production aiu increased 

feed. Roughage, as well as feed grain production, will need to average 45-50

percent more during 1976-80 t[aLl uuring 171-7. I should Ue notlelu tLL a

doubling of the area used to grow hay, green feed, silage and root crops during

the first two decades was made possible by reducing the area of grain cereals.

Further reduction of the area in grain, and expansion in the area of fodder

crops, will probably be necessary to produce tl[e roughage LreqULreU LU ahIeLV

targets set for milk and beef production. Also, the introduction of double

cropping of forage crops will help to meet these targets.

ii.73 Despite mucn progress in recent yeadr-s, LtiheL sLill iL LUch scope LUL

upgrading the genetic quality of livestock breeds and for improving livestock-

feed conversion ratios. The upward crend in (product) output per animal uniL

can be expected to continue. However, shortage of grain concentrates, partic-

ularly high-protein meal, will De a major proDiem in acnieving Detter-Dalanced

feeding rations and improving livestock-feed conversion ratios. Feedgrain

shortage may also be an important constraint to achievement of the high produc-

tion targets for livestock products.

11.74 Romania is planning to establish many more large-scale factory-type

livestock enterprises for producing pork, beef, dairy products, poultry and

eggs, based mainly on purchased feed. Supplies of feed to private farmers

and to members of CAPs will be increased, according to Romanian authorities,

even though the number of large-scale livestock enterprises increases. Private

farms and members of CAPs accounted for 46 percent of the meat, 57 percent of

the milk, 43 percent of the wood, and 62 percent of the eggs produced in 1975.

It is expected that total livestock production by individual farmers and CAP

members will be maintained and perhaps increased, but large-scale units will

account for an increasing share of national production. Factory-type live-

stock enterprises make more efficient use of feed than small-scale production

by private farmers and members of CAPs. But the latter probably use much
poorer quality feed, which otherwise would be wasted.

11.75 Prospects for achieving a large increase in livestock production

are good, but the targets, calling for doubling the number of cattle and pigs

from 1971-75 to 1990, will require great efforts for achievement. They will

require much more rapid increases in feed production and improvements of feed-

conversion ratios than have occurred during the last two decades.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

THE CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING SECTORS

A. The Construction Sector

1. The Role and Performance of the Construction Sector

(a) Output Growth and Structure

12.01 The construction process, by its very nature, is an important ele-
ment in investment and as Romania bases its economic strategy upon a high
rate of investnent, it is not unexpected to find it playing such a crucial
role in the development of the Romanian economy. It is, in fact, the third
largest sector in terms of both national income and social product as table
12.1 shrows= Total social product i.creased at an average annual rate of 9.8
percent between 1950-75 while construction social product 1/ increased at an
average annual rate of 11.5 percent per annum. S4m4larly, national income
increased at 9.7 percent per annum with the construction element growing
at 11.3 percent per annum.

Table 12.1: SECTORAL BREAKDOWN OF SOCIAT PRODUCT
AND NATIONAL INCOME IN 1975

(in current pries and percentage Iterms)

Transport and
Share of: Industry Construction Agriculture Telecommunications

in

Social Product 64.7 8.6 13.3 4.2
~~ -r ~~c, 0 lr r National incomne JU. /.6 1.0 5.8

LIource: A-nuarul 'tatistic.

12.02 The magnitude of the growth of con.struction output can be seen Ihlore
fully in tables 12.2 and 12.3. The increases in the early 1950s were large
but mainly reflect progress from an underdeveloped base and large investments
including those for drilling and exploration. As the 1950s wore on, some
construction works were hampered by a shortage of lumber and cement, both of
which were required for export to obtain scarce foreign exchange for machinery
imports. By the 1960s, these constraints began to disappear and as the state
diverted an increasing proportion of national income into investment, construc-
tion continued to grow at very rapid rates. The 1970s have also seen signif-
icant rates of growth for the sector but at a slower pace. This has not
occurred because of slower investrmLent growth but because of a reduction in
construction's share in investment. This is discussed further below.

1/ Construction social product includes construction work, capital repairs
and geological and drilling operations.
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Table 12.2: CONSTRUCTION 1950-75
(in billions of comparable 1963 lei)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Construction
Socirl Product 5.1 12.7 20.7 33.0 54.8 59.7 64.4 67.3 71.0 76.7

Construction
Natinnal Tncome 2.1 4.7 9.1 12.4 21.8 23.9 25.9 27.3 28.8 31.4

Construction Otitni,t /1 4.4 10.5 17.1 26.4 44.3 47.9 51.3 54.9 56.7 61.7

Construct-inn Work /9 9 Q 7=3 12.7 21=1 34.7 38.2 41.3 44.3 45.6 50.9

/1 Includes construction work plus capital repairs.
/9 T- uds Bui fl.1Ain- Tn c f- I1ticn nn1 Mcuinf-ina rf Enilinmpnt i n t hp

socialist sectors.

Source: Anuarul Statistic, Investiti-Constructii, and Bank estimates.

Table 12.3: Average Annual Rates of Growth in Construction
I'; A _F 

1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75

locila Product0. 9.8 10.7 6.9
National Income 16.9 14.3 6.4 12.0 7.6

Output 19.1 10.1 9.1 10.9 6.9

Work 20.3 10.8 11.5 10.5 7.9

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

12.03 Annexes 8.1 and 8.2 detail construction work by branches of the

national economy since 1960. As one would expect, the patterns follow the

general development strategy. Over 50 percenL oi all cULsruction is in Lt!

industrial area and between 80 and 90 percent of industrial construction is

in the producers' goods sector (Group A). Not only does industry have the
greatest share but it has also shown a consistent growth rate throughout the

period. The producers' goods sector took the lead in the early 1960s but

consumer goods expanded rapidly towards the end of the decade and both have

continued their expansion in the 1970s.

12.04 In general, the productive sector, together with housing, have

accounted for the bulk of construction work. In 1960, the productive sector
accounted for 74.8 percent of construction work, with housing taking a further

13.3 percent. By 1975, the productive sector had increased its share to 77.5

percent and housing accounted for 12.3 percent.
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12.05 Construction output tn the socialist sector (that is construction
work plus capital repairs), by category of output rather than by branch of
econo.. y, is given i An --nx 8. The,I 15e av- C ge rates of got for the

whole economy are the same for both construction work and output but construc-
tionSJLL SiLlS ottiS. ~,L L g thhas been- lower in the last five ---rs, suggestin that

capital repairs have declined relative to new construction. An explanation
for this is that the average age of buildings 'as declined, and as a result

capital repairs have decreased in importance relative to the rapidly increas-
.LL16 LIZW L;ULIb LL UL L LULL.

(b) E conomic Eificiency in Construction

12.06 in 1950, the construction sector was labor-intensive, unmecnanizea
and relatively unsophisticated. By 1975, the picture had changed substan-
tially. The sector is now mucn more mecnanized and efriciency conscious.

12.07 The biggest transformation has been in mechanization, as part of a
general policy of modernization and increased efficiency (table 12.4). In
1955 only 22.9 percent of earth work and 37. percent or aigging was under-
taken by mechanical means; by 1975 the respective figures were 90.6 percent
and 91.7 percent. This, however, does not give the full picture. Fixed
assets in construction have also been growing as a proportion of total assets
(Table 12.5). They grew quickly in the first few years of the 1950s but
slowed down towards the end of the decade (see para 12.02). In the 1970s
their growth has been especially fast with a 19.5 percent increase recorded in
1975 alone. Except for the 1950s, construction investment has had a similar
growth (see Table 12.6).

Table 12.4: MECHANIZATION /1 IN CONSTRUCTION SECTOR 1955-75

1955 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Earth Work 22.9 50.6 80.7 86.7 87.3 88.2 87.1 89.6 90.6
Digging 37.7 62.9 84.6 88.7 88.9 89.3 90.7 91.4 91.7
Transport 75.2 89.7 92.8 92.9 94.7 94.3 95.6 95.3

Concrete Work 73.5 75.5 77.5 82.8 85.9 86.2
Handling of Sets 65.6 84.2 85.0 85.5 86.4 87.5 88.5

/1 Mechanization is defined as the percentage of work performed with
mechanical means.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.
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Table 12.5: FIXED ASSETS
(1950 = 100)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Fixed Assets in
Construction 100 396 477 791 1376 1560 1851 2033 2318 2769

Fixed Assets in
all economy 100 125 161 223 337 368 398 433 478 534

Construction as
% of total 0 7 2.2 2.0 2.4 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.5

Average annual
rates of
growth
of fixed
assets in 1951-5 1956-60 1961-5 1966-70 1971-5

Construction 32.0 3.8 10.6 11.7 15.0

All economy 4.6 5.2 6.7 8.6 9.6

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

12.08 The statistics published on capital and labor in construction and

the sector's output provide an indication of LLle secor's development and its

efficiency over the past twenty-five years. This paragraph looks briefly at

the development in the use of capital and labor between 1950 and 1970, while

the following paragraph examines more closely the changes in the last five-year

plan period. Between 1950 and 1970, the proportion of the labor force working

in construction in both the socialist sector and the whole economy increased at

a steady rate from 2.2 percent to 7.8 percent. The growth of investments and

fixed assets proceeded at a less regular pace. Very rapid growth of fixed

assets between 1951 and 1955 was followed by a very fimuch smraller rate of growth

for the following five year period, reflecting in great part the period of eco-

nomic consolidation that occurred during the second plan period. With the

renewed industrialization after 1960, fixed assets expanded more rapidly again

(10.6 percent per annum between 1960 and 1965). The fact that social product

in construction increased more rapidly than national income and that the

capital-output ratio increased throughout the plan period suggests that the

infusion of labor and capital in the period were not fully effective and that

greater output could only be obtained by a more than proportionate increase

in inputs. This trend appears to have been reversed in the 1961-65 plan

period when national income from construction grew more rapidly than construc-

tion and the ICOR for construction fell to 1.36 (see Table 12.3 and figure

12.1).



TABLE 12.6

Investment (in millions_of Lei)

In 1959 Prices In 196.3 Prices

1950 1955 1960 196'i 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Total Investment 5,633 13,466 24,615 44,857 44,659 74,790 82,617 91,717 99,231 112,457 130,640

Construction Inveistment 369 292 531 1,931 1,826 3,595 4,290 4,448 4,148 5,652 7,317

Construction of % of
Total 6.5 2.2 2.2 4.3 4.1 4.8 5.2 4.8 4.2 5.0 5. 6

Average annual rate
of growth of 1951-55 1956-60 19161-65 1966-70 1971-75

Total 'nvestment 18.9 12.8 12.7 [0.8 11.8

Construction Investment -4.6 12.7 29.5 [4.5 15.3

Source: Anuarul Statistic.
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12.09Y The deveou,entLs between 1971-75 were souieie-wat difLerent. As table
12.3 shows, production increased at an average annual real rate of 7-8 percent.
Fixedi assets meanwhile grew at 15 percent per annum, significantly faster than
the productive sector average of 9.6 percent. Construction's share in fixed
assets increased from 2.7 percent in i970 to 3.5 percenE in i975, and its
share of investment increased from 4.8 percent to 5.6 percent. The manpower
position exhibited a different trend. In 1971 and 1972, there was an initial
surge in the construction labor force (Annex 8.4) but after that period it
became rapidly more difficult to recruit construction workers. In absolute
numbers, total occupied population and employees in construction dropped
between 1972-75. The response was to increase capital investment and intro-
duce modernized technology particularly in 1974 and 1975 to maintain produc-
tion growth. Some of the effects of this is shown in Annex 8.4. The capital!
labor ratio in construction increased by 52.3 percent between 1972-75, which
was the same as the economy average. However, the capital/output ratio rose
by 18 percent as against the economy average of 13 percent and output per man
increased by 24 percent, only two thirds of the economy average of 35 percent.
In the 1971-75 period, the ICOR in construction increased to 2.69 from 1.36
during the previous five years while the ICOR for the total productive sector
fell from 4.15 to 3.03. The picture then was one of some labor unavailability
for which it was only possible to substitute capital at an increasing cost.

(c) The Role of Construction in the Investment Process

12.10 Although an integral part of the investment process, the weight of
construction has been diminishing over the last 25 years (Annex 8.5). This
can be explained by examining the way in which efficiency has increased in the
sector. The design cost of each project is determined by valuing the cost of
materials, labor, design and the like. Thus increased efficiency in construc-
tion is reflected, over time, in a reduction in the share of construction in
the design costs of projects and hence in the share of construction in invest--
ment.

12.11 Still this is unlikely to account wholly for the fall. Because
productivity of investment is a critical concept in which the opportunity
cost of consumption foregone is high (and with accumulation at 33 percent
of national income in Romania, one can safely assume this to be the case),
it is very much in society's interest to maximize that productivity. The
productivity of investment for the most part depends upon the productivity of
machinery and equipment rather than the amount of construction. Therefore, in
order to minimize the ICOR, one should, as far as possible, minimize construc-
tion costs in each investment project.

12.12 After the price restructuring that began in 1973, raw material
prices were increased to reflect the new higher world prices and it became
even more a matter of efficiency to minimize the material inputs used in
construction. Even with increases in costs, it would have been possible for
fixed price values of construction to fall, thus explaining the particu-
larly large changes in construction's share in 1974 and 1975. Some evidence
is available to back up this hypothesis. In 1974, for example, the proportion
of material expenditures in construction social product, in current prices,
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increaed uddpne1nv frnom 61=6 nprcpn t tn 631 nperentj hving hteen stahle

for the previous three years. It has been observed that the state has been
undertaking measures to minimize matprial inputf in cnnsfrurtinn; and this

is discussed further below.

2. The Organizational Structure and the System of Planning

(a) Organization

12.13 Description of the organizational structure in construction is com-

plex uecause of thle varit ofY -nter-prses that are responsible to ministries,

People's Councils and cooperative unions. Construction activities are orga-

Ll 1:U' XLLI L1:LULLL U X LM LtIIC1 L PI * UWL * \ L'VL CAa.1 * a taLLV y L a*.IV . a

well as in terms of the form of activity (a building or installation). As
republicanl projects are the responsibility of LLLinistrie, thi constu

is carried out by construction enterprises or centrals responsible to minis-
tries. Socio-cultural projects and h0ousing are the -esponsiblit- y of Feople'

Councils and so they are constructed by units of the People's Councils.
Similarly, services LO Lhe popUlatlon are Lte readlil UL QUperLaLiVes dilU bU

cooperatives undertake maintenance and minor repairs on private housing
as well as itL conLstructionL. rigure J.2.4 gve UadrLUILaL Lc prLstatLLLinUL

of this structure.

12.14 In terms of output, the ministerial construction enterprises and

centrals are the most important. Seven ministries 1/ have theiLr u-wII construc

tion enterprises, which undertake certain specialized work for their minis-
tries, and in aaaition, there is LUe Ministry OL IndustLild Uonstruction,

which is the only one specializing completely in construction work. The
Ministry of Industrial Construction undertakes a broader range of activities,

for different branches of the national economy: chemicals and petrochemicals,
metalworking, machine building, iight industry, the rood and agro-industry.

12.15 There is also a network of construction enterprises at the UdsLLicL

level. There is one building trust or enterprise under each People's Council 2/

in each district with direct responsibility to the Executive Committee. These

units undertake all the construction work for which the People's Councils are
responsible, that is, all socio-cultural schemes (education, health, etc.),

housing and local industrial projects. 3/

1/ Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications (all transport and telecom-

munications constructions): Ministry of Electric Power (power and hydro

power); Ministry of Metallurgical Industry (siderurgical construction);
Ministry of Mining, Petroleum and Energy (mining construction only);
Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry (land and hydro improvement

projects only); Ministry of Forestry and Construction Materials (forestry edC~

roads); and Ministry of Chemical Industry.

2/ The Municipality of Bucharest has one central under its responsibility.

3/ These are usually small, consumer orientated and dependent upon local raw

materials.
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12.16 Gonstruction work ls also carried out in _h coop-tv sco

various ways. The craft cooperatives include cooperatives that specialize in
construction alone. The aim is for each cooperative union to in,clude just one
construction cooperative. 1/ These co-ops, each of which includes a number
of spec4alized workshops, undetzk the yeso ostuto actlvitles.11 -- - ~ p-11-I - -LXL~= L.YF~0 UJI ~_L0LIOLLU%L.LVI .L LViLiO

First they provide such services to the population as general household repairs
(heating, o el c Lil, str LuLcturl) -nd-- ln sore -e houILe-bulldlng.

Second, they undertake maintenance and repairs for both state and cooperative
enterprises andu tLuLL tUItey imi.pIeMLient i.,vebtmL-L1t pLr oJ ctsC fSoL c0ops. In the

rural areas, such activities are usually carried out by construction workshops,
which are part Of agricultural or consuaer c-0ops, ratner bnan Dy speciailzed
cooperative enterprises.

12.17 There is also a small amount of construction work carried on outside
tLLe state and co-operative sectors but it has no distinct organizationai struc-
ture. Since 1948, private construction enterprises have been phased out or
been brought into the co-op sector and now most private construction work is
on an individual basis. The most important part of this is housing constructed
by private individuals for their own use.

12.18 There is a wide variety of organizational frameworks within the con-
struction sector and differences even permeate industrial ministries. For
example, the Ministry of Industrial Construction includes 21 trusts, 14 of
them construction trusts that are territorially organized, three are installa-
tion and assembly trusts again territorially organized and four are specialized
trusts 2/. Each trust is directly responsible to the Ministry only while
remaining an independent self-administering unit with a legal entity. Each is
comprised of units, which are denominated in terms of geographical position
and/or specialization, and each unit has at least three building sites under
its jurisdiction.

12.19 Other ministries have one construction central for each broad
specialization and within each central, the enterprises are divided in terms
of area and specialization. For example, within the Ministry of Transport and
Telecommunications there is a construction central which includes construction
enterprises for railways, river transport, telecommunications and road con-
struction. This central includes ten enterprises (six of which are regional
railway construction enterprises) plus the Bucharest Railway Sites.

12.20 Despite independence as administrative units, the central and trusts
rely on the ministry for certain services. The ministry will coordinate the
activities of all centrals, particularly in the realms of training 3/ and
planning. In addition, each ministry has at least one design institute that
draws up the technical specifications for each construction project.

1/ Bucharest, due to its size, has two, one specialized in construction,
the other in installation.

2/ These are the Insulation for Industrial Workers Trust, Specialized Works
Trust, Assembly of Chemical Equipment Trust and Installation and Automa-
tion Trust.

3/ See Chapter Eight on Human Resources.
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12. 21 ITIv,e line of authority from the m'Li'-stries an' the Peoples`oncl
.~IL~ _L±LL U. LI1LL L. W LIl WiL~L tU L11~ reopLe 5 UUULLU±T-h

goes to the Council of Ministers but there are several other centralized
bodies also responsible to the Council of Ministers but with a degree of
authority over the ministries, the People's Councils and in some cases also
the co-uperatLves. First, there is the State General Inspectorate ror Invest-
ments and Construction (SGIIC), whose functions are: inspection for compliance
of building laws, the setting of norms in construction i/ and the technicai
planning of large projects for the state sector only.

12.22 Second, there is a more scientific and technical institution
concerned with building techniques in general, which is called the Central
Institute for Research, Design and Guidelines on Construction (CIDGC). Its
aim is to promote the state's technical policy in the field of construction as
well as technical and economic efficiency. One aim of the organization is to
coordinate research and development; it deals with general matters, such as
the adoption of mechanized means, as well as more specific problems, such as
how to reinforce buildings against seismic interference. Its other respon-
sibility relates to design and through its subordinate institutes it draws
up standardized models that are fully designed and specified. In drawing up
guidelines, it elaborates standards, norms and instructions which become
compulsory for the sectors, while at the same time are consistent with the
priorities of the construction sector. The CIDGC priorities are all related
to the more economic use of resources. The chief ones are: to minimize raw
material inputs (especially steel); to minimize the use of manpower and the
time taken to complete construction work; and to minimize the use of energy,
both in the construction and in the use of the final output. Discussion of
these priorities is taken up below.

12.23 The CIDGC is subordinated to the Council of Ministers as is the
SGIIC. In a downward direction, its powers are specific. All ministries have
their own research and design institutes, which draw up the detailed designs
for the projects for which they are responsible. These research and design
institutes are independent and cooperate with the CIDGC which approves their
plans, research and designs for standard models.

12.24 These two institutions cover the whole state sector but there is
another that only affects the district construction enterprises. The Commit-
tee for the Problems of the People's Councils (CPC) is a centralized body
to coordinate the technical activities of the People's Councils, including
certain functions in the realm of construction. Its role is much more that of
a coordinator than of a controller and it is involved in the standardization
in the design of dwellings and the implementation of physical planning.

1/ Among the norms is the requirement that all new construction meet
approved seismic standards.
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(b) Planning

12.25 The planning nrocrpe in construiction is, in essence. no different

from that in other sectors but because construction is a derived activity
in the investment planning pronrsS, there tends to be a slightlv different
timing.

12.26 The State Planning Committee's role in construction planning is

twofold: it has the task of welding ongoing projects to new investments and it

is also responsible for calculating and maintaining the material balances for
approxximatelly 50) -t important raw materi-ls (fo--reample stee.l cement,

asbestos, aluminum, etc.). In drawing up the annual construction plan, the
SPC begins by drawing up the lists of investments and establishing for both

ongoing and new projects the volume of investment that has to be implemented.

Fr-o this is deter_mined the volume of investment by ministry (which implements

the project) and, for the whole economy, the requirements for raw materials,

labor and equipmlent.

12.27 Meanwhile, at the micro level, the enterpr'ses will be drawing up

their own provisional plans. They are aware of the ongoing projects and are
informed of the major projecteu investment programs. In aduuLion, the five

year plan will have provided general guidelines on their expected levels of

production. They will then draw up their plan proposals establishing the
indicators for the volume of production, labor productivity, salaries, numbers-

employed and material expenditures per 1,000 lel of output.

12.28 At this point (usually July/August), they proceed to contract with

supplying enterprises for the necessary raw materials, whose demands are based

upon plan and material consumption norms. In addition, contracts are also

made between the construction enterprises and the beneficiaries.

12.29 The enterprise plans, as drawn up, are then sent to the relevant

ministries who aggregate them, incorporate them into their own plans and pass

them on to the SPC. The SPC attempts to reconcile these proposed plans with
its own macro plans, all the while ensuring that all projects are consistent

with the five-year plan. Upon successful completion of this, the plan is

disaggregated down to the ministry and from there to the enterprise.

12.30 The planning process for the five-year plan is essentially the same.

Hlowever, detailed account is taken only of the major investment projects that

will require a significant time to complete and for which the technico-economic
documentation is prepared.

12.31 The procedure so far has only specifically described planning at the

republican level; however, at the local level the methods are the same except

that the enterprises pass on their plans to the People's Councils who incor-

porate them into their own regional plans. In the same way, plans of the

co-operative sector are forwarded to the co-operative unions. One difference

exists, however: because the co-operatives are responsible for the provision

of construction materials to private individuals, they are required to assess
private demand when drawing up their plans.
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12.32 Other rnnstru,ction undertakeran byx t-he apopu,la It-io, is aeu,,laef-. Tt-

requires a permit from the People's Council indicating that it complies with
tha nphyscal pl-nnin r-- ulati-ns. Thus, there 4s some degree of control over

the operations and the co-operatives are given an indication of the expected
demand for materials.

12.33 In recent years, there have been attempts to improve the 4
construction planning. This has led to the establishment of the Center for

Orariztonan Cbrntisin Cutonstuction, which is a 1epniiiyo

the Ministry of Industrial Construction. The COCC is at work on a project
in w1hLi aLL Lthe rey L.,,ULIIaLioUL on a given construction JoUb, LiLcluinUUg its

critical path, is fed into a computer. Thus at any given time, it can provide
a n u pda CLte porfoi of cosruto -ok -frou_ -------- ~_,------1-. -_ -_, ti , it can als calculate-dii U~UdL~U UL LLUILU UJL LCI15LLUL;LLUI1 WULii , ILUIIL LIiJb, iL t-IdLi dibU LalUU1dLt,

the implied demands for construction materials in detail and assist in drawing
up material balances. Tne project has advanced rapidly and snould improve tne
efficiency of the construction industry. Already planning and control systems
have been established covering the most importanE 10,000 out of 15,000 con-
struction projects.

(c) Other Institutional Arrangements

(i) Financial

12.34 The financial arrangements, like the planning system, are slightly
different in the construction sector. wnereas industrial and other enter-
prises hold bank accounts with the National Bank and agricultural enterprises
hold theirs with BAFI, construction enterprises hold bank accounts with the
Investment Bank.

12.35 Payment for construction is not made in advance but monthly after
performance. During the month the Investment Bank, taking into account the
enterprise's production plan, advances credits to cover expenses incurred
within that month. Monthly, the beneficiary reviews the work completed by
the constructor and if found satisfactory, authorizes the Investment Bank
to release the funds for the work performed. In this way, the construction
enterprise repays the Bank's credit.

12.36 In addition, the Investment Bank gives credits for the purchase of
raw and other materials as well as for seasonal financing. The interest rate
is 2 percent. The Bank assesses a rate of 12 percent when there is a failure
to repay the credit. Credits for construction by CAPs and agricultural state
farms is extended to them by BAFI. Strict penalties are imposed on delays
both in delivery of materials and in completion of construction work.

12.37 Co-operatives maintain their accounts at the National Bank and
they are not granted credit. However, for large investments (over 100,000
lei) credit can be extended to the handicraft cooperatives by the Investment
Bank. If in financial need, a co-operative can obtain loans from a central
fund established by the Central Union of Co-ops, to which all co-ops contri-
bute. Actual payment for construction work for the cooperatives is the same
as for state enterprises.
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(i) The TLa-or Force in Constructio

1L. Onc againL tLh. cs i sector does not fit into a 4cnvential

pattern. Unlike other countries where the construction labor force is tem-
porary and oL a project-to-prLjLct L ass -L t- i -a it C i eLfliaLft. satus

in that all workers have contracts. In practice, however, there is fluctua-
tion in the construction labor force. A proporioLLLIkJin of the I C LaboI i0, in LctLL,

seasonal. For example, co-operative agricultural workers are on contract with
constructii cooperatives for a certainLL p eLrioLdU of t iLLe wh,enL-L LnotL r e quireL Lu

undertake agricultural work. In addition, the labor force tends to have a
large turnover, particuIalIy UoL ULIOLLeCU WokrLCL. oULLeU Uo tLileave the

construction enterprises for work on the completed project. While the average
wage In LIllS secLor is [I1glIUL LLal LidL ILL dtly oLlthe btUoLUL, IL LidU iIUL UCUL

adequate to compensate for the nature of the work. In mid-1977 wages were
adjusted to reflect better the working conditions.

12.39 Recruitment does not take place centrally or at site level OUL dL

unit level. Workers are expected to be mobile within a unit (either regional

or specialized) and may be required to move their residence at regular inter-
vals. Housing, however, is always provided.

12.40 To overcome some of these problems, training is provided for skilled

and unskilled workers on all levels. The result is intended to be greater
mechanization, learning of different skills, and greater productivity, leading
to higher wages and more job satisfaction. In practice, it is aiso ilikely to
lead to more highly specialized workers who end up tied to the construction
industry.

(iii) External Works

12.41 Responsibility for construction work outside the country has been
consolidated in a foreign trade enterprise called ARCOM, which is subordinated

from mid-1977 to the Ministry of Foreign Trade and International Cooperation.
It has undertaken various construction works, such as in the fields of housing,
refinery and other plant building, in such countries as West Germany, Libya,

Iraq, Lebanon, Sudan and Syria. In general, the designs and technical know-
ledge are Romanian but materials are usually supplied in the country itself
and local subcontractors are often used. There are some other ministries
which undertake construction activities abroad such as the Ministry of Mining,
Petroleum and Geology for oil drilling, the Ministry of Electrical Energy for
hydro and thermal power plants and the Ministry of Transportation and Tele-

communications for roads.

12.42 Administratively, ARCOM acts like any other foreign trade enter-
prise and fits into the planning system accordingly. It exports construction
services.
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3. The Present Position and Prospects for Construction

12.43 As already noted, construction work grew at an average annual rate
of 10.4 percent (between 1960-75). Although no precise plan targets are
available, there is every indication that this rapid rate of growth will
continue and even increase between 1976-80. For example, the 1977 Annual Plan
requires an increase in construction work of 20.4 percent over 1976 and it has
been estimated that between 1976-80, the plan target is for an annual average
rate of increase of some 15 percent. As a result, there is extra pressure
upon the industry not only to produce efficiently but also to attain its
growth targets.

12.44 in order to evaluate the efficiency of construction sector, the
following criterion is employed: construction is considered efficient if it
imposes no constraints on the growth of the economy or is not constrained in
its own growth by the supply of inputs under its own control. Furthermore,
it should not be contributing to a wasteful use of resourses through "over-
dimensioning" and "over-finishing."

12.45 First, construction's role in the investment process cannot be
fully evaluated because detailed data on plan targets and achievements are
not available. But a judgment can be made that, until the very recent years,
the construction sector has with generally increasing efficiency met the
requirements of the economy and that it has imposed no constraints upon
economic growth.

12.46 Construction work was sluggish, however, in 1976 and also in 1977
before the earthquake. This may mean that the sector could not meet plan
targets because of limitations in its capacity or in the capacity of enter-
prises delivering equipment and materials to it. Also, another limiting
factor appears to be the shortage of construction workers. These factors
affect the pace of construction work and project completion. Since con-
struction accounts for 40 percent of total investment, the performance of
the construction sector explains to some extent the overall shortfall of
investment in 1976 and 1977.

12.47 Two additional important problems exist in the sector: First, the
provision on time of designs and documentation for projects by the design
institutes and second the improved distribution and organization of personnel
on building sites. The 1971-75 Communique on the Plan's Fulfillment high-
lighted the "delay in the elaboration of technical and economic documentation"
as a deficiency which "affected the efficiency of investments and resulted
in the delay of some production capacities." Similar difficulties were
acknowledged in the 1976-80 and 1977 Plans; in order to correct them and
to secure better qualified personnel, wages in the design industry have been
recently increased. The Plans have also called for better organization,
particularly at the site level.
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12-48 T.1,41re the problems discussed in the above paraaranh are eharacter-

istic of a rapidly growing sector, those discussed in para. 12.46 show the

sector emerging as a constraint to the economy. This explains also the dis-

proportionate attention given to the sector in the 1977 Plan. The situation

has bUeen aggravated by thle additionai requirements for construction following

the earthquake. As explained further in Chapter Sixteen, some of those addi-

tional requiremLients have been mLet through compulsory and voluntary work of

the population. The government is also accelerating the introduction of more
'ta' intenslve technology ln the constructJon sector and is taking measures

to improve quality. One important example of the latter is the switching of

major responsibility for quality control from on=site supervision to the manu-

facturer of construction materials, by increasing the prefabricated component,

of construction works.

12.49 With regard to the second criterion of para. 12.44 there are indica=

tions that construction has been overfulfilling its role. Problems of works

which are "overdimensioned" and "overfinished" are pinpointed in the 1971-75

Five-Year Plan, which also specified that appropriate action was to be taken

by the Council of Ministers. The 1971-75 Communique on the Plani's Fulfillment

reported on that action. There are indications, alluded to in the 1977 Plan,

that there are still "overdimensioning and architectural exagerations" in

construction works.

12.50 One of the Government's most important proposals affecting the

sector is that material expenditures in construction should be cut by 30 per-

cent by 1980. This reflects concerns about both overdimensioning and exces-

sive consumption of inputs. Reductions in the consumption of materials and

use of labor may be required for several reasons -- materials may have been

used wastefully, or else are in short supply. There is a strong concern for

the former since some construction methods have not completely eliminated

waste in materials and labor. It has already been identified in Chapter Six

that a raw material constraint is starting to hit the economy. Furthermore,

the CIDGC is producing standardized designs where main priority is a minimal

input of materials, especially steel and cement, the latter especially because

of the large consumption of energy required for its production.

B. Housing

1. An Overview

12.51 Two policy objectives have combined to raise housing requirements:

improvements in the standards of living of the people and industrial urbaniza-

tion.

12.52 These demands for housing are balanced by the macroeconomic con-

straints limiting the supply. Over 90 percent of housing cost is made up of

construction and as neither construction capacity nor raw material inputs are

limitless, there is a permanent trade-off between housing and other construc-

tion projects, particularly between productive investments. The problem is

not onlv to equate sunnlv and demand in absolute quantities but also in terms

of quality and geographical distribution.
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12.53 These situations are very real in Romania particularly since, as
seen in para 12.46, the construction sector has been tnderfulfilling its
targets in the first two -y-ea o t five a p

rate of population growth of one percent, the required volume of housing is
60 dwelings4- a _ear i/ it Lte pr esent per caplt huusing stock is to be

maintained. Added to this are the tasks of replacing and maintaining the
present stock (40% ot Whcich was built before 1944) meeting any 'local sUortages
that may develop from urbanization and improving the living standards of those
alrtedLy hoUUsed.

In quantitative terms, the present housing stock provides an average
of 0.978 dwelling per family unit 2/ implying a deficit of 150,000 dwellings.
Te objective of one dwelling per Iamily unit is at present achieved only in
the rural areas where in 1976 there were 1,019 dwellings per 1,000 families. 3/

2. The Structure of the Housing Sector

12.55 There are essentially two forms of housing in Romania, those built
by the state and those built by private individuals for their own occupation.
State-built housing is available for renting and for sale and is constructed
by enterprises directly subordinated to the People's Councils. The People's
Councils themselves are responsible both for the renting and sale of the
dwellings that are financed by direct state funds. 4/

12.56 According to law, accommodations are available for rent to all
citizens. Priority is determined according to a classification of the popula-
tion in seven categories such as workers, transfers in the interest of ser-
vices, etc. Within each category consideration is given to such factors as
levels of incomes and number of dependents. Rents are determined by law and
reflect the size of the housing and the income of the highest wage earner in

1/ Equal to the average number of dwellings completed per year 1971-75
from direct state centralized and co-operative funds.

2/ Based on an estimated housing stock of 6.7 m dwelling and 6.85 m family
units in 1975.

3/ It should be noted that a family is permitted to own one house plus a
vacation residence and consequently an average of over one is required
before the deficit will be eliminated.

4/ In certain cases enterprises allocate funds for state owned dwellings
and are then permitted to administer themselves.
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the 1.y . Rented accommodations are mainly in urban areas (75 percent
of those built in 1975 were in urban areas); those in rural areas are usually

located close to a ajor econom..ic pro4ect, such as a dam or mine.

1ApartmIents built by the sLate may also be purchased by private

citizens, either with their own funds or with a loan from the state through the

Davings andu Consign[uent BLank. Th ILe size o'L thLe loan is liLmited by the number

of rooms of the apartment to be purchased and the terms are determined by the

level of income at the time of purchase 2/; the minimum downi payment must be
20 percent of the value of the purchase. This type of loan is only available

for purchases from the state. Individuals may buy old properties but they
must purchase any mortgage obligation and no changes are permitted in the
terms. Loans of up to 35,000 lei are available for the construction of

private dwellings. Loans are also available for individuals who wish to

purchase the housing they rent. The terms of these loans are 6 percent and

5-10 years for repayment. State-built dwellings are rarely, if ever, avail-
able for purchase in rural areas.

1/ Rents are determined in lei per month and per square meter as follows:

Income Up to 801 to 1,101 to 1,301 to over

Area 800 1,100 lei 1,300 lei 1,600 lei 1,600 lei

Floor space 1.80 2.20 2.40 2.50 2.70

Annex (halls,
closets, etc.) 0.72 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00

Porch, locker 0.36 0.44 0.50 0.50 0.50

2/ The maximum loans are:

41,500 lei for a 1 room apartment*
64,000 2 " 2to
81,000 " " 3 " "

91,500 " " 4 " "

105,000 " " " 5 " "

(* calculation of rooms includes living rooms plus bedrooms and

excludes bathrooms, kitchens)

Interest rates are 3-5 percent for the long term loans (up to 50,000 lei;

they are 6 percent for larger loans). Down payments may be financed by

short-term loans of up to 5 years at 8 percent. The impact of income on

the terms is illustrated below:

1,500 to
Income <1,500 lei 2,000 lei >2,000 lei

Minimunm advance payment 20% 25% 30%

Repayment period 25 yr. 20 yr. 15 yr.
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1).5 8 rrivately-built housing is found mainly in rural areas (76 percent
of those built in 1975 were in rural areas). Building permits are required
from the physical planning department of the Peopie's Councils; otherwise this
category of housing is unplanned. Credits are available to assist in the
construction of houses and in the purchase of materials.

3. The Performance of the Housing Sector

12.59 The government's concern to improve the housing situation of the
population is evident: investment in housing increased by 11.3 percent per
annum in constant prices between 1966-75 (Tables 12.7 and 12.8) and the hous-
ing stock, showed an average rate of growth of 2.4 percent per annum over the
same period, which is higher than the population growth rate (Table 12.9).
In terms of allocation of investment funds housing has had a relatively high
share varying from 15.6 percent in all investment in 1956-60 to 9.3 percent in
1971-75. Housing investment in the socialist sector from state centralized
funds has been around six percent of the total investment in the socialist
sector.



Table 12.7: INVESTKENT IN HOUSING (iin millions of lei)

In 1959 Prices __I_ _ n 19,63 Prices
1950 19)51-5, 1956-6() 196o-65 1965-70 1970 1971L 972 _ 1973 197 1975 1IS71-75

Investment in National
Econonm

Total Investment 6,304 6L,916 100,18( 199,692 330,797 79,990 88,388 97,539 105,657 119,66, 137,731 548,980
Holuising 706 6,26Co 15,654 23,068 31,423 7,859 7,993 8,380 9,602 11,482 13,362 5O,819
% 11.2 10.1 15.6 11.6s 9.5 9.8 9.0 8. 6 9.L 9.b 9.7 9.3

Investment in Socialist
SBctOlo

Total Investment 5,663 57,713 88,152 187,656S 314,479 74,790 82,617 91,717 99,231 112,457 130,640 516,66,2

Hotising 150 2,7041 5,421 12,059 16,642 2,994 2,578 2,963 3,7 4 1J 4,745 6,680 20,707
% 2.6 4.7' 6.1 6.14 5.3 4.0 3.2 3 .2 3.83 4.2 5.1 4.0

Investment in S3ocial Sector
from State Centralized Funds

Total Invesltment 5,561 56,712 84,538 173,748 297,349 71,082 78,507 87,533 95,074 108,597 125,957 49?5,668
Housing 150 2,693 5,411 12,059 16,603 2,973 2,553 2,937 3,696 4,717 6,626 20,5529

2.6 4.7' 6.4I 6.9 5.6 4.2 3.3 3.14 3.9 4.3 5.3 4.1

Investment outside N

Socialist Sector
Total Invest;ment; 641 4,203 12,028 12,036 16,318 5,200 5,771 5,822 6,426 7,20B 7,091 32,318
lSousing 556 3,556 10,233 11,009 14,784 4,865 5,415 5,417' 5,86:L 6,737 6,682 :30,112
% 86.7 84.6 85.:L 91.5 90.6 93.6 93.8 93.0 91.2? 93.5 94.2 93.2

Housing Constructed
with:

State Assistance - - - - 2,775 1,954 2,542 2,655 :3,401 3,297 3,525 15,420
Population Funds

only 556 3,556 10,233 11,009 12,009 2,911 2,873 2,76:2 2,46c0 3,440 3,157 19,692

Non Socialist Sector
Housing as % of Total
Housing 78.8 56. 8 65.4 47.7 47.0 61.9 67.7 64.6 61. c) 58.7 50.0 59.3

Source: Anuarul Statistic and data provided by 'Romanian authorities.
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Table 12.8: (GPOWUTH C TOF N-TMVtjNT TN TOUSTTINTl

(Annual Average Percentage Rates of Growth)
Tn Com-

parable
I n 1959 _ Price _ n6196 Price Price

1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 1951-75

Investment in
Nationa Econom-ly

Total aITnvestLent 1L . 13.6 11.3 11.2 11.5 13.1
Housing 19.3 20.6 3.1 8.3 11.2 12.3

Investment in
Clocialist Sector

lotal investLiient 18.9 i2.8 12.8 10.9 11.8 13.4
Housing 39.5 15.3 12.5 -0.9 17.4 16.1

Investment in Social-
ist Sector from
State Centralized
Funds

Total Investment 18.7 12.1 12.4 11.3 12.1 13.3
Housing 39.5 15.3 12.5 -1.0 17.4 16.0

Investment outside
Socialist Sector

Total Investment 11.8 22.3 -5.6 17.2 6.4 10.1
Housing 10.4 24.4 -5.0 17.9 6.5 10.4

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

Table 12.9: ESTIMATE OF HOUSING STOCK
(in millions of dwellings)

Total Urban Rural

1965 5.3 2.0 3.3
1966 5.4
1970 5.9 2.4 3.6
1974 6.53 2.79 3.75
1975 6.7 2.9 3.8

Sources: 1966: 1966 Census
1974: Current Trends and Policies in the Field

of Housing Building and Planning: Bucharest 1976
Other figures are Bank estimates using new housing data
and current stock.
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12.60 Over the last decade, the structure of the housin.a stock has altered

significantly in response to specific policy measures, with the share of

urban dwellings increasing from 37.3 percent in 1965o 43.3 percent in 1975

while urban population increased from 33.7 percent to 43.2 percent. By 1975

urban and rural areas had the sam,,e average of persons per dwelling--3.2 in

each sector.

Table 12.10: AVERAGE PERSONS PER DWlELLING

Total Urban Rural

1965 3.66 3.27 3.88

1970 3.44 3.51 3.3o

1975 3.17 3.17 3.17

Source: Bank estimates.

12.61 Table 12.10 also gives some indication of the success of the housing

progrCm despite what had seemed a low growth rate. Overall the average number

of persons per dwellIng has been steadily failing. The decline has been

steadiest in rural areas; while heavy migration to the cities, a fall in new

housing during the period 1965-70 and a sudden increase in the birth rate

(para 8.05) caused higher density.

12.62 As Table 12.11 and Annex 8.6 show, in 1975 new urban housing com-

prised 81.7% of the total; in 1965 it was 45.3 percent. Along with changes

in the structure of housing, financing p'atterns altered. State loans were

introduced in urban areas, and these were used to purchase 27.3 percent of

the new housing in 1975. State-constructed apartments for rent increased

from 27.1 percent in 1965 to 51.6 percent in 1975 while self-constructed,

self-financed housing fell from 72.9 percent in 1965 to only 21.1 percent

in 1975 with both urban and rural declining.
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Table 12.11: HOUSING TURNED OVER TO OCCUPANCY BY SOURCE OF FIkNANCE
(in percentage of total, in terms of number of actual housing units)

1965 1970 1975

Total from State Funds 27.1 42.7 51.6
of which:

Urban 25.9 41.9 49.3
Rural 1.1 0.8 2.3

Total with State Aid - 17.8 27.3
of which:

Urban - 17.8 27.3

Total from own Funds 72.9 39.5 21.1
of which:

Urban 14.4 10.3 5.1
rural 58.5 29.2 16.0

12.63 The average size of new houses was also increasing as can be seen
from Table 12.12. Between 1965 and 1970, the increase was across the board in
both urban and rural areas, except for those financed from state centralized
and cooperative funds. Table 12.13 shows that the size of dwelling has also
been increasing in terms of numbers of rooms.



Table 12.12: AVERAGE SIZE OF DWELLI'NGS TURNED OVER FOR OCCUPANCY

From State:, Centralized ancl
Total Cooperative Funds With State Assistance With Own Funds

Total Living Total Living Total Living Total Living
Area S _ae Ratio Area M ae Ratio Area L e Ratio Area Space R Latio
(.2) (m > ( ) m)(2) (m ) (m2)

ALL AREAS

1965 ... 25.9 ... ... 31.1 ... 23.9 ...

197'0 .58.3 31.3 1.86 44.4 24.4 1.82 69.6 32.5 2.14 68.2 38.3 1.78

1975 6;9.1 33.7 2.05 62.0 29.1 2.13 72.4 34.4 2.10 82.1 43.9 1.87

URBAN
1965 ... 28.8 ... ... 31.2 ... ... 24.4 ...

19'0 .55.1 28.5 1.93 44.3 24.3 1.82 69.6 32.5 2.14 74.1 38.9 .90
1975 67.6 31.9 2.12 61.9 28.9 2.14 72.4 34.4 2.10 95.7 47.5 2.01

RIlRAL

1965 ... 23.9 ... ... 28.6 ... _ _ . 23.8 ...
19;'0 65.7 37.7 1.74 48.6 26.9 1.81 66.1 38.0 1.74
1975 75.9 41.4 1.83 63.0 32.0 1.97 77.8 42.8 1.82

Source: Anuarul Statistic
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Table 12.]3: HOTI0TNN. PUT TNTO OCGCGTPANG'Y BV NTJM1BR OF PROOMS

Number of Dwellings and percent

TOTAL 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Total 191,988 159,152 147,023 135,969 149,128 154,345 165,431
1 00.10 100 (. 1 00.0 100U. 0I.0 100 U.0 1U00%. 0

1 Room 57,116 26,548 16,972 14,4 14, 16,770 10,605 14,9

29.8 16.7 11.5 10.8 11.2 6.9 9.0
2 85,080 83,935 78,510 69,897 79,931 78,552 83,148

44.3 52.7 53.4 51.4 53.6 50.9 50.3
3 Room... ls an.d 49,792 . ..48,669 51,541 51,418 52,427 65,188 67,331

over 25.9 30.6 35.1 37.8 35.2 42.2 40.7

FROM STATE CENTRALIZED AND COOPERATIVE FUNDS

Total 51,973 68,016 52,416 48,541 57,649 65,227 85,352
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0

l Room 6,334 14,849 6,759 4,986 6,556 6,367 8,974
12.2 21.8 12.9 10.3. 11.4 9.8 10.5

2L Rooms 30,973 39,065 33,028 30,895 37,710 42,795 51,l4l
59.6 57.4 63.0 63.6 65.4 65.6 59.9

3 Rooms and 14,666 14,102 12,629 12,660 13,383 16,065 25,237
over 28.2 20.8 24.1 26.1 23.2 24.6 29.6

FROM FUNDS OF THE POPULATION WITH STATE HELP

Total - 28,279 36,010 37,326 42,924 41,909 45,153
- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1 Room - 1,642 1,056 977 2,562 1,400 1,625
- 5.8 2.9 2.6 6.0 3.3 3.6

2 Rooms - 16,459 20,760 18,787 23,247 17,956 19,886
- 58.2 57.7 50.3 54.1 42.9 44.0

3 Rooms and - 10,178 14,194 17,562 17,115 22,553 23,642
over - 36.0 39.4 47.1 39.9 53.8 52.4

FROM THE POPULATION'S FUNDS

Total 140,015 62,857 58,597 50,102 48,555 47,209 34,926
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1 Room 50,782 10,057 9,157 8,691 7,652 2,838 4,353
36.3 16.0 15.6 17.3 15.8 6.0 12.5

2 Rooms 54,107 28,411 24,722 20,215 18,974 17,801 12,121
38.6 45.2 42.2 40.4 39.0 37.7 34.7

3 Rooms and 35,126 24,389 24,718 21,196 21,929 26,570 18,452
over 25.1 38.8 42.2 42.3 45.2 56.3 52.8

Source: Anuarul Statistic.
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12.64 Other attempts have been made to tailor new housing to the demands

of the population, providing housing for single persons. Between 1970 and

1975 (see Table 12.14), over 240,000 new units were comnpeted, adding a stock

of about 60,000 units available for single people in 1970.

Table 12.14: UNITS FOR SINGLE PEOPLE PUT INTO OCCUPANCY
(Financedt-P f t nt-ranlizd and Cooperative Funds)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

NuMber 21,907 21,306 26,717 34,793 56,384 80,304

Total area (000 M,)2) 203 184 273 335 527 695

Inhabitable area (000 m2) 108 96 138 173 277 370

Equivalent number of con-
ventional apartments of

~~ ~~I~~L ~ ~ ) ~~n~) ) 10/.A I. ~Q. A r Q 0 1)1IA 1'1 Q1) T7
30 mi2 inhabitable area J ,59 3,I 4 U

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

12.65 Since 1965, as can be seen from Table 12.13, the share of dwellings

with tnree or more roomUs hIdas increased, whL i e th'lat of L one room dwellings hlas

fallen substantially. Thus the average cost of a housing unit has risen
(between 1965 anu 1975J, tLis increase in costs is estimated at about 70 per-

cent). At the same time, improvements in the finishing of the dwellings and
the provision of additional comfort nave increaseu costs per sq. m,ete[ by 59

percent during 1965-75 (Table 12.15).

4. The Achievements 1971-75 and Planned Targets 1976-80

12.66 Between 1971 and 1975, 751,896 new dwellings were occupied, an

increase of 16.1 percent over the 1966-70 Plan period. In terms of units

completed, output did not grow consistently and no year exceeded the 1965

level (see table 12.13); in terms of living space however, a continuing

improvement took place. Planned new housing was 522,000 dwellings (see table

12.16), a target of 98 percent achieved, mainly due to underfulfillment of

dwellings purchased with state assistance. Unplanned housing achieved 76

percent of its 1966-70 level.

12.67 In terms of annual plans, dwellings financed by state centralized

and cooperative funds fulfilled their targets out of five in three years and

in no year was achievement less than 98 percent. Those purchased with state

loans did not meet their targets in any year and in 1974 achieved only 73.5

percent of the planned level. Dwellings for single persons were introduced

as a target into the plan in 1974 and in that year overfulfilled it by 13.4
percent. The 1975 target was set at double of the previous year but only a

42.4 percent increase was made.



Table 12.15

HOUSING BROUGHT INTO USE, 1965 1970-75

1965 19I70 1971 1972 197'3 1974 1975

1. Fixed assets brought into use for the
construction of housing (mill:Lon lei) 5,205 7,573 7,756 B,080 8,960 11,193 12,965
of which:

- from state funds and with state assistance 3,066 4,662 4,883 5,318 6,500 7,753 9,808
- built frcom the population's ftnds 2,:L39 2,911 2,873 .2,76:2 2,460 3,440 3,157

:2. Total construLcted area ('000 sq.m.)
of which:

- from state funds and with state assistance 3,528 5,189 5,229 5,686 6,570 7,401 9,256
- built from the population's ftnds 4,071 4,287 4,065 3,608 3,51.6 3,569 2,869

.3. Cost per squaLre meter of tota:L constructed area (lei)
of which:

- from state funds and with state assistance 869 898 934 935 989 1,048 1,060
- built from the population's ftmds '525 679 707 766 700 964 1,:LO

4. Living space ('000 sq.m.)
of which:

- from state funds and iwith state assistance 1,583 2,685 2,603 2,71'L 3,087 3,497 4,404
- built from the population's ftmds 2,210 2,405 2,230 :L,96:3 1,921 1,942 1,534

5. Cost per square meter of living space (lei)
of which:

- from state funds and with state assistance 1,937 1,736 1,876 1,962 2,106 2,217 2,227
- built from the population's ftmds 968 1,210 1,288 1L,40,7 1,281 1,771 2,058

6. Number of' houses brought into use
of which:

- f'rom state funds and with stat:e asisistance 50,959 99,888 91,610 90,4511 106,341 116,350 :142,832
- built from the population's ftnds 70,0)56 62,857 58,597 50,102 48,555 47,209 34,926

7. Cost per house (lei)
of which:

- f'rom state funds and with state assistance 60,1L66 46,672 53,302 58,794 61,124 66,635 68,668
- built from the population'ts ftnds 30,533 46,311 49,030 55,128 50,664 72,867 90,:391

'Source: AnuaLrul Statistic



Table 12.16: PLAN TARGETS AND ACHIEVEMINTS - 1971-75

197L - 75 1971 _ 1972 [_L973 _ 1974_ 1975
I'lanned Actual Planned Acal l Plaed d Actual Planned Actual Planned Actual Planned Actual

Total Planned 1/ 522,000 512,507 93,000 88,426 93,600 85,657 110,000 100,573 117,300 107,136 133,280 130,505

of which:

From State Centralized and
Cooperative Funds 272,000 309,185 50,C000 52,416 49,500 48,541 61,000 57,649 60,300 65,227 85,150 85,352

From Funds of Population with
State Assistance 250,000 203,322 43,000 36,01D 44,100 37,326 50,000 42,924 57,000 41,909 48,130 45,153

Dwellings for Single Persons Unplanned 219,504 - 21,306 - 26,717 34,793 49,700 56,384 110,800 80,304

Self Financed Unplanned 239,389 - 58,597 - 50,102 48,555 - 47,209 - 34,926

1/ i.e. dwellings from state centralized and cooperative funds and with state assistance.

Table 12.17

PLAN TARGETS - 1976-i0

Fros, state centralized and cooperative funds 339,000

With state assistance 476.000

TotaL 815,000

Self financed 250-300,000

Dwellings Eor single persons 200,000
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12.68 The initial targets for 1976-80 (Tahle 19217) represented a 9.6 per-
cent increase in dwellings financed from state-centralized and cooperative
fiunds nuor 1971-75, whirh would not seem to be too taxing a target. Those

financed with state assistance are planned to increase by 134 percent which is
18- 5prcent p.a. Total state constructed dwellings have a target increase of
59 percent or 9.7 percent p.a. and in light of previous experience would seem
attainable. 10wevr, in 1977, the authorities decided to increase the plan
target by 190,000 dwelling units of which 30,000 would be constructed to
renlace ea--rthqtua-ke damaged dwellings. This is a substLantial increase butl can

probably be realized given the priority the government attaches to housing.
It isL expected that enough private indV4iduals will take out loans Lo pJurchs

the new apartments. If this does not materialize, though, the new dwellings
_will be rente-out by Ith 1e state.

12.6 Ya lostel accommloAations f1or si-ngle persons are pla'nned ----- inceasb
WiLL LL L .L CCLL LILLL Jy-LIAC atcaUc

24 percent over their 1971-75 output. The revised plan target in 1976-80 is
. 7' .A C ....1 C _ , _.. ,. _. : A, A A, Ar.. rr onr,, .

L/L X JVV . .t: |I .Uel IstrLUtLeU IlUUbili L,b )LCdLILLUU LU LULJLbS LU LJU, VUUJUU UUU

from a 1971-75 level of 239,389. This requires a reversal in the downward
trendU (Lable LL.1).

12.70 A housing program of 3-3.5 million new dwellings is envisaged for
the period 1976-90 in order to meet fully projected requirements and eliminate
the housing shortage. This is a certainty since aiready Dy 1980 a numerical
equivalency of dwellings and number of family units would have been estab-
lished. If the initial targets of the 1976-80 pian are fuitiiled, the housing
stock should reach 7.7-7.8 million dwellings; if the number of family units
increases by 1 percent it will reach 7.2 million by 1980 and with a 2 percent
increase, 7.5 million. Thus, there should be at least one dwelling per family
unit. This does not necessarily mean that the shortage will be eliminated,
as the urbanization and regional policy may create a geographical imbalance.
Also some allowance has to be made for the aging of old houses.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRANSPORT SECTOR

A. Government Strategy and Policy

13.01 Broadly speaking, Romania has a fairly well developed and evenly dis-
tribDuted transportation network th-at p~nroidesaccess~ to all major ce-ntersZ of

economic activity (see maps 12731 and 12730). Government strategy during the
last twenty years has focused more on the modern4zation of the main elements

of this system (especially the railroads) than on its extension, contrary to
Lthe experiL teLce Ci LI IIoL. ohL [ DCs. LL 1 95, fr LLP e C a , - -leLth of thI

railway system was 10,853 route km. This was equivalent to a very high
UdensitLy Uf 45.7. IL k t pe 1,0 ''.) . B y 1975 , tIe systLem hLLadU increased bauy less

than 200 km to 11,039 route km - a density of 46.5 kms per 1,000 km2. The
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-7 1~ r)_r _- _- I n Cr% l _ : 1 n -- 1 n -7 r 1-c - Aroad systeml amounted tLU dUoUL /UsUUU 1M 1in 17JU, UIUb L ULLPdVVU, Uy 17 /LL IldU

increased by some 2,000 km. 1/ This marginal increase in the length of the
road system is in marked contrast with developments over thne samUe period inl
high income developing countries.

13.02 With a good national railway system already in existence the govern-
ment has given investment preference to upgrading. ine alLeHnaLlve Uo raplUiy

bringing the road system up to modern standards in-the post war decades, and
of financing road vehicles, was considered less cost effective and the author-
ities felt would have utilized scarce resources (including foreign exchange)
better employed in more directly productive sectors. The increasing sophis-
tication of the economy, however, has created pressures to modernize the road
system. As a result, a highway modernization program was begun in i956 with
the objective of upgrading 13,000 km of the national road network. By 1975,

1/ The public road network is classified by administrative function as
follows:

of which
ITmodernized"

1971 1975 1975/

Natlonal Roads 12,896 12,918 10,193

District Roads 26,123 26,334 ) 2,924

Vil-l-age R'oadus36688,9 ) 

'7C 1 -7 -7 7 f) A 1 I 1 1 -7
I1 J X/ _L I I I , 2 t 7 JL X) 1 _L /

/a Modernization basically consists of asphalting roads according
to certain specifications which are reviewed in more detail in
para 13.33.
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percenit of thLe national roads still remained to be modernized (.i.e. aspnait
paved). A second highway modernization program for 27,000 km of the district
roads was initiated in 1968; by 1976, 20 percent had been completed. Although
progress in the road modernization programs has been steady, about two-thirds
of the country's road network is stiii gravel or earth surfaced, and cannot
be considered to be all-weather.

13.03 The relatively low emphasis on road development can be best under-
stood within a broader view of Romanian transport strategy. The national
transport system is viewed as a unitary system in which each transport mode
complements and does not compete with each other. The declared objective in
1950-70 had been to integrate the different modes so that, in toto, they meet
the transport service requirements of the economy at minimum resource cost,
particularly in terms of energy consumption. In order to use as much as
possible the existing railway system and reduce energy consumption truck hauls
were generally restricted to small distances. This practice actually also
reflects the limited infrastructure available at that time in terms of vehi-
cles and modernized roads. A more planned distribution of transport service
was initiated in 1971, when, based on past experience, it was decided that in
principle all transport of goods for less than 50 km would be undertaken by
road and the remainder by rail and water. This policy was based on the premise
that fuel consumption per ton km of road freight transport was higher than
that of rail and water and also that rail transport per ton km was cheaper and
more efficient. This focus on the railway as the mainstay of the transport
system was a common feature of the policy of all the East European socialist
countries, other than Yugoslavia. Since 1975, the distribution of goods
traffic between railways and roads is not subject to the restriction mentioned
above but is determined more systematically by studying for each case the
distance the goods require to travel when using alternative modes, all costs
of loading and unloading, the tariff costs and fuel savings.

13.04 The dominance of line-haul average cost considerations inevitably
leads to a continuing emphasis on railway development. The distance limita-
tion on truck hauls was based primarily on the desire to utilize an existing
railway system. 1/ It is questionable whether rail transport is necessarily
and generally more efficient than trucks for distances below 200 km for loads
other than bulk and generally mineral or similar loads. The quality of door-
to-door service (resulting also in less damage and pilferage), much greater
speed and frequency of deliveries (which lead to lower stocks and working
capital requirement) are all factors, which, when appropriately considered,
might involve lower total distribution costs. Finally, competition is pos-
sible only if each mode has some spare capacity, and this is an advantage in
view of fluctuating transport demands, for example, in case of bumper crops,
emergencies, etc. With regard to the criteria used in determining investment

1/ The only high income non-socialist country with an equivalent distance
limitation on truck movements is New Zealand, where the policy is
admittedly to limit competition with the railway.
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priorities in the sector, these appear to have been adequate in meeting
Romania's internal transport requirements but the country's expanding trade
and t-niorist links w.ith western countries rpneiirp a reconsideration of the

investment priorities which the Government is undertaking. For example,
effecti7e export comnpttitinn rpniirrs servire nualitv that in somp cases may

be possible only with the use of trucks. Bottlenecks in tourist traffic also
already are developing during the high season, partircilnrlv in the BlRck Sea

area.

13.05 In pursuing policy objectives of energy conservation and reduction
of pollution, the Government has recently sought a more intensive u1tili7,atfinnJ El

of the inland waterway network. The Danube River, for example, flows through

or along the borders of Rom.nania over a distance of 1,075 km yet river tr-ans-

port plays a very small role in the country's transport system, some 0.9 per-
LC iL ill LJIL~ IU t 0 CO ,.Al ti k 1 sco fie ma inl to. cetin tonnage and less th.-an 3 percent in ton km,; 4ti onie .anyt

bulk transport to and from industrial complexes along the Danube. Improvement
of otLtier rivers would require tlarge investClents for dattns and locks to Um.ake

them navigable. In the absence of other objectives (irrigation, flood protec-

tionU) such. investiLents are usually onLy justified Lfor large trafti volumes.

B. The Sector's Dole in `- Economy
I . Like i)CLU 0 UC L ULke _-

1.06.U In the period 19I51=75, thle transporL of goods by all ...odes creased

at an average annual rate considerably higher than social product, but the
growth of passenger traffic liaggeU. Annual growth rates in the transport

sector have varied over each five year plan period but, as illustrated in

Table 13.1, mostly outpaced the increase in social product.

Table i3.1: iSOCiAL PRODUCT AND TRjINSPOVRT SECTOR GROW'TH RT i

(Average Annual Percentage Increase)

1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75

Social Product 13.2 7.2 9.5 8.7 10.5

Total Goods Transport
tons 12.8 15.1 12.6 10.9 9.4

ton/km 12.9 7.2 13.3 16.3 9.1

Total Passengers
number 16.2 1.1 8.6 9.7 11.4

passenger/km 8.6 -1.3 7.4 8.8 10.1

/1 Includes only public transportation and excludes the transportation by
enterprises and Peoples' Councils which represents about 60 percent of
total automobile transport.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.
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Thp sharp nf the transpnrt Prectr in thP value of social product has remained
at around 3.8 percent. 1/ The sector's increasing contribution, though, to
national income from 3.9 percent in 1950 to 5.2 percent in 1975 indAictes a
substantial reduction in material expenditures and implies a rising produc-
tivity.

13.07 As indicated, the modernCzation effort has concentrated almost ex-
clusively on the railway, with relatively little emphasis on road transport.

invesmen;ts i n a:±ways have f4t tIan, cej .. A ... AAFA AA... -L LL'L CIA,,g u
through electrification and to increase line capacity by improved signalling,
the double tracking of som.e lines and the expansion an[ ModLAUC of4-4L -th eL-

locomotive and rolling stock fleet. For example, the share of goods traffic
moved Ubydiesel and electric LIJ%LULLI'JL.LV increased from one pjJercent in 1960O

to 96.0 percent in 1976. The investments have been spread selectively through-
ouL tLh system,, in order to develop the local handling capacity iequited by
increasing volumes of economic activities and to avoid the creation of serious
bottlenecks zn the mover,ent OL goods anroutes.

UULLL~L~~~b ii LEl IIUCIC U rU S(CLV.LCU5 011 5ptCC.LiL.C ULS

13.08 Investments in the road system have consisted primarily of tne
modernization of the national road system and, only secondarily that of the
districts, as iliustrated in iabie 13.2 below. The increase of about 2,000
kms of local roads between 1971 and 1975 is mainly the result of opening to
public traffic roads that were initially constructed by industrial and mine
enterprises, rather than in the construction of new roads for public use.

Table 13.2: MODERNIZATION OF ROAD SYSTEM

1956 1960 1965 1970 1975

1. Total Roads (km) 76,142 76,154 75,898 75,879 77,949
of which
modernized 3,625 5,883 8,508 11,091 13,117

2. National roads (km) 9,682 10,573 11,514 12,167 12,918
of which
modernized 3,246 5,147 6,788 8,688 10,193

3. District and communal
Roads (km) 66,460 65,581 64,384 63,712 65,031

of which
modernized 379 736 1,720 2,403 2,924

Source: Anuarul Statistic.

1/ Published national income statistics do not provide separate data for the
transport and telecommunications sectors. The share of the telecommunica-
tions subsector has, however, been very small (in the order of 10 percent)
and variations in it would not affect the main trends in the transport
sector, nor change substantially relative magnitudes. Shares above present
an estimate for the transport sector only. Also, it should be noted that
pre-1970 national income statistics excluded passenger transport.
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13= 09 Ovierall, invre-tments in thp transnnrt se._tor hav remained att abouti

the same share of total and socialist sector investment, in the order of 9-9.5
percent and 10.5 percent respectively, except for the second and third five-

year plans (1955-60 and 1961-65) during which they were significantly lower.
The resource allocation to the transport sector a-pears low byxr intornatriona,l

comparison, the more so since it includes investments for ocean shipping
vessels, buses and trucks, which in m-ost other countries appear -s prlvate

rather than public investment. More detailed information on the sector
inveStG.ent over eachI o the five=year plan perio4s and 1 is given i

Table 13.3. All sector investments are undertaken by the socialist sector
fCrom stale centralized -fun-Is.

TABLE 13.3

INVESTMENT IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR

i11io-Tn-

FIVE YEAR PLANS ANNUALLY (1971-1975)

1959 Lei 1963 Lei 1963 Lei

1951-5 1956-60 1963-65 1966-70 1971-75 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Az Total Tnvestment 61.916 1007180 199.692 330.797 548.980 88.388 97.539 105.657 119.665 137.731

b. Socialist Sector
Investmnent 57,713 88,152 187,656 314,479 516,662 82,617 91,717 99231 157 130,60

c. Transport Sector
Investment 5,797 7,511 16,239 31,627 49,888 8,247 8,902 9,023 10,290 13,426

c/a 9.14 7.5 8.1 9.6 9.1 9.3 9.1 8.5 8.6 9.7

c/b 10.0 8.5 8.7 10.1 9.7 10.0 9.7 9.1 9.2 10.3

Source: Anu&rul .Ztatistic
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1 1 rin r. s -3I.10 IThe iL1VesLLItr1IL program hlas led Lo a iarge increase in rixed assets.

However, despite a quadrupling of fixed assets over 1950-75, fixed asset
Iorilllation ini transport laggea behind tnat of thne economy at iarge, particu-
larly in the 1960s. Despite a greater emphasis during the sixth five year
plan, tne sector-s snare of totai fixed assets in tne economy has shown a
small decline, as illustrated in Table 13.4.

Table 13.4: FIXED ASSETS FORMATION IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR
(i950 = 100)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Fixed assets
in all economy 100 125 161 223 337 368 398 433 478 534

Fixed assets in
transportation 100 118 131 177 264 287 309 333 368 414

Share of trans-
portation to
total (percent) 13.7 13.0 11.1 10.9 11.7 12.2 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.1

Source: Anuarul Statistic

13.11 The growth of the sector has been accompanied by substantial increases
in the number of people employed, from 136,000 in 1950 to over 400,000 in 1975.
The share of the sector in the national labor force has been remarkably steady,
as illustrated in Table 13.5.

Table 13.5: GROWTH OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR
(000)

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975

Total Employment

a. Total Economy 2123.0 2948.4 3249.2 4305.3 5108.7 6300.8
b. Transport

Sector 135.5 198.7 209.3 288.1 340.7 402.2

b/a (percent) 6.4 6.7 6.4 6.7 6.7 6.4

Workers

a. Total Economy 1222.9 1967.9 2284.1 3109.9 3838.9 4993.8
b. Transport

Sector 94.7 148.4 166.9 241.2 299.4 367.7

b/a (percent) 7.7 7.5 7.3 7.8 7.8 7.4

Source: Anuarul Statistic.
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13.12 The constancy of the ratios of transnort emnloyvmnt to total em-

ployment hides a dramatic employment reallocation among transport modes with

that for railroads declining and that of road transnortation incrpeainv. Dis-

aggregated data shows the railroad's share of 76 percent of total transport

em-ployees in 1950 had declined to 44 percent by 1975, whilp that of road

transport increased from 4 percent to 46 percent in the same period.

C. The Transportation System

1. An Overview 1/

13.13 The mainstay of the transportation system is the 11,039 km railway

network, which carried 90 percent of all Lon kilometers n1950 and still

carried 82 percent in 1975. Notwithstanding the geophysical configuration

of tLLe country, no point is very fLar LLror one of Llle 1441 ralway stat4ons.

Present railway operations reflect a long tradition and thorough staff expe-

rience. The weakest link in the country's transportation system is the 100

year old, 1,800 meter long single line railway bridge across the Danube near

Cernavoda. Nearly all the general and dry bulk cargo handled in the port of
Constanta (averaging over 50,000 tons per day) passes over this bridge. Any
serious interruption in serLvice over this buridge would seriouslUy 4impede

transportation flow to the ports since there is no other rail connection to

Constanta. Because of policies that have restricted road transport, it would

not be possible to handle any large additional volume of freight diverted from

rail. A new railway bridge across the Danube is the highest priority in

Romania's railway transport system and is included in the current five-year

plan, as discussed further below.

13.14 The length of country's road system is over 78,000 km but because

road transport only started to attain some importance in the early 1960s, it

carried less than 12 percent of total ton-kilometers moved by all modes in

1975. There is only one 100 km expressway, between Bucharest and Pitesti,

and 264 km four lane highways. Most of the local/district roads are not

built to provide all-weather service and old wooden bridges restrict weight

of trucks on many of these roads. This results in high cost haulage by

tractor-drawn carts, both of which operate on national and district roads

where they create serious traffic hazards to faster moving traffic.

13.15 The other transport modes contribute only marginally to the total

output of the sector. The share of transport of petroleum and gas by pipe-

line, for example, is small and has been almost constant over the years (2.2

percent of tonnage, 3.6 percent of ton km in 1975). Information on the role

of the aviation subsector, until recently a military operation, is not avail-

able but it is still negligible. Domestic maritime transport is limited to

small volumes of transshipments from Constanta port to the ports near the

Danube delta. And, as already discussed (para. 13.05), river transport of

cargo is of limited importance and, in the case of passenger traffic, neg-

ligible. The share of the various modes of transportation of goods and

passengers over the 1950-75 period is shown in Table 13.6 and Annexes 9.1

and 9.2. The subsector's growth rates are given in Annex 9.3.

1/ For a qualification on the relative shares of the transport modes see

footnote in Table 13.6.
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13.16 Whhil there are imortannnt mn.,,nte of Romanian epots -nd im-ts

crossing its frontiers by land, the bulk of trade is handled through its
ports on the Black Sea. The country's m.aor port, Const"anta, loa.ted about

225 km east of Bucharest, handles about 90 percent of the country's seagoing
trade, and can accomm.r..odate 80,000 dwt tankLers andu 55,060U UwL bu Lcarers.
The port's capacity is being expanded to handle 150,000 dwt oil tankers and
100,000 dwt- -U1__ --- I I -- Ak .zrIr s Uh h i o cargo, otILher thlan `ulk argo,

at Constanta is still largely conventional; only 10 percent of the general
goods cargo is unitized bU y paletization U, pr e-slngig or containerization.
The small volume of container traffic that is handled at the two container
bert's 'as to bUe stuffe an' unstuffed in the port since only about 20 railway

stations have the facilities to handle containers. Nor is the trucking fleet
gedLrU LU t idtaximiizing LUe economy of door-to-door container traffic. The com-
mercial river ports of Galati and Braila, which are 150 km and 170 km respec-
LIVely from Lne mouth of the Danube, handie the remaining i percent. These
two ports can accommodate seagoing vessels of only about 12,000 dwt because of
the great alluvia deposits at the Danube mouth which limit the access of the
vessels with a draught of above 7 meters. Works are underway in order to
allow vessels of more than 25,000 dwt to enter the Danube. Tulcea, located
73 km from the mouth of the Danube is a small port where both sea and river
vessels can be handled and is meeting the needs of local enterprises as well
as of the sea fishing fleet. Finally, there are some 25 river ports located
along the 1,075 km of the Danube that flows within Romanian territory. All
seaports and half of the river ports have both rail and road connections.
Nearly all land transport to and from the port is by rail, except for crude
oil.

13.17 Table 13.6 illustrates:

(a) that contrary to the situation in nearly all other countries,
the railways over the years have held their dominant position
in terms of ton-km of traffic, even with an annual growth since
1965 of only half of that of road transport; 1/

(b) even by the early 1960s, road transport surpassed rail transport
in terms of tonnage moved, as a result of a road modernization
program that started in 1956; in terms of ton-kms, its share
remains very modest because of the limits on haulage distances;

(c) recent annual growth of passenger road transport is five times
that of railways in numbers of passengers carried and four
times in passenger kilometer output;

(d) the relative role of both river and pipeline transport has
remained constant and nearly negligible over the years.

1/ A relatively strong reduction took place in the year 1975 over 1974.
There are two plausible explanations; (a) it may have resulted from
interruptions from the 1975 floods (b) it was easier and quicker to
restore temporarily road connections than rail connections.
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Table 13.6: THE STRUCTURE AND GROWTH OF TRANSPORT
OF GOODS AND PASSENGERS BY MODE /1

A. Goods Transport 1950 1960 1970 1975

Rail million tons 35.1 77.5 171.3 228.3

Percent 91-8 54_7 40.2 34.2

Billion ton km 7.6 19.8 48.0 64.8

Percent 89.4 87-6 59.2 82.0

Road million tons 1.0 56.6 239.8 418=8

Percent 2.7 40.0 56.4 62.7
Billion ton km 0.04 0.94 5.2 9.3

Percent 0.5 4.1 9.1 11.8#

River million tons 1.1 1.9 3.4 6.1

Percent 2.9 1.4 0.8 0.9

Billion ton km 0.67 0.87 1.35 2.08

Percent -2.4

Pipe.ines r,.illion tons 11.3 14.5
Percent 2.6 3.9 2.6 2.2

Billion ton km 0.19 1.02 1.84 2.85

Percent 2.2 4.5 3.3 3.6

B. Passenger Transport

Rail million passengers 116.6 214.8 328.3 366.9

Percent 90.8 74.6 47.6 31.0

Billion pass. km 8.16 10.74 17.79 22.38

Percent 95.1 88.0 69.2 54.1

Road million passengers 11.3 71.8 359.4 814.2

Percent 8.8 25.0 52.0 68.8

Billion pass. km 0.39 1.42 7.86 18.92

Percent 4.5 11.7 30.5 45.7

River million passengers 0.56 1.16 1.91 2.31

Percent 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2

Billion pass. km 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.11

Percent 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

/1 Published statistics include maritime transport which distorts completely

the shares of the various transport modes. Because of the very long dis-

tances (over 10,000 km) of maritime transport, its share is published as

45 percent, or even more than that of the railways. Moreover, the mari-

time statistics refer only to the oceangoing fleet under Romanian flag,

making the statistics as published even more meaningless. The same is

true for aviation statistics but the distortion in this case is negligible

because of low volumes.

Source: Anuarul Statistic.
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2. Transport of Goods by Commodity Groups

13.18 During 1951-75, substantial changes occurred in the tonnage or
commodity groups transported by the two main transport modes. The share of
agricultural, wood and related products carried by rail has been halved to 16
percent and reduced to about a third (10 percent) in general road transport
(during the shorter period 1956-73 for which such statistics are available for
this mode and excluding the transport within enterprises). The most striking
development in the increase of tonnage hauled by road is the volume of quarry
and ballast products, which, in 1972, accounted for 62 percent of total road
tonnages (up from 40 percent in 1956). The volume ot quarry and ballast
products carried by road is unusually high and may be explained if the trans-
port of contractors' materials is included in the reported transport of volume
of goods. These products also account for the largest share of railway tonnage
but have not varied much from the 1975 share of 20.5 percent. A detailed
breakdown of the transport of goods by commodity groups is given in Annexes
9.4 and 9.5. From the ton-kilometer figure, it can be seen that road transport
is important - as in many countries - for the movement of higher value goods,
for example, chemical products, processed foodstuffs, machine goods etc.

Table 13.7: TRANSPORT OF GOODS BY COMMODITY GROUP 1972

TONS TON Kms
Railways Road Railways Road

Total (000') 193,740 276,173 53,280 5,738

of which (percent)
Petroleum and

petroleum products 8.8 1.0 8.9 1.7
Coal 10.7 0.2 6.4 0.1
Coke 1.6 - 1.3 -
Ferrous and non-ferrous
metal product, machinery
and equipment 7.8 1.7 9.8 8.6

Wood products 7.3 0.8 7.2 2.0
Firewood 1.5 0.9 1.2 1.5
Quarry and ballast

products 23.1 62.7 13.9 30.2
Building Materials 9.7 7.4 7.8 6.8
Cereals 3.1 3.4 2.9 5.8
Sugar beet 1.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Products of Light and

Chemical Industry 5.4 1.4 6.9 6.8
Foodstuffs 3.9 4.4 4.3 10.7
Other 15.7 15.5 28.6 24.8

Source: Anuarul Statistic.
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D. The Operation of the Transport System

i. Organization and Monnaonmont

13.19 10 esponsilt 4144f- 1r all tra-nsort mnoec nt-her thann aviaytion and npip-

lines is vested in the Ministry of Transport and Communications. Aviation
I-as a separate department subordinated to the Council of Ministers and pipe-

lines are the responsibility of the Ministry of Mining, Petroleum and Geology.
k L1,c _L1_.t d _ Chat_( A '- i-AA1A_ .1A.1n. t.e StAtisica lnne sowho th M_4_._ A4
VL gdtlLLf.dL LU[I UIdI L UJ 11i 1U LJCL|DL LL kL flLCt LLLCX OtfllJWi: IW 61. .. 

Transportation and Communications is organized. In principle, the role of
tlhe offi'icers andu staffi olf tthe Ministry's Lheadquatr 4s 14mited to planning,

LIIC VLLCCLb diU bLdLLUL LLi~dILLILOLy LLt4UCULLCL~ L0 ~ LLL-L,L- IV1~-L .~Lr

coordination, design, administration, and budgeting. For construction and

actual transport operations, LL dULiUL LLY Lsb UdIeeatdLU LV cenLLLtra aLnd t_

enterprises within them. Separate departments exist in the Ministry for
railways, sea and river transport.

13.20 On lower administrative levels, there is one Genera'l Directorate,
for post and telecommunications, a Directorate of Highways, and a number of

other Directorates. Further, there are four centrals which report directly
to the Minister: one for construction of civil works other than roads (see
Chapter Twelve on construction) one for major repairs and overhaul of loco-
motives and rolling stock, one for road transport operations, and one for
major repairs and overhaul of motor vehicies. These centrals are subdivided
in a number of enterprises. On the same administrative level but not respon-

sible directly to the Minister, there are seven centrais within the department

of railways. Each of these is responsible for railway operations within the

seven geographic regions into which the railway network is divided. These

centrals are not further subdivided into enterprises. There are also a number
of transport enterprises which do not form part of any central, but are under

the Department of Sea and River Transportation and the Directorate of High-

ways. The broad principle behind this horizontal form of organization, is

that centrals and enterprises have their own revenues and thus are in a posi-
tion to be financially self-supporting, except for highway enterprises and

the administration for the Lower Danube which are financed by the state
budget.

13.21 All inter-city passenger public transport is the responsibility of

the Ministry of Transport and Communications. In the larger municipalities,

public transport by tramways, buses, trolleys and taxis is the responsibility

of the particular municipal administration except for the subway line, being
constructed in Bucharest, which will be administered by an enterprise respon-
sible to the Ministry of Transportation. The districts are responsible for

maintenance of district and communal roads and bridges as well as for main-

tenance of national roads within the boundaries of the capitals of the dis-

tricts and municipalities. Funds for this purpose, however, are very limited

compared with needs. In 1975, for example, they amounted to lei 1,013 million,

a significantly lower figure than all previous allocations in the 1970s and

amounted to 2.5 percent of the district government's expenditures, which also

was considerably less than a peak allocation of 5.5 percent of expenditures in

1970 (see also Appendix 2).
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2. Planning and Coordination

!3.22 The plannin - r.s in -h -rnpr seto -olw - 4e basic

planning principles discussed in more detail elsewhere in this report (Chapter
Th-ree)l. The deman fo transport as `o the consturuc'in sector, s a dleri;veA

.LnItCCJ . i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LiC ueit U L.L ~~LtaiOYUL , MO UL'J LLLC LJI L .UL LL aIL U O LLJ, i 

demand. This leads to a somewhat longer and complex process of reconciling
thie d'emar.d's ofL the teCU-n0miC sectors for traans-port withthe phyica capacities -- - -

and expansion plans of transport enterprises at the micro level and with the
di|lUL-d LI|Ull UtLU|IVtEb LHIIIIL L UIIUbt.

13.23 As in other sectors, planning for new transport projects originates
both at the micro level through the enterprises and at the macro level through
the State Pianhing Committee. Project proposals are submitted by the enter-
prises first to the centrals, where they are reviewed, and then forwarded to
the Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications. Following technical reviews
bv the respective Directorates within the Ministry, they are further reviewed
and coordinated by the Ministry's Directorate of Pianning against the back-
ground of various other studies, one of which calculates the demand for trans-
port services of the 45 most important commodities. This study is undertaken
by the Ministry with the collaboration of the SPC. For these commodities, the
minimum economic cost of meeting transport demand for various distances by
each transport mode, or combination of modes, is obtained by computer. How-
ever, important non-quantifiable factors, such as quality of service and
speed, which affect the real social cost of transport, are not reflected in
the computer inputs.

13.24 At this stage of review and coordination, new investment proposals
which seem justified at the macroeconomic level are submitted by the Ministry
to the SPC. The iterative process of further plan modifications and recon-
ciliations for transport is no different from that of other sectors. It would
seem, however, that when a reduction in total investment has to be made, sup-
porting sectors of the economy like transportation are usually reviewed first,
rather than the directly productive sectors. Planning is also undertaken at
the district level, mainly in respect to road and bridge maintenance require-
ments, which are incorporated into the local budget considered by the Ministry
of Finance in the drawing of the districts' financial plans.

13.25 Transport sector planning is based on planned or expected annual
average traffic volumes rather than on seasonal peak volumes, since the
general policy is to avoid investing resources in excess capacity in the
transport sector. This policy has at least two advantages. One, it frees
resources for effective use elsewhere with economy. Second, it can act as
a spur to efficiency in transport enterprises by making them try to maximize
transport output with the capacity available. The risk of this planning
premise is that serious congestion may occur at times, even though the trans-
port of non-seasonal commodities is fairly well spread over the year and is
monitored monthly. Congestion seems to develop during two periods - harvest
time and the last two months of the year when enterprises are involved in
an all-out effort to meet or exceed their annual targets. On the railways,
for example, congestion has developed at such times because of shortage of
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wagons and limitAtions of ranpcitv on certain line sections. Since most deci-

sions on the choice of transport modes for commodities are made far in advance,
and reflected in the Plan, there is usually uprv little surnlils crncitv and

flexibility to adjust, not only during harvest time if crops are larger than
expcnrte-A h,,t alsc if weanther conditionnc are had, aedve?rse1y affecPting roacd

transport.

3. Efficiency, Costs and Quality of Construction in Transportation

13.26 Earlier reference has been made to the density and productivity of
the transport sector. More detailed observations follow for the two main

modes - railways and road transport.

13.27 The railway system's productivity can be illustrated from such in-
diators- - ------ pa_ege kiometers an' ton-k,-, per kilometer of track. These
UIL; aLU L. dCt, Pd~CLb=L6tL tMLL. IICC U L )LLL \JJLJLLL L L ~ LL~\ 

were at 2.0 million and 5.9 million respectively, and are among the highest
in Europe. On the other hand, staff emrlployed (18 employees per kilomlLeter),
is also high compared with other railways. To a large extent this reflects

the unusually large number of stationbs, WLUcll UVt VLdgte ait lebb LLtLha U k111
apart, and the volume of night traffic, which requires three shifts for opera-
tional employees. The n-umber ol traffic units \(IthL is, ton kilometes plus

passenger kilometers moved per employee) amounts to 490,000 per employee.
This compares quite favorably with other railways arid reflects again the very
high average traffic density. More specificially, labor productivity measured
in ton kilometers more than tripled during 1950-75. 1/

i3.28 Train punctuality, altnough still good, is deteio-Ldating Ubcause

some single lines are reaching their saturation point (up to 80 trains daily).
The average daily haul for passenger trains is 485 km. Commercial speeds are
70 to 75 km per hour for rapid trains, 45 km p.h. for local trains on main
lines. On branch lines, commercial speeds are only 30 km p.h. reflecting the
very large number of stations. It seems doubtful whether much of local train
traffic is economic compared with bus service. The nationai average distance
for passenger traffic is also low (about 60 km), reflecting the large number
of passengers travelling only short distances. Whether, under Romanian condi-

tions, it is important and economically beneficial to increase passenger train
speeds up to a maximum of 160 km per hour on main lines as intended, needs
very careful examination, particularly since higher speeds become increasingly
energy intensive.

13.29 The average daily haul for freight trains is 340 km, with an average
distance for freight traffic of 285 km. Turnaround time for wagons is good
but, after declining to 3.6 days in 1960, has been gradually increasing by
1975 to 3.8 days. No data on train load factors are available, but assuming

an average 75 percent load factor - due to partially empty backhauls - average
travel distance per day for wagons would be about 100 km and average speeds in
the order of 26 km per hour. In view of this, it would apear that the intended

1/ In a productivity index with 1950 = 100; 1960 was 142; 1970, 254; and
1975, 342.
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in,Uease in maximum running speeds ror freignt trains to i00 km per hour wiii
have little impact on the total turnaround time of wagons.

13.30 In road transport, trucks have an economic life of six to seven
years and buses of seven to eight years. Trucks travel on the average about
50,000 km per year. This is quite low and reflects the short average hauling
distance (22 kmi) and the proportionately large and unproductive waiting time
for loading and unloading. It may also be because hauls to railway stations
are made on unsatisfactory roads. Based on incomplete information an estimate
of trucking rates is about 60 bani per ton km. Since average haulage distance
for railway freight is 284 km, or 13 times the average roadhaul, it is not
surprising that such movements are proportionately cheaper.

13.31 The actual construction of transport infrastructure projects is the
responsibility of the centrals and the large number of their enterprises which
work within specific geographic regions. The Design Institutes within the
Ministry have also control of construction work. The main supervision of the
construction sites activities is made by the beneficiaries of the works and
through the autocontrol of the construction enterprises. Prices are stabil-
ized during the planning and design stage. There appears to be a tendency
to pressure designers and construction enterprises to squeeze costs to a
bare minimum. Since final prices are allowed to deviate only 5 percent from
contracted prices, there is a danger that design standards or construction
specifications may be compromised when it appears that works cannot be pro-
perly built for the contracted prices. With planning, design, construction,
and supervision existing under the same Ministry, it is also likely that
pressure for reaching physical targets (for example, km completed) leads to
reduced quality.

13.32 "Modernization" of national roads means, in practice, providing
existing roads with a 6-7 meter wide asphalt concrete pavement. Shoulders
are one meter wide. This is inadequate both for safety and drainage but with
the low volume of traffic on many road sections, this is not always inappro-
priate. For the district roads, paving is in general 5.5-6.0 meters of
asphalt concrete with one meter of untreated shoulders. Local roads are
improved by "light asphalt paving". For all three categories, however,
quality of paving, drainage, shoulders and the like needs to be improved in
order to correspond better to the volume of traffic.

4. The Enerev ConsumDtion of the Sector

13.33 Official statistics indicate that the transport sector is not as
energy intensive as in many other countries. There are a number of reasons
for this: the dominance of the railway svstem; restriction of truck hauls
to short distances, the low level of private automobile ownership and restric-
tions on fueol anilahility for officinl rar use= In 1970 and 197S5 energy
consumption by the transport sector, and its share in total domestic energy
consnumpt1on, were as follows:
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Table 13.8: ENERGVY CONSUMPTION OF TRANSPORT SFCTOR

Energy Cons,-,m-.ption- 1970 1975

(millions tons of oil equivalent)

a. Total Economy 38.7 52.1

b . ransport Sector 2.4 2.2

c. b/a 6.1% 4.3%

Source: Annex 10v.4

The absolute decline in consumption in 1975 over 1970 can be attributed to

the rationing measures introduced after the oil price crisis 1/ while the

sector's relative decline is due to the sustantiali increase in ilh indus=

trial sector's consumption. Nevertheless, the sector's energy consumption

share is very low (this compares, for example, with 15 perCent in U.K. in

1973); but it may also be due to definitional differences.

13.34 Information on long term trends in energy consumption by the dif-

ferent transport modes is not available. It cani be approxiu.ated, tthough,- by

using another country's fixed coefficients of energy consumption for each

transport mode. This seems a reasonable approach because energy intensiveness

by mode is usually not so different from country to country. The distribution

ot energy consumption in Romania by transport mode L/ is snown in Table 13.9.

1/ Gasoline consumption for cars for general official use and cooperative

and public organizations were allotted a maximum ot i80 liters/month,

those of higher level government personnel 400 liters and privately

owned cars 40 to 60 liters. In 1975, restrictions on gasoline use by

privately owned cars were rescinded.

2/ The coefficients used are for the US form "Energy in the Transportation

Sector" by William E. Mooz. They were used to calculate the average

energy intensiveness of various freight modes in 1960-68. The energy

intensiveness used in BTUs is:

Freight Mode Passengers Mode
(per ton km) (per pass. km)

Waterway 310 Rail 1,624

Rail 465 Bus 1,054

Pipeline 1,147

Truck 1,488

All road passenger traffic was assumed to be by bus. The difference in BTU

per ton kilometer for railways and trucks appears to be smaller than Bank

experience suggests, a factor that would understate the energy intensiveness
onf the road svstem in the table. On the other hand, door-to-door road routes

are shorter than road-rail-road routes, which is an important factor in

considering the energy consumDtion for shorter distances.
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Table 1 Q- EMFNRGV OONRTTMPTTON RV TRA1SPORT MODF /1

(percent)

1950 1960 1970 1975
P1 /2

A. Transport of Goods (a)" (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)

Railways 89.0 88.0 88.0 76.0 85.0 69.0 82.0 63.0
Roads 0.4 2.0 4.0 12.0 9.0 24.0 12.0 29.0
Rivers 8.0 5.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 1.0
Pipelines 2.0 5.0 4.0 10.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 7.0

B. Transport of Passengers

Railways 95.0 97.0 88.0 92.0 69.0 78.0 54.0 65.0
Roads 5.0 3.0 12.0 8.0 31.0 22.0 46.0 35.0

/1 Aviation not included, but its share is marginal.
/2 Share in total ton kilometer/ passengers km respectively.
/3 Share in total energv consumption.

Source: Derived from Annexes 9.1 and 9.2 and ner footnote on this Dage.

13.35 The above figures demonstrate thp innrrasing energv consiimntion of
road traffic, which now absorbs almost 29 percent of the sector's total con-
Si,mnt;icn dptnitp it.c rplAtiup mnall hnrp in trafficr Romania has little

room to save energy by shifting traffic from road to rail since the bulk of
long haul traffic now goes by rail. In the U.K. 75 perrcnt of road freight
traffic is moved on hauls of under 40 km. The Romanian situation is very
similar. The relative efficiency of passenger traffic by road is also shown).. 1/

E. The 1976-80 Plan

13.36 The 1976-80 transport sector niln ic desianed to iTnnplmnt rtated
government policies with a renewed thrust on energy conservation. It empha-
sizes improvem.ents in the productivity of the transport m.odes within existing
capacities and calls for more intensive utilization of the Danube and interior

In weLighteud average of tenergy LLILnteniLLy Uo thLe- sctor iLL LLIt Lt. LanLLort L

of goods was 473 BTU per ton kilometer in 1950, 532 in 1960, 577 in 1970
anu 606 ini [7 IJ, ani increase of aLLbout tone percentLL perLLLILi annum in 1

Converted to ton miles the 1960 and 1965 average for Romania were 858 and
O n rn I - _ 1 MOO _ 1 ')/.d nrTTI A 1 ..
07U DIU S respectXLveCLy, comil'pared' to 1,2008 dalu I, J9V U s respectively
for the US, the diversions reflecting the different weight that each
transport mode has in each country.
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waters. 1/ Any proposed development of road transport is linked closely with
that of the other modes so that road distance traveled is minimized. Total
investments in the transport sector will amount to lei 95.3 billion. or 9.5
percent of total plan investment, which is about double the amount included
in the 1971-75 Plan. The growth indicators for rail and road goods transnort
are:

Table 13.10: RAILWAY AND ROAD GROWTH INDICATORS IN 1976-80

Revised
Plan

Initial Plan Indicators Indicators
Railway Traffic 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1976-80 /r

T1onnage 100 l06 II13 I 127 .12

ton kilometers 100 106 111 119 126 133 122.1
passenger 'Kms i10 105 109i 113l 117 122 116. 

Roadu Transport

I nA 1Ar.0 If3 An 110l 1 9/ .1' 1f In. L 9 Tonnage Iv0 IV0.877 1. 1 12L4.1 1.4U.I - 125.6

ton kilometers 100 110.8 117.1 123 129.9 136.7 121.4
passenger kms 100 115&.0 ;2.0 l.2/I 164.7 'LOU.L LJ.2

/1 All annual indicators for 1976-80 have been revised downwards as of 1977.

Source: Ministry of Transportation.

13.37 No breakdown of the total sector investment is available, but it is
likely that the railways have been allotted the aominant portion, (aDout 40

percent of total as in the 1971-75 Plan) and that allocations for road invest-
ments will amount to about 10 percent of the total. A major project to be
undertaken is a new bridge across the Danube (para 13.13). The Plan also
includes the complete elimination of steam traction, lengthening by over 800
km rail track electrification, adding of 430 km of double track (bringing
double track to 22 percent of the system by 1980), increasing motive power and

1/ When allowance is made for the greater circuits of distances by inland
waterway, it seems there is little difference in direct energy intensive-
ness by rail and inland waterway transport (in the U.S. waterway routes
are on average 38 percent more circuitous than rail routes) (N. Seymer,
Intermodal Comparisons of Energy Intensiveness in Long Distance Trans-
ports, Transportation Research, Programme Press, 1976 (U.K.).
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rolling stock 1/, improvements to the technical condition of rail network to
achieve maximum speeds of up to 160 km/hr with passengers and up to 100 km/hr
with goods.

13.38 Very large amounts are to be spent on the expansion of the port of
Constanta and the planned 62 kilometer Black Sea Canal designed to introduce
barge traffic between the Danube river and the Constanta port, with a handling
capacity of 100 million tons annually. 2/ The Black Sea Canal project is
estimated to cost more than lei 20 billion, of which the major part is to be
spent during the 1976-80 Plan period when also the construction equipment is
to be procured. Its construction involves the widening and deepening of a 40
km stretch of irrigation canals and construction of a new canal for the rest
of the distance. Although the total volume of goods transported by river will
show a sixfold increase with the completion of the canal, the share of river
transport will remain modest.

13.39 Regarding other transport modes, a significant expansion is envi-
saged for the fleet of river barges (70 percent) and for international mari-
time transport as the government aims at transporting 80 percent of all
seagoing trade under the Romanian flag by 1990. By 1980, it intends to add
107-117 sea going vessels with a capacity of 2.5 million dwt, in addition to
the present capacity of about 1 million dwt. No new roads are planned along
completely new routes. For the national road network, emphasis will be on
completion of the modernization program, but what is planned is still very
modest considering the growth of road transport over the last five years. 3/

Assessment of the Plan

13.40 The five year plan has been drawn up on the basis of exhaustive
studies of requirements for transport services by major sectors and commodi-
ties, but these studies have not been published. It is not possible, therefore,
to make a well founded analysis of the plan but certain general observations
are in order. The growth indicators for the internal transport of goods (5.5
to 6 percent per annum) are surprisingly low when compared with the growth of
social product (10-11 percent per annum) and of industrial output (10.2-11.2
percent per annum). Only in two of the Drevious five-year nlan Deriods did
the transport of goods (in tons and ton/km) grow at a lower rate than social
product (Table 13.1). and even in those cases. the maximum deviation was not

1/ The additions include 900-982 diesel and electric locomotives, 17,000-
18-A30 freight crar and j1500-16925 npssPnger cars. 1-o'ewvr- it is not
available what portion of these would be for replacement or increased
cannritv,

91 This would mean about 300,000 tons per day; it wouid require very large
lock complexes to handle such volumes.

3/ The Plan includes the modernization of only 1,100-1,261 km of roads
carrying hevy-- fi, -an li4ght asphalt pavi4ng wil be applied4- to10-10,795 - kV m of roads caryn light tra f fi

10,000-10,795 km of roads carrying light traffic.
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more than one to 1 1/2 percentage points (or about 13 percent lower). The

downward revision of the indicators accentuates this situation. Thus, it is

difficult to reconcile tne difference between tlhe plna's growth esti,,Lates of

transport of goods and that of social product. Initial excess line capacity

on the railways has now been largely eliminated, and indications are that the

railways are being used close to capacity, requiring a continuous program of

increasing line capacity, locomotives and rolling stock. Evidence of strains

on the system's capacity has been reported.

13.41 One explanation for the lower growth of goods transport, which has

been advanced by the authorities is that the difference would be partially
offset by an increase of own-account truck transport by the various industrial

and construction enterprises as well as a more efficient utilization or

transport modes (para 13.03). But, considering that road transport is still

at most 12 percent of total traffic volume in ton kilometers, it would require

a very large growth of the own-account trucking fleet to absorb the difference.

Also, an analysis of disaggregated growth targets indicates that planned road

transport growth is about half that experienced over the 1971-75 period while

that of rail is about the same.

13.42 Another explanation given is that, because of regionalization,

average length of trips will become shorter since production is now closer

to consumption areas. Detailed data to assess this is not available. First,

such developments will depend on the spatial distribution of all industries.

While production outputs may be closer to consumption areas, production inputs

of usually larger volumes than outputs may have to travel longer distances.

Second, if the government's regionalization policy is to result in a wider and

more equal spread of industrial activities, and thus of economic growth over

the country, then the role of local road transport over district and village

roads will become much more important and this will have to be reflected in

the plan indicators.

13.43 While the prevailing policy of squeezing road investments to a

minimum is compatible with current objectives in the allocation of resources,

it may prove more costly in the longer run since the geometric and engineering

standards applied for road modernization are below modern standards. Newly

built roads have uneven surfaces, low embankments, inadequate drainage and

show pavement failures at an early stage. This is not the result of a lack

of know-how on the part of the highway engineers, but of insufficient funds

to meet kilometer targets and the use of engineering practices which are not

always appropriate.

13.44 The Government's aim to transport by 1980 50 percent of all sea-

going trade under Romanian flag and to increase capacity from 1 million dwt

to 3.5 million dwt through local shipbuilding is ambitious. First, because of

physical constraints, it will be difficult to construct all vessels domestic-

ally withlin the five year plan period; a fleet expansion would then have to be

met partly by purchases of vessels abroad. Second, UNCTAD, reflecting other

developing countries' preferences, has advocated a 40-40-20 strategy for the

carryLng of foreign trade cargoes, i.e. the bulk of the cargoes to be shared

by the trading countries while 20 percent to be carried by third parties'
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vessels. Th e saving of foreign exchange expenditures b, expandina the dnmoctic
fleet can also be overstated, as experience shows elsewhere. Even in domestic
construction, som^.,e foreign currency is required for shipbuilding. Part of
fuel, repairs, other consumables and crews' expenditures would have to be paid
4P or _ _A r AA_ A_A_ A . n _- - - _ -- A - _-A_ F 4 - - A-A - 4C #- _; .: 4. - -LVL UL uau Lit LU LC k Li X_ LuL L C L:. ll jL L V _ * LP QkV L.t-O V ' I V L - -- L

will be offset since payments for harbor and other dues, paid now in foreign
curLencies by foreign lag vesselbs, will ue pidLU in LUocLL cULrLrLeL by JAIJLLanLan

vessels. Finally, the location of Romanian ports is very much at the end of
thLe routes; this together withL unbailndLced port L aLLLiL, L ikel:y Lt U to

relatively low load factors.

13.45 A final point addresses the issue raised earlier on the importance
of cost considerations in developing the different transport modes in Romania.
It appears that consideration is being given to the creation of "Transporta-
tion Units-', to which shippers wouid present their transport needs at any
given time. The decision of how to best meet these demands and by what trans-
port mode would then be delegated to these transport units, which would no
longer be restricted on road haul distances and would be in a much better
position to reduce empty return trips. Such arrangements would have severai
advantages. It would introduce other factors than cost alone (para 13.04),
such as greater flexibility, quality of service, speed of deliveries in deter-
mining mode utilization. Experiments along these lines would be very worth-
whiLe.
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CI4UPTER FOUTPRTEPN 1

THE CONSU(ITPTION AND PRODUCTION OF ENERGY RESOURCES

A. The Energy Strategy

14.01 Romania is endowed with numerous sources of primary energy (see para

I . LJ5) , WhIUoe Ueve opmenltli'L 'idZ Ueeni cLUoeLy 1 nlvIlU WL1 L 11e LIIC. L e r q L remIeII

of the national industrialization and development effort. The Government's

strategy has been aimed at the fullest use of its most productive domestic re-

sources. For a considerable time, energy self-sufficiency was attained. The

country's industrialization gradually outgrew thle resource base, however, and'

in 1972/73, Romania passed from a net surplus to a net energy deficit. A net

deficit in crude oil and oil products developed in 1975/76 and has continued

since then.

14.02 The Government's policies for the development of energy resources

during the period 1950-75 were articulated in three pian/congress directives:

(a) the electrification plan for 1951-60;

(b) the directives of the eighth Congress of the RCP for the

period 1960-65;

(c) the directives of the ninth Congress of the RCP for the period

1966-70.

14.03 The Government's policy, in its electrification plan and directives

during the period 1951-65, had two main objectives:

(a) to increase domestic energy production to meet the rapidly

increasing industrial, and other fuel and power require-

ments, including a national electrification program; and

(b) to develop an energy infrastructure in terms of personnel,

research, study and design institutes and enterprises to

exploit its energy resources.

1/ The object of this chapter is to construct and discuss Romania's current

and projected energy resource balance. No sector discussion similar to

those in earlier chapters is undertaken because of insufficient data for

all ministries involved in this sector. Even in the current attempt,

because of limited information, estimates and projections have required

a large number of assumptions and should be regarded as being an approx-

imate order of magnitude rather than a fixed quantity. Inaccuracies are

undoubtedly present due to the use of aggregated production figures and

average calorific values for conversion of energy sources to heat equiv-

nlents; but they are not considered to be serious enough to invalidate

the overall picture presented.
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tial by 1965: total fuel consumption had increased threefold over 1950 levels
and electric power consumllption ninefold. Large investments, amounting to
about 40 percent of total industrial investment, were undertaken during that
periou to expanud the eniergy base and the country's electrification. Produc-
tion targets were largely fulfilled. In electric power a 340 percent increase
in installed capacity broughL capacity to nearly 3,300 MW in 1965. During
that year, exports of electrical energy were approximately 300 MW more than
imports (see Annex iO.i).

14.05 With regard to the 1965-75 Plans, its most important objectives were:

(a) to increase output or primary energy in order to cover the
economy's requirement as much as possible from internal
resources, primarily coal and hydropower;

(b) to intensify efforts in conservation of hydrocarbon re-
sources, and direct their use to petrochemical production;

(c) to increase efficiency in the utilization of plant capacity
and also in the consumption of users;

(d) to expand oil and gas exploration, particularly in off-shore
areas.

14.06 These plan themes also underlie present Government strategy. Since
the oil crisis of 1973, they have been confirmed in an energy decree ordering
more specific measures for development of the energy base and a more effective
use of fuels and energy. The decree was issued in November 1973. Measures
included the increased utilization of primary sources with low calorific
levels for the generation of electricity, increased efforts to recover waste
heat in industrial processes, and improved efficiency in energy use in in-
dustry, construction, transport, agriculture and other socio-economic activi-
ties. They also provided for acceleration in the program for construction
of nuclear power plants, gasoline rationing and controls on space heating.
The implementation of these measures in the immediate post-oil crisis period
appears to have been successful, as evidenced by the decreased demand for
energy in the economy in 1974-75 (Annexes 10.1 and 10.2).

B. Energyl Management

14.07 There is no single ministry of energy in Romania; responsibility
for energy production is divided among five ministries as follows:
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M4nistry, of: Atrea of Responsihility

Mines, Petroleum and Geology Extraction of oil natiirnl agas anthracitpe

(Ministry of Mines) coking coal, coal, lignite, bituminous

shale.

rlectr4c 'Dower Electrlcal Energy

Chiemlcal Ind-ustry Petroleum reflin-ing and petro chemicals

Mietallurgical Industry Couke andlU coke=ove s

Forestry Economy anu C-Lonstruc- WUoodU

tion Materials

The coordination of energy planning, which is undertaken on a sector by sector

basis, is accomplished by the State Planning Committee.

14.08 The Ministry of Mines, Petroleum and Geology Ls subdivided iLnto

directorates dealing with oil and gas, coal, geological prospecting, technical

development, planning and finance, training, investment and international co-

operation (Organization Chart 7). All exploratory work for minerals and fuels

is carried on by the Generai Directorate of Geology, which [lands over eco-

nomically exploitable deposits to other departments of the Ministry (once they

are proven). The Ministry is responsible for primary production of mineral

fuels and for the operation of specialized facilities, such as natural gas

processing plants and oil and gas pipelines. Products like crude oil, natural

gas liquids, natural gas, coal, lignite, are handed over to the end-users, who

pay the Ministry for the substances at fixed prices. In the case of naturai

gas, the Ministry is responsible for delivering it to the ultimate consumer;

it also exercises a control function by ensuring that individual consumers do

not exceed their planned rate of consumption.

14.09 The Ministry of Electric Power (Organization Chart 8) is responsible

not only for the operation of power stations and the distribution of electric

energy from the national to the retail level, but also for the design and

construction of thermal and hydroelectric generating facilities and trans-

mission lines; demand forecasting for electrical energy; and for arranging

for international connections and electrical energy imports and exports. The

Ministry of Electrical Energy obtains coal and natural gas for its thermal

generating plants from the Mtinistry of Mines, and fuel oil from the Ministry

for Chemical Industry.

14.10 The Ministry of Chemical Industry receives from the Ministry of

Mines all crude oil, natural gas liquids (extracted by the Ministry of Mines

from associated gas) and a portion of the natural gas output, for processing

into refined petroleum products and petrochemicals. The Ministry of Chemical

Industry, in turn, sells its output on both domestic and international markets.

14.11 Similarly, the other two ministries (listed in para 14.07) are re-

sponsible for the production and marketing of the products in their areas of

authority.
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14.12 Even though the -roducti- n ctiv4e-4c nof the min4istries are oor-

dinated by the Plan according to the same principles as in most of the other
sectors, the dispe r s

ion of rensponsibi 1 a44- mong o .,any no has led

to difficulties in administering the diverse measures to reduce energy con-
osum 4 Ao1FA mx pffczp p A-f .. 47;r se s;1 4-ee F;At-5 ] ;1_;O1 X a VT lA VI- FLVYa oW 107 --;1 - ,4 LuX|X1JsL l@11s|vt 

accentuated the need for a more effective coordination in these areas and
the Per.LLanent Commission for t1-e Coordina tUion, Guidance and Control of Fuel,

Electric and Thermal Power Consumption was established for that purpose
in Nove.mber193

C. Tihe Supply an' Der,and -- -----y Resources

(1) I_Ce Zesource Dase

14.13 The prim,aLy energy sources Of Rornania consi5t of crude oil, natural

gas, (both associated and non-associated), coal, anthracite, coking-coal,
lignite, brown coal, bituminous snale, and nydropower. Wood nas piayed a
small but significant part in the past as a domestic fuel, particularly in
the countryside. There are important hydropower resources, and there is a
geothermal potential that could be used for space heating. These resources
are discussed in more detail below.

(a) Petroleum and Natural Gas

14.14 Romania was one of the earliest producers of crude petroleum 1/ and
crude oil and petroleum products were important export commodities before the
Second World War. During the war, the existing fields were severely damaged
by overproduction and many of the installations were destroyed. Despite a
vigorous rehabilitation and development program, it was not until 1952 that
crude oil production surpassed the level of 1938. Oil and gas are found in
four areas in Romania (See Map IBRD 12732), the most important of which is
around Ploiesti. With the exception of this area, most of the fields are
small and scattered and have thin reservoir sands at depths of 2,000 meters
or less as well as very complex geological structures, many of which are of
the salt diapir type. Geological conditions, combined with the advanced state
of depletion of many of the larger oil-fields, tend to lower productivity per
well, and raise production and transport costs. There is evidence that the
individual productivity of most of the wells is low, on the order of 10 tons
per day or less, although their producing life is long.

14.15 Within the arc of the Carpathian Mountains lies the Transylvanian
Basin, in which between 60 and 70 non-associated gas fields are located,
with multiple sand reservoirs at depths of around 3,000 meters. The gas
is apparently of high quality, almost pure methane and has been extensively
exploited, especially since 1960, when production began to climb rapidly.

1/ Romanian crude oil is for the most part medium gravity low sulphur brown
or black oil of asphaltic or napthenic type with a specific gravity of
0.82 to 0.88. Some deposits contain light colored paraffinic oils with
a lower specific gravity, 0.75 to 0.82, and there are some heavy viscous
black crude oils with a specific gravity greater than 0.88.
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14.16 No figures on nil and gas reserves are published by the Romanian
Government. Based on the nature and history of the oilfields and the present
oil npdu,c't-ion levesi,- itf ic likelu that- nreent known nrroduci-ihlp reserves

are on the order of 100 to 200 million tons, 1/ which would presumably be
produced over aperiod of 20 years or more. It is not possible to make any
calculation of natural gas reserves on the basis of available information but
present restriti on nea gas cnneactinsc indicate some ort of rource

constraint since the supply of natural gas to the petrochemical industry had
not reachle b y 1976 3 bi.llon cubic L..eters annually, out of a total production
of 33 billion cubic meters per year. As a working hypothesis in this chapter,
reserves on Lthe ordUer of r00 b4ion c.ublc m.eters have b-een assrUied.

\UJ Uoal aind flelatLed .Ju'usLances

14.17 Several geologicatl pe of oU i.0dal LfrL LaL LU LL l in AXUhnILia have

resulted in a range of coal fuels, grading from anthracite through steam
coal, brown coal, lignite to the so-called bituminous shales. Coking coal
in exploitable quantities is limited to the southwestern part of the country,
principally in tne areas or Petrosani. Tne calorific value or t11ese coal5

is variable but averages 3,600 to 4,700 kilocalories per kilogram, or little
more than halr the value of imported coal. This low value results rorLt tLie

high ash content, ranging from 10 percent up to 37 percent by weight.

14.18 Lignite deposits are widely distributed throughout the country,
but many are of little economic value because the reserves are contained in
a large number of thin seams (up to 15 in some places), and in some areas
the geology is very complex. The principal economically exploitable deposits
of lignite are located in Oltenia in the southwestern portion of the country,
on the northern edge of the Danube plain, in the district or Gorj near the
town of Tirgu Jiu. There are two principal deposits, Motru, which is mined
principally underground, and Rovinari, which is mined principally by open-
cast strip mining. The geology of these deposits is less disturbed than that
of many others in the country, but is nevertheless quite complex. The lignite
has a calorific value of between 1,600 and 1,970 kilocalories per kilogram, or

1/ Oil reserves were estimated by taking existing production levels and
assuming that they would decline exponentially over a period of 25
years from 1980 to a level of 1 million tons annually. The amount of
oil to be produced during this period was totalled to give a figure of
present producible reserves. The exponential rate of decline is a common
feature of oil and gas production, especially in older and more mature
fields. The period over which the decline takes place was an estimate
based on the known production history of the Romanian oilfields and
the physical properties of the oil reservoirs. Allowance was made for
discovery of some new reserves during the decline period. The reserve
estimate is by its nature no better than an educated guess and should be
regarded as giving a reasonable order of magnitude rather than a precise
figure. Gas reserves were estimated in a similar manner.
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about one-quarter that o0 good st-eam coal. The moisture content is around 43
percent and the ash content around 36 percent. It is liable to spontaneous
combustion in storage unless the stockpile is rolied and compacted. Owing
to its low calorific value, it is uneconomic to transport lignite any great
distance from the mine, and the greater part is consumed in large tnermai
power stations near the mines.

14.19 The so-called "bituminous shales" occur in association with some
coal deposits in the Anina-Oravitsa region. They contain 76 to 85 percent
ash and have a calorific value of about 1,000 kilocalories per kilogram.
Nevertheless, experiments have been carried out to prove whether or not they
can be used as fuel in thermal power generating plants and a rising production
is expected, as discussed further below. The geology of these deposits is
reported to be as complex as that of the coals with which the schists shales
are associated. That the Romanian Government should contemplate mining such
a low-grade fuel under difficult geological conditions is a demonstration
of its policy to maximize the use of domestic energy resources.

14.20 Official estimates of reserves of these resources are the following:

Table 14.1: COAL RESERVES

Proven Probable Possible

Anthracite 14,000,000 t 1,275,000 t 8,018,000 t
Coking Coal (huila) 18,712,000 t 325,612,000 t 52,724,000 t
Bituminous Coal 39,029,000 t 711,285,000 t 85,192,000 t
Lignite and Brown Coal 360,411,000 t 386,620,000 t 68,107,000 t

Source: Ministry of Mines, Petroleum and Geology.

It is not known whether these are recoverable reserves or known geological
reserves. If the latter, the mineable reserves will be considerably less.
With regard to bituminous shales, no figures of mineable reserves are given,
but they must be of the order of 200 million tons to justify the proposed
scale of development.

(c) Hydropower

14.21 The hydropower resources of Romania are estimated to be 12,300 MW,
capable of generating 37,000 GWh per annum from some 630 sites. Only 75
percent of this is regarded as economically feasible for development at
the present time, the remaining 25 percent being described as "technically
feasible". Also Romania's five plants on the River Danube, which are being
constructed in cooperation with other riparian states, should produce 2,400
MW and 12,300 GWh/annum. By 1975, 37 percent of the economically feasible
hvdrnrin2ritv had been develnnpd and the gnvprnment Pxnpecr the fuill nnten-
tial to be tapped by 1985.
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(d) Radioactive Materials

14.22 No informMtion is avi lable regarding the existence of radioactive

minerals, but given the complex nature of Romanian mineral deposits, it is not
unlikely that uranium may be present as a minor constiteipnt 2S it is in many
other parts of the world. One radioactive fuel rod bundle has been fabricated
and is n.ow undergoing testing, but whether this was nrenared from uranium
mined in Romania is not known.

(e) Wood and Other Vegetable Fuels

14.23 Wood is still quite widely used in Romania as a domestic fuel for
cookitLLng purposes.T Itis assuLmed thall the availab,i14f wood fuel is

limited and that it will stabilize at somewhat over 3 million tons annually
on a sustaincable yieldU buasi0s. O ,ter malerCa.t.as such.c as maize staalks and corn-
cobs are used for domestic fuel in rural areas but no estimate of the quanti-
ties involved s avaiialDle. Ror.ania ldoes possess sorme peal deposits but

these are apparently not considered to be economically exploitable.

(f) Geothermal Energy

14.24 Exploration for deep oil reservoirs has shown the existence of

widespread aquifers containing water at temperatures in excess of 100 C. The
depth of these aquifers and the cost of producing water from them, combined

with the relatively low temperatures, indicates that power generation from

geothermal sources is unlikely to be economic.

(2) The Consumption and Production of Energy

14.25 Energy demand in Romania has risen dramatically over the last 25

years as a result of the policy of rapid industrialization, from about 6.8
million toe in 1950 to about 52.1 million toe in 1975 (Annexes 10.1, 10.2

and 10.3). Growth of energy consumption by non-industry uses is considerably
below the average growth of energy in the whole economy. This is illustrated
in Table 14.2 for the period 1970-75, for which some disaggregated information

is available.
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Table 14.2- : INTERNAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY MAJOR SECTORS
(1970 and 1975)

Growth
1970 1975 1975/70

Amount % Amount %
(in to-e) (in t-np)

Tndustrial Conslmnption 30,614 79.2 43,394 83.3 42%
Non-Industrial Consumption 8,080 20.6 8,699 16.7 6%

Agriculture 1,430 3.7 1,771 3.4 24%
Transport and Telecommunications 2,358 6.1 2,240 4.3 =5
Space-heating (homes, offices,

etc.) A ,25 11.0 4,688 .r0 10%

TOTAL 18,654 100.0 52,093 100.0 35%

/1 This table is extracted from Annex 10.4 where an official percentage
distribution of total energy consumption has been applied to estimates
of total energy consumption. Total energy consumption has been esti-
ated from Romanian data available in AInuarul Statistic, oLLLLi,cial dJata
submitted to the United Nations and from World Bank project appraisals.
Calorific values used for conversion ofl different energy sources Lo
heat units in this chapter are as follows:

Natural Gasoline 11.4 million kilocalories per metric ton
CLrude Petroleum 10.6 *

Natural Gas (dry) 8,150 kilocalories per cubic meter
Hydropower 2,380 !! kilowatt-hour
Coal (Romanian) 4,150 kilogram
Coal (imported) 8,000
Metallurgical Coke 7,500
Lignite and Brown Coal 1,785
Wood 2,800 " " 
Bituminous Shale i,000

14.26 The energy demand in Romania prior to 1950 was met predominantly by
oil and oil products, as illustrated in detail in Annexes 10.1 and 10.2, and
the country exported crude oil until 1959. The development of heavy metal-
lurgical industries, primarily iron and steel, necessitated increased produc-
tion of coke and coking coal and since domestic resources were limited and
of poor quality, imports of these fuels rose rapidly from 1955. By 1960,
supplies of natural gas from the Transylvanian Basin became increasingly
important and by 1965, this became the largest single energy source in the
Romanian economy. Present consumption of natural gas amounts to 33 billion
cubic meters annually, and this figure includes both associated and non-
associated gas, but not gas reinjected into the reservoirs for secondary
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recovery or pressure maintenance. Th g 4 it e va t of

more than 25 million tons of crude oil and represents the major source of
primary f uel iin XUom.ani4a at the present timLe. In 1975 , total do.mestic energy
production amounted to 50.260 million toe, imports to 8.819 million toe, and
exports to 6.909 [iillion toe. ie changing structure in tLle contribution of
primary energy resources is illustrated in Table 14.3. This table also shows
that Romania had to increase gas production above previously anticipated

levels in order to meet the growing industrial energy and the shortfalls in
other sectors.

Table 14.3: CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS FORMS OF ENERGY, 1965 and 1975

Directives- Actual-
1965 1975 1975

Crude oil (m. tons) 12.55 13.5-14 14.6

ARC ni1-onq (tho,n. mi I . CU. m.) 4 some 4.5

MIethane gas ('' " " ") 13.7 19-20 33.3

Coal (million tones) 12 35-40 29.4

Nuclear energy (m. tons cc) - about 2

Hydropower (TWH) 1.0 10 8.7

/1 -Draf t Directives of the Ninth rCngress of the RCP on Power Resources and

the Country's Electrification in the 1966-1975 period, Bucharest, 1965.
/,) Anuarul Statistic.

1.27 To avoid a rapidly Ain a4in -rt, to miti4 te -the4

implications of the oil crisis for the Romanian economy, swift action was
taLSken. Tihe emiergenicy dLiecree published on NovemIber 18, 1J (para 14.06

laid down guidelines for accelerated development of indigenous energy re-
sources anu for cuts in specific cU1nsu,,ptior. 0f energy ini achU - - of-UL

the economy, together with stringent restrictions on private consumption in
the form of gasoline rationing. The price of motor fuels for the pri-vate
consumer was raised from lei 2.5 to lei 4.50 per liter for premium gasoline
and from lei 1.75 to lei 4.30 per liter for regular grade gasoline. The
effect of these measures on the consumption of energy in the economy as a
whole was marginal in that it reduced tne growth of the energy deficit only
slightly during 1974 and 1975. In any case the potential for reducing con-
sumption in the private sector is very limited. The scope for reducing
specific consumption in industrial production processes cannot be easily
estimated because of a lack of detailed data relating to energy use prior
to the oil crisis.
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(3) Foreign Trade Aspects

14.28 Historically, Romania has been an exporter ot crude oil and refined
products since the latter part of the 19th century. To avoid the early deple-
tion of indigenous crude oil reserves, crude oil exports were ended in 1959
and crude oil imports began in 1968. Exports of refined products continued on
a steadily increasing scale from 1950 until 1968, when they amounted to 5.6
million tons, after which they declined to 4.9 million tons in 1973. In 1974
and 1975, exports of petroleum products rose again to 6.5 million tons and
6.2 million tons respectively (Table 14.4), as a result both of crude oil
imports and restricted domestic consumption. The Government's objective is
to increase export of oil products embodying higher value-added, such as
synthetic rubber and fibers, vehicle tires, drugs and insecticides.

14.29 An increasing reliance on imported metallurgical coke and washed
coal for coking has also developed as demand growth, especially of metal-
lurgy industries, is outrunning the availability of local resources to
sustain it. Another reason for the increasing imports is the low quality
of Romanian coals; they have poor coking qualities and a high ash content.
During the last 15 years, imports of these raw materials increased from
about I million metric tons in 1960 to about 5 million in 1975.

14.30 Finally, with regard to the electric power sector, international
power connections exist with Hungary at 220 kv, with Czechoslovakia at 400
kv, through USSR, with Bulgaria at 220 kv, and with Yugoslavia at 400 kv.
Of the country's electricity production of 1975, about seven percent was
exported, principally to Czechoslovakia in payment for plants supplied
earlier. Imports of electricity are small and no reliance is placed on
them.

D. The 1976-80 Plan

14.31 The Plan's goals 1/ confirm the country's long-term energy policy
articulated in the mid-1960's (para 14.05), namely:

(a) maximum reliance on domestic production of primary
energy resources;

(b) priority in the development of coal, hydroelectric and
nuclear power, while utilizing hydrocarbons as long as
possible as raw materials for the chemical industry;

(c) greatly increased utilization of indigenous solid fuels
having low calorifir value (ligni'te and bituminous shalps)-

(1) Consumption

14 A9 Total domestic energy consumption in 1980 is estimated to increase
to 78 million toe, as illustrated in Table 14.5, Figure 14.1 and Annex 10.4.

/ The law of the five-year plan makes no direct reference to the increasing
energy deficit in that period.



TABLE 14. 4

PRODUCTION, DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION, EXPORT AND IMPORT
OF OIL ANBE OIL, PRCDUCTS

Crude oil Total refIined products
1/ Domestic Domeestic

Production Im:port consumption Production Export consumption Expo:rt Import

,,In thousands of
(In thousands of tons) U.S. dollars)

1970 13,759 2,291 16,050 15,835 5,370 lo,46i 1:23, 083 24,000

1971 14,176 2,358 17,034 16, 647 5.,368 11,279 1143 000 36,633

1972 14,483 2,873 17,356 17,059 5.,o96 1-1,963 137,811 47,920

1973 14,642 4,143 18,785 18 , 5i68 4.9538 13, 63(D 275, 694 1o6,o56

1974 1L,839 4,538 19,377 18,866 6,502 12,3614 535,271 434,668

1975 14,945 5,085 2C,030 191,7191 6,176 13,61'5 ... ...
2/ 2/

1976 15,052 8,475 23,527 23,133 7,842 15,291 603,000 605,000

Source: Data provided by the Romanian authorities.

1/ Includes a sma:Ll amount of production of by-products from natural gas wel:Ls.

2/' Planned.
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TablIe 14 DOMEfSTI EnERGY CONSUMPI

-1 9 75 190

TotaUl (million toe) 52.i 78.0

of which:

industrial Sector 43.4 66.4
Non-industrial Sector 8.7 11.6

Source: Bank estimates but using percentage distribu-
tions published by the Government.

14.33 The internal energy consumption will expand substantially because
of a planned massive expansion of metallurgical and petrochemical industries
and thermal power generation (Figure 14.1). Iron and steel production is
forecast to increase from about 9.5 million tons in 1975 to 17 million tons
in 1980, necessitating imports of around 7 million tons of coking coal and/or
metallurgical coke in 1980. Petroleum refining capacity is planned to in-
crease from its 1976 level of 23 million tons of primary distillation capa-
city to 38 million tons in 1980.

14.34 The projected domestic consumption estimates are conservative as
they include allowances for substantial targeted reductions in energy consump-
tion in the industrial sector, amounting to 11.4 million tons of "conventional
fuel" (coal equivalent) 1/ and, also, a substantial targeted recovery of waste
heat, amounting to 6.7 million tons of conventional fuel. 2/

1/ The targets for reduction of industrial energy consumption (in percent
of 1975 levels) are given below:

Branch For Fuel For Electric Power

Mining Extractive Industry 23 1 - 2
Metallurgical Industry 14 10 - 11
Machine Building Industry 26 18 - 19
Chemical Industry 11.5 20 - 22
Wood and Construction Material Industry 13 5 - 6
Light Industry 14.8 13 - 14
Food Industry 13.8 12
Consumption in Electric Power Plants - 7.5 (at least)

Source: loan Herescu "Development of the Power Base", Revista Economica,
Bucharest, 16 and 23 July 1976.

2/ The target for recovery of waste heat amounts to 5 million tons of crude
oil equivalent. However, because of the inadequacy of the Bank's present
information, it is impossible to measure energy utilization in individual
industries. The targets for recovery of waste heat were increased in
1977 but the total impact of the expected increased recovery on the

energy balance is marginal.
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Figure 14.1

ENERGY CONSUMPTION By SECTOR 1975 AND FORECAST 1980

(in million of tonnes of oil equivalent)
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(2) Production

14.35 The 1976-80 Plan includes specific production targets for four

energy sources, as ifoLlows (Tzb le 146)

Tab'le 14.6: 19768 _ L, N TA 'PARGETS FOR LENlEDrV DCrESUDrLCE
idj 1~.U. /~U CU r LkiN .LI iix U IL 0L'J

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
r~~ r t~ I CC C 1 - :77r / ~7f LC 7 0

Electric energy (Twh) 57.5 o6.; u6-ui.i 70-73.4 75-78.8

Coal (net) (m. tons) 29.6 33.5 38-40.7 45.5-48.2 53-56.6

Petroleum Extracted (m. tons) 14.7 14.8 15.1 15.3 15.J

Methane Gas Eytracted (b. m3) 26.8 27.8 26.8 26.8 26.8

14.36 It is evident that the weight of the increases in energy production
in the five years will come from coal 1/ and electric energy production. 2/

1/ For the production of coal, the 1976-80 Plan includes the following
targets:

(a) for coal and anthracite, a production level of 9.4 million tons

by 1980, versus a 1975 level of 7.5 million tons;

(b) for bituminous shales, production to begin during the plan
period and reach a level of 2.5 million tons by 1980; and

(c) for lignite and brown coal, production to rise very rapidly

to 47 million tons by 1980, from 20 million tons in 1975.

2/ The developing structure of electric energy production has been projected

as follows:

Structure of Electric Power Production

1975 1980 1985

Total 100 100 100

hydroelectric plants 17 18.4 20.7
nuclear plants - - 7.3

thermoelectric plants using coal 29.4 44.0 57.6

thermoelectric plants using gas
and fuel oil 52 33 8.7

from waste heat recovery 1.6 4.6 5.7

Source: loan Herescu, "Development of the Power Base", Revista

Economica, Bucharest, 16 and 23 July 1976.
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Crude oil production is planned to increase very slightly above current
levels and remain at about 15 million tons per annum. Most of the fields
are in an advanced state of depletion and much of the present production
is obtained by secondary recovery methods from partially or nearly depleted
oil fields. Any increases in production are expected to come from more ad-
vanced secondary and tertiary recovery programs (such as the one recently
anInounced that would allow a recovery of an additional 2 m. tons) rather
than from new discoveries. This is so despite the existence of an active
exploration program that includes drilling exploratory wells to depths as
great as 8,000 meters. Important new oil and gas reserves may be discovered
on the continental shelf of the Black Sea where the first exploratory wells
are now being drilled. However, given the time required to develop offshore
reserves, any offshore production is unlikely to have a significant effect
on the availability of gas and oil in Romania during the period 1976-80.

14.37 The Plan permits new gas connections only to the petrochemical
industry, and production is expected to be held at a constant level in
order to conserve reserves. Other energy resources have only limited poten-
tial. For example, geothermal energy is still at the experimental stage and
will not affect energy production during the Plan period. The availability
of wood and other vegetable fuels is limited and (as determined by the national
program for conservation and development of forestry resources) somewhat over
3 million tons annually on a sustainable yield basis. The Government's own
schedule for the operation of the first nuclear facility has been pushed to
the early 80's.

14.38 With regard to hydropower, it is expected that by 1980, 57 percent
of the economically feasible hydrocapacity will have been developed (versus
37 percent in 1975, para 14.21), generating about 14 TWh. Thermal power
generation should increase to about 61 TWh. However, the production of thermo-
electric power under the management of the Ministry of Electrical Energy is
expected to consume a total of 19 million toe by 1980 (Annex 10.4), almost
a quarter of total domestic energy consumption, again demonstrating the
sub-sectors' strong dependence on coal and lignite production.

14.39 It is evident that the economy's requirements for energy during the
five-year plan, and as discussed later during the longer term as well, will
be for thermal and hydro-generated electric power and coal lignite production
(Figure 14.3).

14.40 A lignite production increase of the targeted size can only come,
however, from a rapid growth of open cast mining in the Rovinari area and
other areas of Oltenia, and the whole planned program is geared to a very
tight delivery schedule for new equipment. The development of new mines is
also integrated with the construction of new power stations in which the
lignite will be burned. The open-cast mining system employs electrically-
powered mobile bucket-wheel excavators of German design, largely manufactured
in Romania in cooneration with a West German firm. These are verv large
pieces of equipment, the largest in use in Romania, with a mining capacity
of 2,000 cubic meters per hour. A delay of six months in commissioning a new
excavator would result in a loss of production of around 1.5 million tons of
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lignite. This represents the equivalent of some 250,000 tons of oil

which would presumably have to be made up in oil imports, or an equivalent

amount of production elsewhere in the economy would be lost. It is thus

apparent that any substantial delays in delivery and commissioning of new

mining machinery, or of new power stations in which the lignite is to be

burned, will have other economic repercussions. A setback in implementing

the lignite production targets already took place in 1976, when not only did

production not increase, but because of delays in commissioning new plant,

it reached only about 95 percent of 1975 levels, which in turn were below

1974 levels.

(3) The Energy Balance in 1980

14.41 Romania's energy requirements and projected production of energy

resources are outlined in Table 14.7 (Production levels assume successful

target implementati'on of the 1976-80 Plan.)

Table 14.7: FNERGY REQUIREMENTS AND PRODUCTION IN 1980

(in million tons of oil equivalent)

Supply
Available Total Energy
for local Domestic Deficit

Production Exnorts Consu-mpntinn Consumption Tmnorts

Solid Fuels 12.6 - 12.6 19e3 6.7

Hydrocarbons 40.9 5.2 35.7 56.3 20.6

Electrical Energy 2.9 0.6 /1 2.3 2.4 04

(hydropower)

Total 56.4 5.8 50.6 78.0 27.4

/I iiis ±ncluues exports of electrical energy from plants burning solid fuels

and hydro-carbons. When these are taken into account, no energy deficit
in hydro-power is anticipated and the deficits flor the su-groups solid

fuels and hydrocarbons will be slightly higher.

Source: Rounded from Annex 10.2.

Oil imports are based upon a historical relationship of primary petroleum

products to primary distillation capacity during the period i970-75. Pro-

jected to 1980, an estimated 36 million tons of crude oil will be required

for the targeted refining capacity (para 14.33), giving a net crude oil

import requirement of about 20.5 million tons in 1980.

14.42 Romania imports the bulk of its coke and coal requirements from the

USSR, Poland and Czechoslovakia, with lesser amounts from the Federal Republic

of Germany and the USA. Crude oil is imported principally from Iran and Iraq,

with lesser amounts from Libya and Algeria. The actual prices paid for these

imports are not known nor can reliable forecasts be made of the 1980 price

levels of these commodities. Nevertheless, if it is assumed that coke and
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coking coal will have a value of US"50 per ton on the same basis, the Romanian
economy will have an external cost on the order of US$2.3 billion for energy
imports in 1980 (in constant 1976 prices). Crude oil imports aione are ex-
pected to increase from about 14 percent of imports from convertible areas in
1975 to about one third in 1980. Such substantial increases would obviously
put a further strain on Romania's already limited convertible currency avail-
ability and would create additional pressure to improve export performance in
order to pay for the energy bill.

14.43 In order to secure the long term supply of key energy resources,
recently the government has moved swiftly in two large commercial ventures:
first, an agreement with Kuwait on an investment of US$1.25 billion including
the construction of a refinery in the Black Sea and securing oil for it to
meet demands of the Romanian market as well as to export products with a high
value added. Second, an investment in a US mine operation that would provide
Romania with about 27 million tonnes of high grade metallurgical coal over a
ten year period, half of it at cost. 1/ The reported total value of this
transaction would be in the order of US$2 billion.

E. Long Term Energy Requirements and Resources

14.44 The data and discussion in this section is taken from a long-term
forecast of Romania's energy supply and demand for the period 1980-90 carried
out by the Bank to see whether a turnaround of the energy deficit is likely
beyond 1980. As illustrated in Figure 14.3, the findings of this study
indicate that Romania's energy deficit would actually worsen in the long run
(after 1980), in the face of a demand increasing at least at a constant rate,
but with a declining primary energy production (Table 14.8):

Table 14.8: ESTIMATED LONG TERM ENERGY POSITION
(in m. toe)

1985 1990

Total Production 50 49
Total Consumption 109 154
Domestic Energy Shortfall 59 105

Source: Bank estimates.

1/ The indicated current price for that coal was $63 per ton.
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T1hi s ULorecast is L baseud or, an assumiieu growthL in totaLL consumption oUf domestic
energy resources of 7 percent per annum 1/. The assumptions on the supply
of energy resources are more complex and are discussed below. The es-iIldLes

of primary energy production up to 1995, by energy source and also in thermal
equivalent of toe, are given in Figure 14.4 and annex 1u.5.

14.45 The long range production forecasts for crude oil and natural gas

production represent an estimate on what is likely to happen based upon the
known history and characteristics of the Romanian oil and gas fields. As
already noted, no information regarding oil and gas reserves is publicly

available. Also, no production targets are available beyond i980. While
the forecasts in this section could easily be incorrect by as much as 20

percent either way, or even more in the later years, the overall conclusion
drawn from thein could only be invalidated by large new oil and gas disco-
veries, which could yield some 50 million toe by 1990. However, this would
not affect the short run conclusions because of the lead time necessary to

develop production on this scale. While it is not impossible that discoveries
of new oil and gas fields on such a scale may be made, it seems unlikely that
they could be made on the land and must therefore depend on the success of
offshore exploration in the Black Sea. Production of this order of magnitude
-- equal to 1 million barrels of crude oil per day or 5,700 million cubic feet

of natural gas per day -- would imply recoverable reserves on the order of
1,000 million tons or 7.3 billion barrels of crude -- or more than 4 times
the total crude oil produced from the Ploesti region up to 1968. While not

absolutely impossible, discovery of such extensive reserves in the relatively
restricted area of the Romanian continental shelf appears unlikely.

14.46 Long range planning, therefore, indicates a further shift in the

primary energy supply from natural gas and petroleum to lignite. Production

is planned to rise rapidly and stabilize at 115 million tons in 1990. Re-
serves are sufficient to maintain this level of production for more than 30
years, during which time lignite will be the principal fossil fuel resource
of Romania. It will account for about 40-43 percent of primary energy produc-
tion in 1990-95. A new source of energy, nuclear power, should also be pro-

viding a substantial contribution by 1995, in the order of 6 million toe (or

about 13 percent of primary energy production in that year), almost equivalent
to that of hydropower and natural gas.

1/ Consumption was estimated by establishing the historic relationship

between the growth of GNP and energy consumption in Romania; the
overall energy demand was found to be growing at about 7.5 percent.
For planning purposes, the government is projecting a 7 percent annual

growth of energy demand in the 1976-80 Plan, the difference probably
being accounted for by Government's plan to reduce specific energy
consumDtion across the whole spectrum of industry (discussed further
below), and to institute a large program of waste heat recovery.
Allowing for the possibility of success in this policy, the growth

rate of 7 percent has been used for the long term estimates. Even
with exnpected lower economic growth rate in the 1980's, and increased

conservation that might reduce the present rate of increase of energy
consumption to 5 nprrent per annum; the main conclusions derived from

these estimates would remain.
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F. Environmental Considerations

14.47 The planned shift from petroleum-based fuels to lignite in the
Romanian economy will have an important environmental impact. The principal
lignite mining area is in the district of Gorj in the southwestern part of the
country, the open-cast mines are located in the Rovinari coal-field while the
underground lignite mines are situated in the Motru area, some 15 kilometers
to the west of Rovinari. Both coalfields are located near the River Jiu and
its tributaries, and, in fact, it has been necessary to dam and divert the Jiu
river itself in order to permit the development of open-cast mining on antic-
ipated scale. The area to be mined is covered by good farming land in the
Jiu valley, and there are numerous villages strung out along roads. It is
estimated that by 1990, 30,000 hectares of prime agricultural land will have
been used for industrial purposes, and ultimately the area mined will comprise
one-half the total area of the district. There are already serious problems
with air and water pollution from sulphur dioxide, power station fly ash, and
from coal dust in the rivers. Dewatering of the mines has led to a lowering
of the groundwater table so that the water supply must be secured by special
works.

14.48 Remedial measures to minimize the environmental consequences of
large scale mining and power generation are being undertaken. Soil from the
mines and ash from the power-stations are dumped in worked-out areas and
the land levelled and replanted; high smokestacks are provided at the power
stations to aid in the dispersal of fumes, and electrostatic precipitators
are to be installed to reduce the emission of fly-ash. New housing igs bing
provided for persons displaced by mining operations and villages are being
provided with deeper water wells. Nevertheless, the dislocations and envi-
ronmental damage resulting from the rapid development of lignite mining are
obvious and undeniable.

14.49 Outside the mining areas, the shift from natural gas to lignite a
the prime domestic and industrial fuel has already led to serve atmospheric
pollution in the towns and cities. This is Darticularlv noticeable at certain
times of the year in the Danube plain when atmospheric temperature inversions
are common. It appears that no smokeless solid fuel is available even in
Bucharest, which shares the common problem of urban air pollution.

14.50 Atmospheric pollution will also be increased by the change from low
sulphur domestic crude oil to the high sulphur heavy oil imnnrted from the
Persian Gulf area. While some of the sulphur content of lighter petroleum
distillates is removed and recovered in the refining process, the sulphur
content of the heavy fuel oil is not removed.

14.51 To prevent atmospheric pollution in urban areas from becoming worse
during the current Five-Year Plan, countermeasures are planned. Some relief
could be obtained through the continued provision to the housing sector (which
represents only a very small proportion of total energy consumption in Roman ia)
of electricity from thermo-electric stations, natural gas and smokeless fuel,
as well as through better consumption of solid fuels in industrial premises.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

TOURISM: ASSETS AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Tourism Assets and Attractions

15.01 Romania is endowed with a wide variety of tourism assets. Along its

245 km. coast on the Black Sea are many wide beaches covered with fine sand,
while the Danube Delta, stretching over 4,300 sq. km., shelters a wealth of

flora and fauna.

15.02 In the center of the country, the Transylvanian plateau is encircled
by the CarpathiAn mo intains with summits of over 2-000 metres and nicturesque
valleys. Conveniently located near Bucharest, the scenic Prahova Valley in
the oiuthern Ga(rnathians is thp seat of Romania's oldest mountain resort area,

starting with Sinaia, Predeal and Busteni. The Carpathian mountains also con-
tain numerous springs and lakes, hoth fresh and salt water, with mineral water

originating in faults at various depths. There are more than 120 resorts for

balneo-c1imatic therapyr some of them snecinlizing in geriatric treatment.

15.03 Romannia has a rich history with interesting archaeologirnl remains

and many treasures of medieval art to complement its natural assets. The

monrasteries of Bucovina in Northern Moldavia, whose exterior walls are wholly

covered by frescoes of the 16th century, have drawn special attention from
UNESCO and are probably the most original monuments of Romanian art.

15.04 The country's tourist assets might not have been realized, however,

had the Romanians not developed a rather advanced tourism infrastructure to
accommIoudate an increasir,g fILow of domestic andLA 4oeg -- visitor £LJi. _ i

located on the international roads which connect Northern and Western Europe

wiLh t[he Balan Peninsu'a and the MUidde East, and can easiliy le reacled ly

air, rail and road as well as on ships going down the Danube or landing at

Constanta on the Black Sea. Accommodations of all types are being built--

from deluxe hotels to mountain chalets and camping sites--and a wide range of

holiday arrangements can now be organized through the elaborate network of
tourist offices and agencies controlled by the Ministry of Tourism.

B. Government Policy and Importance of Tourism Sector

(1) Government Policy

15.05 The Government's recognition of the importance of tourism in the

economy is rather recent and marked by three major developments in the early

1970's: (1) the formation of a Ministry of Tourism charged with the respons-

ibility for formulating and coordinating tourism policy, (2) the institution

of the sector as "productive" in the national accounts as of 1971; and, (3)

the establishment of most of the 15 tourism offices around the world in the

active promotion of the country's tourism attractions.
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15.106 rThe -'Lrust of the Romanian tour'sm strategy is towar's the develop-
-.LV L. L U~L Lt Li x IU1[J.[ ULiU L -L~5 1 LdU~ I[ IUtVip

ment of higher yield, higher quality and more diversified tourist facilities.
The allocatiuon of accommodation capacity to local and foreign tourism is plan-
ned on the basis of contracts signed with trade unions and foreign travel
ag- eenc in the fall of the year preceeding tne tourist season and on pro-
jections of the flow of independent tourists and their transport modes. In
the event that actual demand by foreign tourists exceeds that planned, it is
met, where necessary, by adjustments in the allocation of facilities among
local and foreign tourists not only because of the need for the foreign
exchange brought in by foreign tourists but also because of the desire to
satisfy foreign tourist demands. In order to establish a better control on
the magnitude of foreign tourism, and make it compatible with the planned
growth of the sector, various measures have been taken to encourage organized
group tourism under the auspices of various agencies of the Ministry of
Tourism.

15.07 Of all regulations concerning international tourism, the foreign
exchange rate and related regulations are expected to have the most important
effect on demand. They favor organized tourism which is more compatible with
the planned nature of the economy. On October 2, 1974, the tourism rate of
exchange was revalued by 17 percent to Lei 12:US$1 (from Lei 14.38:US$1),
increasing the spread between the tourism rate of exchange and the conversion
coefficient for foreign trade transactions. Officially, this revaluation was
undertaken in order to achieve a purchasing power parity for tourist services
in Romania and Western Europe. There is not yet enough information to study
the impact of this move on the foreign demand for tourism services, but it is
reasonable to assume that the revaluation of the tourism rate would have an
adverse impact on the number of tourists who have to exchange their currencies
in Romania. Organized group tourism would not be affected because these
tourism services are paid for in advance in foreign currencies. In order to
compete effectively with other areas in southern Europe whose tourism assets
are equally attractive, the authorities have also maintained competitive
tariffs and the implicit exchange rate of the package deals offered has been
favorable and closer to the official trading rate. On the other hand, when
demand is relatively inelastic, as with tourists visiting for a health cure or
some other specific reason, the revaluation may have increased the economic
returns to the Government.

15.08 As per day expenditures of individual tourists average higher than
those of tourists in organized tours, the Government's policy is to encourage
the entry of individual tourists in the country. At the same time, by intro-
ducing compulsory currency exchange regulations for individual tourists
(amounting to US$10 per day per capita, or the equivalent in other currencies,
for the number of days they wish to stay in Romania) individual tourists not
wishing to purchase accommodations are discouraged.

(2) Importance of Tourism Sector

15.09 Although international tourism has made a definite and increasing
contribution to the national foreion exchange earnings, it9 nvera11 imnnct on
the balance of payments is still very small. As shown below, foreign exchange
earnings from in tearna tionna Itouism- have, increased n, from $27.9 milli-on -in 1967
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to $188 million in 1,97J. The snare of convertibie currencies in these earnings
was $21 million in 1967 and $134 million in 1975, or slightly over two-thirds
of the total, an average annual increase of 26 percent tnroughout the i967-75
period. When compared with earnings from merchandise exports, however, the
sector's contribution is small and has actually declined in relative terms
(to less than 5 percent of export earnings in convertible currencies in 1975
from 6 percent in 1971), teflecting Romania's reliance on industrial exports
for financing the import program.

Table 15.1: IMPACT OF TOURISM ON THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
(in $ million)

1967 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Relations with All Areas

Receipts from international
tourism 27.9 76.9 96.0 134.4 152 188

Payments connected to Romanian
tourism abroad /_ 2.0 15.3 24.9 38.8 53 47

Net impact 25.9 61.6 71.1 95.6 99 141

Relations with Convertible
Area Only

Receipts from international
tourism 21.0 51.8 68.0 96.2 102 134

Payments connected to Romanian
tourism abroad L1 0.1 9.4 17.2 21.5 22 19

Net impact 20.9 42.4 50.8 74.7 80 115

/1 Includes promotional and other government expenditures to bring foreign
tourists to Romania.

Source: Ministry of Finance.

15.10 Similarly, the sector's imDortance in the economy. as measured by
allocations of investment funds (one-tenth of one percent) and its share of
rntol emnlovment. is small. Total sectorial investment in 1971-75 amounted to
Lei 5.1 billion, or less than one percent of investment. The average number
of pepnlp emnlnvyd directlv by the Ministry of Tourism and its subsidiaries

amounts to about 54,000 or an insignificant five-tenths of one percent of
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total employment. 1/ No information is available on the sector s contribution
to national income but presumably it would also be minute.

C. Organization of the Tourism Sector

15.11 The Ministry of Tourism, through its 39 district offices or varionui
subsidiaries, owns about two-thirds of all lodging establishments considered
suitable for international tourism, as shown in the table on nage 5. The Min-
istry coordinates the activities of the various agencies that own assets in
the tourism sector.

15.12 The highest tourism policy-making body in the Ministry is the Mans.
agement Council (Consiliul de Conducere), a collective body (39 members) of
all ministries and agencies concerned directly or indirectly with tourism.
(The structure of the Ministry of Tourism is given in organization Chart 8.)
The Policy Council, whose members are appointed by the Council of Ministers,
defines the broad guidelines and leaves responsibility for more detailed
policy formulation to an Executive Board (Birul Executiv). The Minister of
Tourism presides over both the Policy Council and the Executive Board. Except
for Bucharest, Brasov and the seaside, the Ministry's district offices have
the responsibility for the administration of local tourism assets and facili-

D. Tbhe DemanA for, a-n upply of Tourism 'ervices

15l.13:1 loreLgn tourism reruains the minor component of tourism traffic in
Romania. Of a total of 33.5 million tourist nights spent in 1975 (Annex 11.1),
a full 72 percent was spent by Romanian tourists; of the remainder, 3.7 mil-
lion nights (11 percent) was spent by tourists with residence in socialist
countries and 5.7 million (17 percent) by tourists with residence in non-
socialist countries. The number of foreign tourists visiting Romania peaked
in 1974 at 3.8 million and has been declining since but the total tourist
nights spent in the country has been steadily increasing.

(1) Foreign Tourism

15.14 Over 3.2 million foreigners visited Romania in 1975 (Annex 11.2).
This is a very high figure considering the fact that arrivals of foreigners
numbered only 120,000 in 1961, 675,000 in 1965 and 2.3 million in 1970. These
figures, however, and the very high growth rates they suggest (average annual
growth of more than 50 percent between 1961 and 1965, 28 percent between 1965
and 1970 and about 7 percent between 1970 and 1975), reflect very different
situations depending on whether the foreigners visiting Romania came from
socialist or non-socialist countries. As shown in Table 15.3, socialist
countries have been numerically the most important source for visitors to

1/ A strong seasonal variation exists with a maximum of 73,000 employed in
the peak season.



Table 1L5.2: O'HNERSHIP OF LODGING ESTABLISHMENTS 1975-

Central
Ministry Economic

Ministry of Judet Central Union Office
of Internal Popular of 'o.CsuMer Carpati- Trade

Tourism Trade Ccuncils Cocopeatives BTT-MfAI UInions Total

All Lodging Establishments 1786 58 114 211 203 27 2399

HioteLs 431 29 (2 23 1 596
VoteLs 19 4 - 24 - 47
Villas 60 4 - -- IL 2 - 190
Establishments for

rest and treatment 1043 - 38 -- 9 25 1115
]:nns 2 4 3.2 1 - IJ1 MD

Chalets 153 11 3 37 6 _ 210
Camping 78 8 7 95 11 1 200

Of which Estab:ishinents fo:r
International Tourism 587 7 5 40) 113 752

EIote:Ls 385 4 4 2 50 - 445
Mcotels 16 - - 6 - 22
V lla^ s 52 - 5 56 - 108
Esta.blishments for

rest and treatr.iaent 56 - - -- - - 56
3:nns 2 - 1 9 - 12
Chalets 19 2- - 1 2
Camping 57 1- 2- - 87

Source: Ministry of Tourism
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Table 15.3 Forerign Tourist Arrivals in Romania

(including tourists in transit and board visitors)

1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

in '000 in x in '000 In 2 in '000 in 2 in '000 in 2 in 'Oo ixn2 in '000 in 2 in '000 in %

Tourists from
socialist countries 475.0 70.3 1,911.2 83.5 2,213.3 81.2 2,297.4 79.1 2,769.2 82.9 3.181.5 83.2 2,575.2 80.3

of which organized
tourism 105.9 15.7 218.8 9.6 215.5 7.9 240.7 8.3 281.6 8.4 335.0 8.8 361.9 11.3

Tourists from non-
socialist countries 200.7 29.7 378.3 16.5 513.1 18.8 606.0 20.9 573.1 17.1 643.7 16.8 630.7 19.7

of which organized
tourism 76.7 11.3 206.0 9.0 290.1 10.6 337.5 11.6 352.2 10.5 369.0 9.6 423.9 13.2

Total tourist arrivals 675.7 100 2,289.5 100 2,726.4 100 2,903.4 100 3,342.3 100 3,825.3 100 3,205.9 100.0

of which organized
tourism 182.6 27.0 424.8 18.6 505.6 18.5 578.2 19.9 633.8 18.9 704.0 18.4 785.8 24.5

Source: Ministry of Tourism.

Romania. However, these high figures conceal the fact that a great proportion

or v4stors from socialict rncintriep were in Romania either in transit (1.2

million out of 3.2 million in 1974) or as border visitors. Only slightly more

than 10 percent of them were members nf organized tours who made arrangements

for their stay through agencies of the Romanian Ministry of Tourism. The

nu-.,b-ers of visit from--- no'n-s-ci-alist couiintries. on the other hand, increased

at an average annual growth rate of 13.4 percent between 1965 and 1970 and

about 11 percent between 1970 and 1975. Only a marginal proportion of these

were in transit (4,100 in 1974), and since 1970, more than half of them have

made arrangements for thei-r st-na throiugh aencies of the Romanian Ministry of

Tourism. The frequency of such arrangements has increased in the most recent

years, pos-sbly in respon4e tn the 1q74 nolicv measures (para 15.07).

15. 15 The statistics on tourist nights provide a truer picture of foreign

tourism, however, and here the predominance of visitors from non-socialist

countries is strongly evident. Foreign organized tourism accounted for about

80 percent of registered tourist nights (and of this, 67 percent was from
S rw & * iA-hz nr,-n inl;:1i.Qt rcttre theFera

non-soc'a Lst countisL- AMJ C 0-ountries, te Federal

Republic of Germany is by far the most important tourist generator (Annexes

il.l, 11.3).
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(2) or-nesi T Couri4sm

I1J. I DV lioruestic tourism ha1s inCreased 5substantiLLLy WiLhL grUwilg incomLe

levels within Romania (Chapter Nine). At present measures have been taken
to obutailn higher facilities' occupancy during off season by offering domestic
tourists discount prices and the accommodations which during the peak-season
are used by the international tourists. 1/ For this reason, legisiation has
been adopted to spread holidays more evenly throughout the year. Particular
emphasis is placed on the promotion of health and spa resorts open all year
round and tourism in the hinterland. As a result, Romanian tourists account
for about 95 percent of tourist traffic in health and spa resorts, 85 percent
in mountain resorts and 84 percent in the other localities.

15.17 Another trend is the Romanian tourists' growing sophistication as
their own incomes have increased. They are now asking for better accommoda-
tions, better means of transportation and access to all the best resorts.

15.18 Visits abroad have increased too--from 321,200 Romanians traveling
to other countries in 1972 to 477,000 in 1975 (Annex 11.4). The increase has
been particularly substantial for tourists going to neighboring socialist
countries, except Yugoslavia. Tourism to non-socialist countries decreased
slightly between 1972 and 1975 and represented less than 10 percent of Romanian
tourism abroad in 1975.

E. Supply of Tourist Facilities and Services

15.19 In 1975, there were 2,399 lodging establishments with about 86,000
rooms and 279,000 beds in Romania. However, only 747 of these establishments,
with about 59,000 rooms and 159,000 beds, offered standards suitable for inter-
national tourism. The distribution of this capacity between types of estab-
lishments and tourist areas is shown in Annex 11.5. So far as the regional
distribution of capacity is concerned, the striking feature is the concentra-
tion at the seaside. In 1975, the Black Sea Coast accounted for more than
half of the total supply of beds, and two thirds of the beds suitable for
international tourism (Annex 11.5).

15.20 The 1971-75 Plan provided for the establishment of facilities with
35,000 beds, of which about half were located at the seaside. The average
cost per bed was about Lei 70,000 at the seaside, Lei 115,000 in the mountain
resorts and Lei 150,000 in spa and health resorts. (All costs are in 1963
prices and do not include cost of land and infrastructure such as power, water
and sewerage.) As in other sectors, Romanian policy has minimized the foreign
exchange component of investment expenditure in the tourism sector. It never
exceeds 20 to 25 percent for first class accommodations and 30 percent for
deluxe accommodations.

1/ About 70 percent of foreign tourists visit the Black Sea, most of them
d lrino thp uiimmpr months.
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15.21 The data provided by the Ministry of Tourism on capacity utilization
in the years 1970-75 (Annex 11.6) suggest a definite improvement not only for
the sector as a whole, with bed-occupancy rates increasing trom 67.1 percent
in 1970 to 76.7 percent in 1975, but also for each single form of accommoda-
tion. in comparing capacity utilization with other countries, these figures
have to be interpreted with great prudence, however, as they measure capacity
utilization only during the period when accommodation is available to the
public and do not reflect the strong seasonal element affecting the tourist
industry, particularly at the seaside.

15.22 To get a more accurate picture of the situation, specific bed-
occupancy rates in the main tourist areas are computed in Annex 11.7, and
these take into account the fraction of the year in which the various lodging
establishments are open. They show interesting disparities, both among tourist
areas as well as forms of accommodation. While for the country as a whole,
capacity utilization on a 365-day basis was 40.8 percent (36.6 percent in
establishments for international tourism), it was only 24.8 percent (25.7 per-
cent in establishments for international tourism) at the seaside where most
the lodging establishments are closed except for the four-month summer season.
In health and spa resorts, mountain resorts and other localities, on the other
hand, capacity utilization on a year-round basis was estimated at 67.5 percent,
56.4 percent and 53.5 percent, respectively (65.0 percent, 62.4 percent and
64.2 percent, in establishments for international tourism). This reflects the
importance of rest and treatment in domestic tourism as well as the efforts of
the government in encouraging off-season tourism. Further improvements in the
utilization of facilities are still required, though.

15.23 Another area in need of much improvement is the quality of tourism
services. The expansion of the sector was initially undertaken without a
parallel intensive effort to develop a human resource infrastructure meeting
the quality requirements of international tourism. As a result, service and
managerial performance in the sector have lagged. Corrective actions have
been taken but their impact is still limited in view of the large needs for
improvements. The most concerted effort to meet middle level manpower
requirements has been undertaken since 1971 under a UNDP training project.
About 15 percent of those permanently employed in the sector have attended
intensive training or refresher programs under this project. However, the
requirements for qualified higher level technical and managerial staff in
the sector have not been addressed yet systematically.

F. Costs, Tariffs, Profits and Control

15.24 A breakdown of the principal categories of costs in the tourism in-
duiqtrv in 197A and 1975 is given in Tnhle 15=4. OeUrhead and denreciation

account for more than 60 percent of the total. The high figures for repair
and maintonnnrca reflectt tha fact that mont of te lointnl hvney had tno beco-

pletely renovated in recent years to improve the quality of their services.
In other accounting sysC-- - --c-- Axp --t -e 1L-ay C- handled aC - 4-t-.f-.t.k
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Table 15.4: PRTNGTIPAL. CATFCORTES OF GORTR TN TOURTSM INDUSTRY. 1974

(in percentage)

Rpetairantq And !2
Hotel Industry /1 public food supply

1974 1975 1974 1975

1. Wages and social security
contributions 18.7 19.0 45.9 46.6

2. Overhead, including 48.7 46.0 23.6 24.7
- Reparation and maintenance 25.6

/ma-'or workms )

- Reparation and maintenance 1.9
mIiLILor worksL ) l. 8

- Rents /3
- Trlps of official deltgaLtons 0.12

- Heat, light, water, power and
other overhead

3. Transportation 12.5 13.0
4. Depreciation 13.1 14.0 7.9 6.7
5. Administration and management 8.2 6.9 6.6 6.3
6. Promotion .- u 

7. Other costs 8.2 14.1 3.2 2.7

Total iOO 100 100 100

/1 Only hotels depending on the Ministry of Tourism.
/2 Includes many restaurants or estabishments that do not belong to the

Ministry of Tourism and cater to the needs of the local population as
much as those of foreign tourists.

/3 Rents are charged only for lease of premises that do not belong to the
Ministry of Tourism.

Source: Ministry of Tourism.

15.25 Tariffs are established centrally by the Ministry of Tourism and
are subject to a periodic review to take into account trends in international

tourism prices. In recent years, the Government has raised tariffs for non-
organized tourism in line with average international prices while tariffs
for organized group tourism have been kept at a lower level to maintain their

competitive advantage. Tariffs for domestic tourism involve a different set
of criteria and may be at variance with those for international tourism.

15.26 Profitability has improved in recent years for hotels of the deluxe

and first class categories, which have benefited from an increase in capacity
utilization and from the influx of foreign tourists who are charged full inter-
national rates. On the other hand, hotels of the second class category regis-
tered a decrease in their profitability as increases in costs, particularly in
wages- could not be compensated for by increases in costs in domestic tariffs
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or in capacity utilization. The distribution of profits in the hotel industry
is subject to very detailed rules. Since 1974 half of the profits have been
forwarded to the national budget, about 15 percent retained to increase work-
ing capital, 18 percent transferred to the centralized investment fund of the
Ministry of Tourism, about four percent, respectively, went to the staff's
compensation fund, the repair and modernization fund and to the special equip-
ment fund; the rest has been for miscellaneous provisions.

15.27 The Ministry of Tourism exercises a very strict controi over all
lodging establishments. In addition to auditing the accounts of individual
units, the MIinistry also assesses the efficiency or operations using such
techno-economic indicators as: (1) expenditure in Lei per US dollar of
foreign exchange earned. The objective is to reduce the ratio for this
indicator. Targets have changed substantially in recent years as a result
of the devaluation of the US dollar. While a few years ago an expenditure
of 20 Lei per-dollar-earned was considered satisfactory, the objective now
is to spend only 12 Lei per-dollar-earned; in the peak season it seems pos-
sible to spend even less. Until recently the tourism sector outperformed
all other sectors working for exports in this respect. However, it now
seems that this advantage over other sectors is narrowing; (2) ratio of
receipts (or profits) to the average value of fixed invested capital, as
expressed in Lei. The objective is to maximize this ratio. Achievement
of the target established for this indicator is monitored even more closely
than the first.

G. Development Prospects

(1) The 1976-80 Plan

15.28 The 1976-80 Plan provides for the creation of 46,300 beds, a 23 per-
cent increase over the target in the 1971-75 Plan, which is already rather a
large program. The total cost of the planned investment in the tourism sector
for the 1976-80 period is Lei 5-6 billion. While this represents a 27 percent
increase over the expenditure of the previous plan period, the sector's share
in total planned investment continues to be insignificant, about half of one
percent. These allocations reflect the strong emphasis on industrialization
in Romania's development strategy as well as the Government's desire for a
gradual and controlled development of the sector during the Plan period. A
case could be made, however, for the allocation of more resources to a sector
that has earnings in convertible currencies. 1/ To look at one rough com-
parison: while in recent years investment in tourism has represented less
than 1.5 percent of investment in industry, the convertible currency earnings
of the tourism sector were almost 20 percent of those in industry.

15.29 It should be noted, however, that the case for allocation of more
resources to the sector cannot be based exclusively on the generation of
additional net foreign exchange earnings. The data publicly available are

1/ In the past five years, these earnings have more than doubled.
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not sufficient to establish the profitability of additional investment in

tourism and a more detailed analysis, based on occupancy rates, tariffs,

operational and investmUent costs, is needed before any conclusis can be
reached in this respect.

15.30 As shown in table 13.5, the 1976-80 Plan represents a radical

change of emphasis in the regional distribution of investment. Only 15.4

percent of the planned investment will be allocated to the seaside; mountain

resorts will receive 27.2 percent; spa and health resorts, 23.5 percent; and

other towns along tourist itineraries the biggest relative share, 33.9 per-

cent. This new emphasis on the hinterland has not only been stimulated by

the problems of seasonality and lower occupancy rates encountered in the sea-

side, but by studies showing that tourist demand is becoming more diversified

with a greater proportion of tourists expressing interest in organized tourism

taking them to different parts of the country. Diversification is also seen

as a way to prevent a reduction in the average length of stay of foreign

tourists--and possibly to increase it. Emphasis in the 1976-80 Plan will

also be on the creation of high quality accommodations. Quality standards

will be reinforced throughout the country and many investments will seek to

upgrade existing capacity to meet international tourism standards.

Table 15.5: INVESTMENTS IN THE HOTEL INDUSTRY

1971-75 Plan 1976-80 Plan

In lei 1n% In lei In %
(million) (million)

Seaside 2,494 48.8 867 15.4

Spa and health resorts 579 11.3 1,315 23.5

Mountain Resorts 417 9.7 1,527 27.2

Other tourist itineraries 1,538 30.2 1,906 33.9

5,108 100.0 5,615 100.0

Source: Ministry of Tourism.

15.31 Foreign tourist arrivals are expected to increase at an average

annual growth rate of 6.5 percent, reaching 4.4 million in 1980 (Table 15.6).
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Table 15.6: FOREIGN TOURIST ARRI-vALS PROJECTIONS

(in thousands)

Average annual
growth rate

1974 1975 1980 1975-1980
(actual) (actual) (estimates)

Tourists from socialist
countries 3,181.5 2,571 3,630 7.2%

Tourists from non-
socialist countries 643.7 635 770 3.9%

- organized 369.0 428 555 5.4%
- non-organized 274.7 207 215 0.8%

Total 3,825.3 3,206 4,400 6.5%

Source: Ministry of Tourism.

The growth rate is estimated to be about 7 percent for tourists from socialist
countries and only 4 percent for those from non-socialist countries (represent-
ing an increase from 635,000 in 1975 to 770,000 in 1980). The rather moderate
growth rates in all categories, with organized tourism having a slight edge
over the others, reflects the deliberate policy choices discussed earlier. It
should be noted that the growth estimate for tourists from socialist countries
has been reduced from a previous higher level (4.7 million by 1980) possibly
to eliminate the favorable balance Romania has been enjoying with its CMEA
partners in this area. Also, the estimates have not been adjusted to account
for the impact of the earthquake on foreign tourism. The earthquake in March
1977 occurred at the beginning of the period when foreign reservations are
confirmed. By May 1977, it was clear that over two thirds of the expected
foreign tourists had changed their holiday plan because of the earthquake.

15.32 The Romanians give higher priority to providing better and more
diversified services so as to increase per-day expenditures and are interested
in increasing the influx of tourists from non-socialist countries. Assuming
that no substantial increase in the average length of stay of foreign tourists
is to be achieved, increased expenditures per day per capita, particularly in
the case of tourists from non-socialist countries, should play a very important
role in achieving the objective assigned by the 1976-80 Plan, that of doubling
gross foreign currencv earnings of international tourism.

(2) lnngpr Term Plans

15.33 For thp decade of thp 1980's, the nnlv nrjiprctd pannnRinn so

far is in tourist bed capacity. The additional number of beds planned for
1981-85 is 100,000 beds, with another 120,000 planned for 1986-90. This
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is quite an ambitious plan of expansion, especially if it means a continua-

tion of a strategy directed toward the development of higher yield and higher

quality tourism facilities. If successful, it could more than double the sec-

tor's contribution of foreign exchange and create new employment opportunities

within the economy. Of course, domestic tourism would also benefit from such

a policy but the underlying assumptions regarding domestic occupancy rates and

the like are not available.

15.34 Notwithstanding the positive aspects of the sector's potential, even

a doubling in activities by 1990 would have slight effect on its economic

importance. And while every effort should be undertaken to make the fullest

use of the national tourism assets, the potential contribution of the sector,

particularly as an earner of foreign exchange, should not be overrated. It

can provide a considerable sum of foreign exchange to finance the development

effort but it cannot be relied upon as a stable or major foreign exchange

earner because of its dependence on international economic conditions and

potential volatility. Perhaps the latter is recognized by the Government and

explains why neither the Annual nor the Five-Year Plan include any references

whatsoever to the sector. Faster and more expanded growth is not likely

because of two maior constraints: first, such sector growth would encounter

strong competition from tourism services provided in neighboring Balkan

states; and second, the authorities' desire for an orderly and controlled

growth of tourism to ensure compatibility with plan objectives.
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PART IV: DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS

DEVELOPU±ENT PROSPECTS

A. Perspective Prognosis to 1990 and the 1976-80 Five Year Plan

16.01 Examination of Romania's achievements has shown the 1950s and 1960s
to be the years in which a strong base was being created for the rapid fulfill-
ment of the country's economic and political goals. During the 1960s, the
momentum of economic growth was more firmly establishsed and the country's
long term perspectives more clearly defined.

16.02 The 1970s have been planned as the decisive period in the achieve-
ment of Romania's long term development objectives. The economy is to move
from a state of underdevelopment to one of economic strength. Industrial
strength, in particular, is expected to be solidified, with 1990 as the target
for Romania's economic parity with other Eastern European economies. A per
capita income of $2,500-$3,000 is projected (in 1963 prices). Economic per-
formance in 1971-75 was reviewed in Chapter Six, the record was one of the
most successful in Romania's economic history. Growth targets were ambitious
but on average they were overfilled. Macro-economic targets of the perspective
and current five year plans are reviewed in this chapter. (The 1976-80 plan
targets and objectives for the major sectors have already been discussed in
earlier chapters of this report.)

16.03 The perspectives to 1990 were established by the Eleventh Congress
of the RCP in 1974 in its Directives for the 1976-80 five year plan and its
guidelines for the country's socio-economic development in 1981-90. 1/ The
plan targets are given in Table 16.1. These figures were drafted on the basis
of 1974 data and will be modified depending on the outcome of the 1976-80 Five-
Year Plan.

1/ Directites of the Eleventh, Congres of thea PoMnIin Cnmmuni t Party-7 con-

vening the 1976-80 Five Year Plan and the Guidelines for Romania's Eco-
-.-LL.L and S'cial DevelUopent over Ih 198-00 perio
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Table 16.1: 1976-90 PERSPECTIVE PROGNOSIS
(1990 vs. 1975)

National Income 3.5x - 3.8x

Gross Industrial Produrtion 3.5x - 4.Ox

Gross Agricultural Production 1.5 - 1.8x /a

Investments in Nationral Economy (five year averaae)

- 1975-90 vs. 1961-75 7.3x

- 1981-90 vs. 1971-80 more than 2x

Distribution of National Income

Consumption Fund (%) 68-70

A'ccumulation Fund (%) 30-32

Volume of Foreign Trade 3x /,
Real Incomes Per Capita 216-252
Real Remuneration 170=190

Volume of Retail Sales 2.9x - 3.4x /c

/a 1986-90 over 1971-75.
/b In 1975 prices.
/c In current prices.

Source: Ibid.

16.04 A large, if slightly lower, share of resources are targeted for

investment, mainly industry. The high growth rates of heavy industry will

continue their momentum furthering this sector's pivotal role and its con-

tribution to Romania's social product, which should read 78-80 percent by

1990. Within this framework, the guidelines provide high growth rates for

the engineering and chemical industries, whose contribution to gross indus-

trial production will rise from some 44 percent in 1975 to almost 50 percent

in 1980 and 55-60 percent by 1990. An ambitious program of development of

the power resources is envisaged (discussed in detail in Chapter Fourteen)

to meet the industrialization requirements, coupled with a most intensive

energy saving drive that is intended to contain the increase of energy con-

sumption to about double the 1975 levels in face of a more than tripling

expansion of national income.

16.05 In agriculture, emphasis will be placed on intensive development,

with priority given to (a) the livestock subsector, whose share in total

agricultural production is targeted to rise to 50 percent by 1990; (b)

irrigation, reaching 5 million ha by 1990, or about half of the country's

arable land; (c) mechanization; and (d) increased application of chemicals,

reaching 300-325 kgs per hectare by 1990 (compared to 115 kgs in 1975).

With intensive mechanization the bulk of its manpower is expected to be

released for the industrialization drive, leaving only about 12-15 percent

of the labor force in the sector by 1990.
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16.06 Improvements in consumption are pianned both in quantitative and
qualitative terms. Real incomes per capita are projected to increase annually
by 5-6 percent from 1975-90 and real remuneration is planned to be 1.7-1.9
times bigger at the end of the period. By 1990, provision of social funds
(pension, health, recreation, etc.) will have reached the level where it
accounts for 30-32 percent of the population's total income. The most impor-
tant improvements in standard of living would be in the reduction of the work
week (to 44-46 hours by 1980, and 40-42 hours by 1990) and the provision of
more and improved housing. Because of the earthquake, however, the implement-
ation of the program for the reduction of the work week has been postponed to
begin in 1978 instead of 1977 and end by 1982 instead of 1980.

16.07 As Table 16.2 indicates and Figure 16.1 illustrates, the perspec-
tive prognosis is divided into two distinct periods with considerably different
plan targets. The high growth of 1971-75 is planned to continue its momentum
throughout the 1970's under the current five year plan but with a lower growth
rate in the 1980s. In absolute terms, though, the planned growth is still
very substantial. Separate plans for these two periods are reviewed briefly
below.

(a) The 1976-80 Plan

16.08 First, it should be mentioned that some of the planned levels of
output for 1975, as for example in agriculture, that have been used as the
base for the Directives for the 1976-80 plan were too high because of the
subsequent flood damage. Details of the macro plan targets are shown in Table
16.2 and the implications have been graphed in Figure 16.1. National income
is planned to grow at an annual average real rate of 10-11 percent, which is
only fractionally lower than the actual level achieved for 1971-75. Social
product is expected to grow at 8.4-9.4 percent, 1/ gross industrial production
at 10.2-11.2 percent and gross agricultural production at 5.0-7.6 percent;
except for agriculture these are slightly lower than the level previously
achieved. Total investment, on the other hand, is planned to increase its
rate of growth from 11.5 to 12.7 percent.

16.09 The volume of foreign trade (valued in 1975 prices) is planned to
double over the period following a doubling in current prices during 1971-75.
The Directives indicate that exports are planned to grow faster than imports
and an overall trade surplus is expected by 1980, especially with the con-
vertible area. This will permit Romania to pay off a significant proportion
of her convertible currency foreign debt.

1/ The planned lower growth rate of social nroduct compared with national
income indicates the expected decline in proportion of material expen-
ditu,rpe berauqsp of incrasqpd Pfficipncv in nroduction
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Table 16.2: PLAN TARGETS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
(in comparable 1963 prices)

1971-75 1976-80 1976-80 1976-90

Actual Directives Plan Perspective
(1975 vs. 1970) (1980 vs. 1975) (1980 vs. 1975) (1990 vs. 1975)

Social Product 165 147-154 150-157 3.5-3.8x

National Income 171 154-161 161-168.5 3.5-4.Ox

Gross Industrial Production 184 154-161 162-170 1.9x 6/
Gross Agricultural Production 1/ 125 125-134 128-144 7.3x 5/

Investrments in,National Econo.my 1/ 166 165-172 183.4 3.1x 6/

Distribution of National Income:

Consumption Fund (%) 66 66- 67 66- 67 68-70
Accumulation Fund (%) 34 33- 34 33- 34 30-322

Volume of Foreign Trade 1/2/ 206 172-180 3/ 190-201. 3/ 300x 3/4/

Exports 1/2/ 213 175-185 3/
Imports 1/2/ 200 160-170 3/

Average N'umber of Employees 123.3 116-119 116-119.2
Labor Productivity (present work
week)

in industry 136 138-142 150-153.8
in construction 146 150-156 150-156.9

......ilay 127 120-126 120-127.3

Cut in material expenditures per
1,000 lei of marketable output
in national industry (%) 9.2 6.5-7.0 8.5-9.5

Total Real Incomes 146 135-137 135-140

Real Incomes per capita 139 216-252

Population (%)
Remuneration Fund 151-155
Real Remuneration 120 118-120 118-122 170-190

Real Incomes of Peasantry per
capita 120 120-125 120-129

Volume of Retail Sales 2/ 148 140-145 145-147.5 2.96-3.4

Services to Population 169 161-168 161-168.6

1/ Five-year averages
2/ Current prices

T/ Tn 1975 nrices
4/ 1990 as against 1975
5/ 1975-90 vs. 1971-75
6/ 1986-90 vs. 1971-/5

Sources: Anuarul Statistic. Law on the Adoption of the Unified National Plan of Economic and Social
Development of the Socialist Republic of Romania over 1976-80; Directives of the 11th Congress

of the RCP concerning the 1976-80 Five-Year Plan and the Guidelines for Romania's Economic and

Social Development over the 1981-90 period.
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16.10 The indicators of the standard of living once again show rates of
growth lower-than th-n tho-se for the productive sectors as would be expected with,
such a high reinvestment ratio, but until their recent revision the rates were
very- m4ilar to tIose achieve Ai Ct pre v -i-o p lan. Iota' real -i-cmes ---
capita are now planned to increase at about 7.2 percent p.a. versus an initial
target of U6.2=~7.0 percent p.a., reall wages at 5.4 percent per annumd versus
3.4-4.1 percent initially planned, the real income per capita of the agri-
cultural work-ers at 3.7=~5.2) percenLt an' tht-e growth of the consumption fundLUL La WULCL aL J ~J .~LCI u IIC~ U L I .U LLi L.1IU Lp1L L.LI

8 percent p.a.

16.11 The overall picture for 1976-80 appears to be that of an even more
intensive industrialization drive. National income is to grow at a faster
rate than social product, indicating a reduction, on average, of material
inputs per unit of output in the productive sector. Industry is stiii ieading
the way with high growth rates accounted for by large and increasing doses of
investment. About 75 percent of the growth of the sector would come from
increased investment, and a total of 2,400 new plants are expected to be
operational during the plan period. The policy for the past 20 years is that
the only way to achieve a multilaterally developed socialist society is
through rapid industrial growth; the 1976-80 plan continues that policy with
chemicals and mechanical engineering as the major growth sectors. 1/

16.12 As a result of this growth, the structure of the economy will show
further changes. By 1980, for example, the share of industry in social
product is expected to increase to 69 percent from the 1975 share of 68 per-
cent. Perhaps more important is the role of foreign trade. It is estimated
that, in 1975 prices, exports reached the high level of 27 percent of national
income. By 1980 this is planned to increase to approximately 30 percent,
involving Romania more deeply in world economy.

(b) The 1981-90 Perspective

16.13 The picture for the 1980s is somewhat different. While the indices
of the standard of living continue to grow at a constant rate, the macro
targets indicate a slight slowdown in the rate of growth (Table 16.2 and
Figure 16.1). The growth of national income during the decade is planned to
be 8.1-8.4 percent p.a., which, although lower than before, is still very high
in comparison with the rest of the world. Similarly, growth of gross indus-
trial production will drop to 8.0-8.9 percent p.a. from the 10-2.-11.2 percent
of the 1976-80 plan. The growth of investment is more difficult to calculate
as data is only provided in five year totals but the magnitude of the scale-
down can be seen in the figures for total investment 1976-80 which are 1.834 x
that of 1971-75; in 1981-90 there will be twice as much as in 1971-80. One
estimate shows that the 1976-80 annual average growth rate of 12.7 percent is
likely to be cut in half. This is consistent with the fact that the consump-
tion fund will increase its share in national income to 68-70 percent for the
whole 1976-90 period, which in turn implies that by 1990 the share will be

1/ See Chapter Ten and Appendix 5, for more detailed discussions of the
pl an fo-r th-e l-ndutrlal Sectr
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even greater and it can be assumed that by then the growth of real incomes
will be close to that of the national income. 1/ The targets for trade show a
similar reversal of a previous trend. Trade volume for 1976-80 is planned to
be twice that of 1971-75 while the total volume in 1990 is only three times
that amount. In other words, the increase in trade over 1971-80 in absolute
terms will be the same as over the entire 1981-90 period. It is estimated
that with this slowdown in the rate of growth, exports will be reduced to 28
percent of national income by 1990 from 30 percent in 1980.

(c) Additional Development Objectives

16.14 Both the 1976-80 plan and the long term perspectives indicate
problems that Romania anticipates and also some directions in which the
policies are intended to take the economy. These are:

(i) improving equity in regional development;
(ii) encouraging scientific and technological development;

(iii) improving work efficiency and product quality; and
(iv) reducing consumption of energy and raw materials.

16.15 The details of the plan given above are all macro growth targets
but as Chapter Six has already brought out, from the late sixties, regional
development has also been a priority. This priority has not been reduced as
development continues but instead has increased. It is also now being linked
with a new development objective: town development and redevelopment.

16.16 The Directives devote a complete section to the "Development of
Counties and Economic and Social Planning", where it states:

"The process of a balanced economic and social development of all
counties and of physically planning of the territory will grow more
marked under the next five year plan, favorable conditions being
ensured to a general raising of the civilization standards in all
regions and a growing material level and spiritual standard of the
whole people."

16.17 Not only is a high growth rate desirable but it is also essential
that the benefits be distributed to all sectors. As before, the main instru-
ment of regional equalization is industrial investment, with particular
emphasis being placed upon the less developed judets. The 1976-80 plan
envisages a further regional redistribution of industry, stating that by
1980 there should be no judet whose gross industrial output is less than
the 10 billion lei in comparable prices. Of the 40 judets of Romania, 16
would rank at production levels between 10-15 billion lei, 12 between 15-25
billion lei, 8 between 25-50 billion lei and in only four judets (Brasov,

1/ It is anticipated that in 1990 the grnwth of real incnmpe will be greater
than that of national income. However, because of the relatively low
growth rate of real income between 197; and 1980, real incomes will
increase by a smaller percentage than national inGome over the whole
rperiod, 1975-1990.
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Galati, Prahova and the municlpal4ty of Buchares) r e uld the value of gross

industrial output exceed 50 billion lei. 1/ The highest average annual rates

of growth1- of production (15 percent and mlore) would be achieved in t-he indus-

trially less developed judets of Bistrita-Nasaud, Salaj, Tulcea, Vaslui,

Covas,ia, Jotosani, Vlrarcea, orj and IalomiLta. Industrial investment is not,

however, the Government's only instrument of regional equalization. As a

departure from previous policy, the Five Year Plan also establishes the pre-

requisites for making each judet self-sufficient in meat and eggs.

16.18 As part of the general policy of regional development, the first

stage of the provisions of the National Program of Physical, Urban and Rural

Planning will be implemented. Under this program, big city growth will con-

tinue to be controlled and a more rational geographic distribution o' the

population will be effected through the development of a network of towns and

urban centers distributed throughout the country. a totalL of 400-500 of these

centers is planned for 1976-90, about 120 of them during 1976-80. The economic

activities and viability of each town center would depend on its comparative

advantage.

16.19 Another theme that recurs throughout the literature on the plans is

that of the technico-scientific revolution to take place in the coming years.

For example, the preamble to the 1976-80 Plan Law states:

"To obtain the objectives assigned it is planned to broaden the

contribution made by Romanian scientific and technological re-

search and development to resolution of the problems raised by
fulfillment of the plan, so that the 1976-80 Five Year Plan may

be characterized as Five Year Plan of the technical and scientific

revolution in all sectors of the national economy."

16.20 The role of science is seen in several lights. 2/ First, it is

considered to be a major way in which economic efficiency can be increased.

Second, it is to have a leading role in the creation of new products and

techniques in order that Romania may develop and utilize industrial processes

that can compete with the most developed countries of the world. Emphasis is

given to developing new products using local raw materials and technology. 3/

Finally, it has a significant role in the search for, and utilization of, raw

materials and energy resources.

1/ For distribution of judets by industrial outputs in earlier time periods,

see Table 6.9 and discussion in paras. 6.26-6.32.

2/ See also discussion on scientific and technological research in Appendix

11.

3/ For example, in 1976-80, over 85 percent of new or modernized technolo-

aies are provided to be achieved on the basis of Romanian know-how.
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16.21 For at least the past decade, all Romanian plans have emphasized
the same problems, namely those of efficiency and quality. The 1976-80 plan
is no exception, and in fact both these problems appear more critical now
than when they were first raised. 1/ The Directives point out that:

"Under the 1976-80 Five Year Plan an essential target, besides
the fast rate of development of material production, is the
growing efficiency, the raising to a high qualitative level of
the whole economic and social activity. This calls for firm
activity to raise labor productivity, cut down production costs,
improve the quality of products and better use the fixed assets
of all material and financial resources of the country. Special
attentioni will be paid to the cutting down of material expenditures."

16.22 The increased seriousness of the problem has emerged at a time when
growth has been the prescribed goal. Many of the expandinR industries have
been supplying internal markets and have been protected by tariff walls and
import restrictions. 2/ At the same time, planned targets and prices have
not necessarily been conducive to creating the optimal technical or economic
methods of production. This suggests that inefficiencies have remnained in
some production processes despite planners' exhortations to the contrary.
With enterprises striving to meet high growth targets efficiencrv has slffered
in some cases.

16.23 Various exhortations throughout the plan documents show awareness
of these nroblems. The full use nf exiztring caparities and fixed assets
emerges as a major priority and one which, in a planned economy, should not
be too dicffirilt- tn arhi e TImproving product quality, however, is a more
difficult task. It cannot only be legislated and it requires the creation of
engrainDd condnition in the system to- indruc 4mprce.r t -it.

16.294 The final themae which runs through the plan is that of reductlon n
the consumption of energy and raw materials. Chapter Fourteen has indicated
that the days of energy self-sufficiency are now past. Although Romania has
a wide range of mineral resources, it is realized that they are insufficient
to slpnnlv thp rnl,nt-ru nvt1x As a result, the plan consistenly emphasizes
the need to minimize raw material and energy intputs in all sectors and
to max-imize the internal output of both. 3/ It 4s pla-e that until 190l

national income will increase 3.5-3.8-fold, while consumption of primary energy

1/ It is interesting to note that reduction of material expenditure per
unit outlputl has now become a com'pullsOrly -target1 ~~ -- --- -hr are diCi.ult-~ .. s~. ~ ..~.'w ~ ~ LJuJ~JJ.y La 6 ~L 4JUL LLtI=Lt- aEt- ULLLLL.LU±LLCb=

achieving it.

2/ Actual tariffs have been low but physical restrictions on imports have
i-mplied eflective protection of many products.

3/ This is consistent with the continuing generai policy of import substi-
tution wherever possible.
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will about double. In order to accomplish this, priority has been given to
"those sub-branches and highly technical equipment that use less power" and it
is also planned to reduce the energy consumption of existing processes. The
1976-80 Plan also calls for reduction in consumption of material expenditures
amounting to 90 billion lei. 1/

B. Major Issues and Problems

16.25 Romania is now in a transition stage, having become a net importer
of energy resources in the early 1970s. It is expected to rely heavily on
imports of raw materials and crude oil in order to attain its future growth
targets. Although endowed with a wide variety of energy resources including
crude oil, natural gas, coal, lignite, and hydropower, reserves of these are
not adequate to meet the domestic energy requirements arising from the gov-
ernment's strategy of a rapidly growing industrial sector. The resource
demands of the expansion and diversification of industrial output have now
outgrown the country's resource base. The resource gap is being met by
increasing imports of raw materials such as metals and energy resources.

16.26 As a consequence, the scenario of Romania's future economic develop-
ment is changing dramatically. Its investment policies will be more and more
bound up with the expansion of the foreign trade sector. To sustain its pre-
sent growth momentum and the structure of its industrialization program its
manufactured goods will have to nenetrate world markets much more deeplv. A
greater integration into the world economy will also introduce another compli-
cation: a degree of unnredictabilit-v in thp foreign trade stctor wit-h an

uncharted effect on a previously totally planned economy.

16.27 If all plans are fulfilled, Romania will have 'taken off' and become
an industrializeA ronomy 1990, na level wi; t nn7A ny othe, countries con-

sidered developed. By then, the consumption fund will have increased its
share in -aior.al income to approximately 70 percent. Desp4te contlnuing
policies of import substitution, Romania is expected to remain a trading
nation with an exportCs natlonall iincUOme -t a f ao ut' L 8 C rn 1erC I_L tj 

exports are expected to be chemicals and machinery and her imports will be
mainLy f uels U U o1[C L r aw mIlaterial

r_ 00 - - -- --- -- 

10.280 in order to utilizL. 1.oULUC5 fully, the present plan is very tight
in the sense that the margins for error or underfulfillment are small. With
the economy becomaing more complex and its increasing number of linkages among
sectors and with other economies, unplanned disturbances are likely to set off
reverberations through many sectors, making the process of planning more dif-
ficult. In principle, each plan provides reserves in order to offset the
influence of some external circumstances. For example, as shown in para 3.13,
the material balances include such plan reserves. The impact, though, of a
major catastrophe (such as the recent earthquake and the flood in 1975) cannot
be anticipated and these are likely to have longer term effects on the economy
requiring some adjustments in the implementation of the plan.

1/ Sector and product specific targets have been discussed in Chapters
Ten and Twelve on the industrial and construction sectors.
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16.29 Previous sections in this report have also been able to identify
difficulties that are emerging in the sectors of industrvy construrt-ion,
transportation and energy and their potential impact on overall growth, but
have also noted that the Covernment annreciates these nroblems It is likely
from past experience that it will adapt measures oriented in achieving the
main obiectives of the five_vear nlan. A mnnrp eytpnsive disc,,ccuion nf the
implications of these constraints as well as requirements for their elimina-
tion is given below.

16.30 WitH dnmestir resource mobilization already at sustained higher
levels, the major challenges facing the Romanian economy are:

(a) to increase economic efficiency in resource utilization and
to imnrnov nroduct qualit-;

(b) to contain imports vels to achieve sufficient
export penetration of world markets to sustain the targeted

(c) to develop adoptability of the e.onomic sectors in, order to
respond to world market changes and to offset the vulner-
ability of the eeconoLy to externa'L teC0nliLC UocidLations.

\~ J ~A_ ~Li~.y ClLLU L LUUUL~L k~Uad1±LY

16.3q1 T~ nt : Aom ear_l -_e_r ____:__ _a1

v_ 1 O so JF _ jJL LttL Li Ur ed .L b CU b L L u1u LlidL Lne GovernmenE nas long
recognized the need to increase efficiency in resource utilization and to im-
prove product quality. But iL has aiso been shown chat despite progress, the
scope for further improvements is great. Some of the internal problems can be
regarded as constraints that can be removed through the present planning and
administrative system; for example, improvements in the accuracy of the plan-
ning anrd moniLtoring powers, and corresponding changes in resource allocation,
could alleviate such potential problems as labor shortages in construction or
in the rapidly growing sectors. Simiiarly, corrective actions in the indus-
trial sector, such as increasing specialization in plants and'thereby reaping
uenefits of economies of scale, might be undertaken relatively easily.

16.32 But there are other probiems whose resolution is more difficult.
For example, product quality and the maximization of returns on investments are
important objectives to be achieved. Product quaiity will be a major factor
in determining Romania's capacity to become a significant exporting nation and
compete with established firms in these fields. But' the system's indicators
used to evaluate and reward performance will have to emphasize in much greater
measure quailty performance parallel to volumetric achievements. Another area
of potential improvement in resource utilization is in the country's project
selection criteria, as has already been noted in para 3.34.
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(b) The External Sector

16.33 The internal problems described above assume greater importance once

their impact upon the foreign trade performance is considered. The improve-

ments in economic performance required to eliminate the problem of quality and

efficiency can be built into the domestic plan and can be made gradually with-

out providing fundamental obstacles to the fulfillment of objectives. However,

these issues must be solved more quickly in the trade sector if plans are to

be implemented. Foreign trade has become a crucial sector in the economy both

in terms of absolute size and interrelationships with the other sectors and

the fulfillment of the foreign trade plan is essential if the main targets

of the five-year plan are to be reached.

16.34 The plan expects an increase in the export ratio to more than 30

percent by 1980 and even with a minor reduction to about 28 percent by 1990,

the plan implies an increase in the volume of trade by 300 percent by 1980

over 1975 levels. The visible problems in the external sector are of course

twofold: the containment of imports to planned levels and the promotion of

sufficient exports to achieve targets.

16.35 The review of 1971-75 showed that imports of all raw materials

increased more rapidly than all the output indexes, with the share of fuel

and raw materials increasing from 43 percent of all imports in 1970 to 52

percent in 1975. With the economy moving into a deficit position in the

resource field, unless the growth of raw material inputs is reduced, the

rapid growth rates in industrial production and national income are going

to necessitate a continuing growth in imports.

16.36 Evidently, the Romanians are fully cognizant of this; as para 16.24

iodicates a more economical use of raw materials, coupled with efforts to find

additional resources at home and abroad, and to produce more synthetic sub-

stitutes at home, are all major priorities in the plan. Nevertheless, the

targets -- such as the cut in material expenditures per 1000 lei of marketable

output in industry of 8.5-9.5 percent between 1975-80 -- are quite high. If

they are not met, imports will grow faster than planned and efforts to contain

them under these circumstances to planned levels could hold production back

for lack of imports and/or lead to a deterioration of product quality if

domestic substitutes of insufficient quality are utilized.

16.37 The imnort substitution policy is in fact broader than indicated

above as there are efforts to produce as much as possible within the country.

In some cses, suich as the production of certain consumer goods, the decision

to proceed with the establishment of a domestic industry is taken even if the

ground rules using thp trading rate of $1 = 20 lei are not met and the initial

cost of the goods implies a higher rate. The policy is that in the long run

any process must be efficient (i.e. infant industries may be protected in the

short run). Import substitution on a massive scale has been reinstimulated

since the 1975 floods and this will undoubtedly continue in the aftermath of

the earthquake.
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16.38 The more serious problem, however, is likely to be on the export
side. In 1975 prices, total exports are required to grow at an average annual
rate of abouL 12-13 percent unt'l 19080, adu ten at an average rate of some
6-7 percent until 1990. Three sectors in particular are expected to take the
lead in this expansion: machinery and equipment, chemicals and, to a lesser
extent, industrial consumer goods. The official documents allow some deduc-
tions with regard to the growth of the main industrial sectors. By 1980,
chemicals and machinery and equipment are expected to increase their share
in total exports to 50 percent and 38 percent in 1975 and this will increase
further to about 60 percent by 1990. A growth rate of approximately 20 per-
cent p.a. is estimated until 1980 and after that a lower rate of slightly
under 10 percent p.a. Industrial consumer goods are projected to grow at
about 15 percent p.a. until 1980 and 10 percent thereafter.

16.39 The magnitude of these increases can be seen from the fact that
exports in constant prices will be 90-101 percent higher in 1980 than they
were in 1975, 1/ and three times higher by 1990. In absolute figures, it is
predicted that exports will increase from $5.3 billion to $8.0-$9.0 billion in
1980 (in 1975 prices). Such an increase will not be easy to achieve in terms
of output. But it will be even more difficult to sell this quantity of goods
on the world market especially as even under favorable circumstances the
international economy is not expected to grow more than 5-6 percent per annum.
In other words Romanian trade would be growing faster than world trade and
would compete with others' shares in the world market. This could lead to
retaliation and quota restrictions.

16.40 The greatest problem is likely to be in the field of machinery and
equipment in convertible areas, where Romania will have to compete with such
countries as West Germany, U.S.A., U.K. and France. In order to break into
the market substantially, Romania will have to produce exceptionally high
quality equipment and to deliver it expeditiously for these two elements
probably outweigh others, including price. So far, Romania has a relatively
limited number of capital goods which have successfully penetrated the con-
vertible markets. Because of inadequate marketing and support services, a
number of products with competitive quality have to be sold at discount prices
while in other products substantial efforts have to be made to raise the
quality level to that of world competition. In the case of oil drilling
equipment for example, which is a quality product, Romania had the equipment
on the shelf when a world shortage occurred. But it would have been more
difficult to sell such amounts of equipment if, for example, American drills
had been available at that time. If Romania has made an inroad into the
markets, it is likely to be uphill work to increase, or even maintain her
stake.

1/ This target refers to the volume of trade in 1976-80 over 1971-75.
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16.41 Certain avenues around these problems are being sought. One is
a move to increase bilateral trade agreements 1/ and the second, in some
ways complementary, is to attempt to move towards more trade with the
developing world. In 1975, about 18 percent of trade was with developing
countries and by 1980 it is pianned to increase to 30 percent. Almost half of
the incresae in trade will be with the developing countries between 1976-80.
They may have less stringent demands for sophisticated machinery and equipment
and are likely to pay for them with raw materials, which is precisely what
Romania requires. However, the group of developing countries now includes
the majority of oil producers who have recently shown themselves to be very
demanding about the quality of the goods they buy and have oriented their
purchasing towards products of the developed economies.

16.42 Other problems exist in the field of machinery and equipment. At
present, the greatest advances are being made in import substitutions. The
purchasing of licenses has been a means of achieving that. Some licenses and
patents, however, specifically exclude the possibility of exporting in compe-
tition with the mother firm. 2/ If Romania is to obtain a permanent role in
the world market for machinery and equipment she will have to develop a tech-
nology that can stand up to the competition in specific fields.

(c) Responsiveness to World Economic Conditions

16.43 Furthermore in the world market there are constant changes in
requirements and demands. If Romania is to be successful, it must be respon-
sive to these changes and apply a flexible planning system. In this sense,
the planning system would have to encourage in greater measure more diversi-
fied production to satisfy the demands of world customers in producers' and
consumers' goods areas. Some decentralization of decision making along with
a system of incentives would develop initiative in identifying and satisfying
these demands.

16.44 The lower flexibility of the Romanian system also handicaps it to
a certain degree in facing the cyclical trends of the world economy, partic-
ularly in chemicals and machinery. A slump in the world economy will hurt the
countrv's exports to convertible currency areas and affect total exports which
are expected to retain a rather high share of about 28 percent of national
income by 1990. The majority of imports will be raw materials and interme-
diate products rather than goods in the final demand sector so any containment
of imports in the face of adverse exports will directly limit the level of
production. Furthermore, as noted in para 16.28 above, the linkages in the
economy are becoming more extensive and any disruntions will have far-ranging
effect on the economy. Until recently, exogenously determined factors had
little imnart on Romania's economv. But the country's increasing trade inter-

action with the world economy will increase the domestic economy's dependence

1/ A-mounts indicated in such agreements are targets and thpir fulfillm.ent,

therefore, remains to be seen.

2/ A good example is the recently signed agreement with Citroen.
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to world market oscillations--and these new conditions are exogenous to the
economy.

C. The March 1977 Earthquake and its Economic Impact

16.45 The economy was dealt a severe blow on March 4, 1977 when a violent
earthquake occurred in the east of the country, centered in the judet of
Vrancea. The earthquake, the effects of which were most severe in the vici-
nity of Bucharest, killed 1570 people, injured 9300 and caused damage valued
by the Government at US$2 billion. A large proportion of the damage was to
fixed assets, mainly buildings, and of the US$1.4 billion damage to buildings,
US$1 billion was in housing. The damage to fixed assets in the productive
sector was relatively small and foregone production and destruction of inven-
tories was estimated at approximately US$500 million. The earthquake also
had a substantial impact upon the country's balance of payments prospects.
Government projections suggest that the impact upon the balance of payments
will be approximately US$630 million during 1977 and 1978, consisting of
US$350 million in lost exports (as a result of lost orders, production losses
and diversion of production to the domestic economy), US$250 million in addi-
tional imports, chiefly machinery and equipment for the construction sector,
and about US$30 million in lost tourist receipts.

16.46 Immediately after the earthquake, the Government began clearance
and reconstruction work and was very successful in overcoming its immediate
effects. Debris was cleared, housing was found for the vast majority of those
left homeless, chiefly by giving them priority for new housing, and most enter-
prises were returned within a few weeks to full production. To deal with the
substantial longer-term impact, the Government instituted a comprehensive
reconstruction program which is planned to permit both the impact of the
earthquake to be eliminated by 1980 and the targets of the 1976-80 Plan to
be met. The major components of the reconstruction program are first, an
acceleration in the expansion of the construction sector and those industria1
branches supplying equipment and materials to the sector; and second, the
construction of an additional 200,000 houses during the 1976-80 period so
as to replace the housing destroyed by the earthquake and also to ease more
quickly than previously anticipated the housing constraint. The resources
for the additional tasks during this Plan period are expected to be secured
from three sources: first; from the arpater efforts of the nonulation,
notably compulsory and unpaid work initially on all Sundays and still on one
Siindav each month, voluntary work, a deferral of the reduction in t-ha working
week, financial contributions from workers and utilization of the army for
reconstruction work; second, savings of production expendit-ures obtaid from
improvements in the efficiency of production, which are now expected to be
greater than originally anticipated; and third, external borrowings to finance
those imports not paid for by intensified export efforts.

16.47 While the Government has clearly stated its determination that the
earthquake will not prevent the implementation on schedule of Plan targets,
it is also clear that the earthquake has made this achievement more difficult.
in tih1e external sector, the earthquake adds to thle dlifficuti.tes, relferredd 'lo
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ear[Lier, Lin lt:ieLLIlL L UL trade targets. Ln the d s the earth-

quake also accentuates a number of difficulties. In the first place, the

reconsLruCLt ol 1p O L d-i IpLSO b CU L L oLnal taSksb u pOn thlle const ruc i L OnL1 s ector

which, as discussed in Chapter Twelve, has been operating close to its capac-

ity arndu, in lparLicular, has beeni finn LLLIg LtLrLULLlltLLL of dLitUiLLJ LlLICL UL

difficult. While the reconstruction program will provide additional fixed

assets and material resources in the sector, Lhey fmlust be complemllented by
increases in the labor force. In the second place, the Government's plans

to maintain tne Pian targets and to neutralize tne efLecLs OL the earthquake,
can be put into effect only by mobilizing more resources, both by increasing

the efforts of the labor force and by securing additional savings of produc-

tion expenditures through greater efficiency. This chapter has identified

improvements in efficiency as targets which have in the past been difricuit

to fulfill. In view of this, a further acceleration in the rate of improve-

ment of efficiency may be difficult to secure, although the recasting of Plan

targets has been made on the basis of the improved performance in this area

during the first two years of the Plan period. Furthermore, not all of the

savings from this source can be channelled into additional investment and

production. Some must be allocated to the consumption fund, to provide the

goods and services required for the higher increase in the population's

standards of living announced in July 1977.

D. Bank Projections of the Balance of Payments

16.48 The discussion has so far outlined the main issues and challenges

facing the economy in meeting the 1976-80 and perspective plan targets. The

rest of the chapter illustrates in a number of projections made by the Bank,

under different growth assumptions, the convertible balance of payments

constraint and Romania's possible convertible debt posture. The model used

for all projections in this chapter is the Bank's revised minimum standard

model. 1/

16.49 As a starting point, the ideal situation of the full implementation

of the government targets is presented. Where these targets have not been

directly or openly stated, they have been deduced from official documents.

Two runs of the model were obtained: one based on the additional assumption

that the trade surplus to be established by 1980 in order to pay off the

foreign debt, would be maintained until 1990; and, another, assuming that

after 1980 imports would increase faster than exports leading almost to an

elimination of the trade surplus by 1990. Total trade has been assumed to

increase by 11.2 percent in 1976-80 2/ and triple by 1990, according to the

I/ A wnrd of caution is in order on the use of the Bank model. It has been

formulated to meet general and standardized Bank needs. The logic of

the structure nf its equations is not necessarily appropriate for this

economy. Its use is undertaken in order to obtain a general framework

of referenrc and the rpsiilts even if found generally meaningful, should

be interpreted with caution.

2/ Exports have been assumed to increase by 12.1 percent per annum during
the same nprind and imnorts by 10.4 percent.
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Plan. Trade with the convertible areas is assumed to increase in 1976-80
with exports reaching 57 percent and imports 55 percent of the total by 1980.
The same shares are assumed for 1990.

16.50 The results derived from these assumptions are summarized in Table
16.3, where column (a) presents the results from the first model run, and (b)
the ones from the second. If these external sector targets were to be fully
implemented, the outstanding convertible debt as of the end of 1975 would be
eliminated by 1981. Under the first model run, notable surpluses amounting
to about eight percent of exports would begin accumulating after that year,
leading to a fast reserve build-up and substantially expanding Romania's
capacity to extend credit to other countries.

Table 16.3: CONVERTIBLE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROJECTIONS
(million dollars in current prices) /1

Actual Estimates
1975 1980 1985

(a) (b)

Exports /2 2,839 8,603 16,151 15,950
Imports /2 2,950 7,709 14,768 15,688
Trade Balance - 111 895 1,383 262
Net Factor Services - 149 - 68 334 127
Balance of Current Account - 261 827 1,717 389

/1 IBRD orice indices.
/2 The real growth rates used for exports and imports for the two model runs

are aS fnllowS

1976-80 1981-1985
(a) (b) (a) (b)

Exports 13.5% 13.5% 6.0% 6.0%
Imports 11-5% 11=5L 6-5% 6.q%

Snirrpe: TIRD Petimates.

E. nther Alternatives

1. 51 Tt- i t-^lr frnm tho earlier dic ussion in this chanter that Romania

is facing a period of challenge. It is trying to open new markets in many
areas where competition is already well establihPed ITUnpr these rirc,um-

stances, attainment of all the medium- and long-term targets as currently set,
will be difficult. This raises the quesio of other viable alternatives thar
may exist for Romania in pursuing its development strategy. Two such alter-

A_F ..A --- --- A -AS A1-A-, ~1AAA Y7; ew eh; mli t^ nSe_fnii1i
nat-LXVC0OLC CAj.VL CV VtVW C VLl

6
W.U LhL-Lt *LL - I

of their implementation. One is based on the assumption that the implementa-
tUion of the1 hit growthL targeLts i8 L an absolute necessity for the country to
achieve stated objectives by 1990. In the event of reversals in achieving
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export targets to convertible areas in 1976-80, substantial resort to external
markets will be undertaken to finance the export shortfall so that both the
investment program and the import of technology will not be affected. The
second assumes that in the event of such export reversals, the Government,
rather than resorting to a substantially increased dependence on the inter-
national capital markets to finance its growth which is not part of Government
policy, will trim some of its growth targets and finance externally only a
small proportion of import requirements.

(a) External Resources

16.52 In the event of reversals in achieving export targets to convertibl4
areas in 1976-80, the question arises as to how much possible leeway may exist
for the Government to borrow in the international capital markets, without
jeopardizing its creditworthiness, in order to meet its energy and raw
material requirements and to sustain the presently planned import program.

16.53 The results of a number of runs of the model indicate that reversals
in exports amounting to as much as 20 percent of present targets can be rea-
sonably accommodated through international borrowing. That is, assuming an
export growth rate to the convertible areas of close to 11 percent per annum
in 1976-80 (versus 13.5 percent assumed with previous run, para 16.48), which
marginally betters the 1971-75 performance, and a similar import rate, the
debt service ratio will reach a trough in 1982 at about 9.5 percent, 24 per-
cent in 1989 and 26 percent in 1990. Debt service to total debt outstanding
will continue to be hiah. in the order of 25 percent reflecting the built-in
assumptions in these projections that the bulk of borrowing will be on medium-
term (eight years for repayment with up to two years grace period).

16.54 Such rather large scale resorting to the international caDital
markets to finance growth is possible, but given past experience, is not
likely. First the Covernment is on record to attemnt to reduce substantially
its external debt by the early 1980's. Second, in the event of slow growth
of exports, it is probable that Romanna would, as in the past n lace stringent

controls on imports. In 1975, for example, when a reduction in exports due
to the flood reduced convertible currency earnings, mports were perrmitted to
increase only US$5 million more than 1974. The same policy is in force in the
post-earthquake period, to make up for fo-rene exnnprtc anA to, canx,rn fen

exchange required for replacement of damaged and destroyed capital stock.

16.55 The second alternative, which is more realistic, is for Romania to
14mit imot oeprts levels, or to even lower levels t-o allow for debt

repayment. Such a policy would lead to desired balance of payments outcomes.
However, there are some long termL implications that need to be highlighted.

16.J6 The su'st`tution of local techno'logy for foreign --- only_ be,U.-)U [ll UUL LLUI .UI U 1 U L dIL L(.IiI1 y L I_VLCi.LiL L Ua L VLLy Y u t

limited. Substantial restrictions on the import of modern technology could
affect the country's future capacity to penetrate international m,.arkets.
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Also, the substitution of foreign technology, to the extent it can be under-
taken, can be accomplished only with higher costs. If these are of substan-
tial magnitude they could affect the growth of income, given the fact that the
current domestic savings effort can be considered the highest realistically
achievable.

16.57 Because these factors can potentially constrain the achievement of
Romania's growth targets and long term objectives, it is possible that the
government would favor financing a small proportion of its import requirements
by borrowing in the international capital markets. The revised minimum stan-
dard model has been used to illustrate quantitatively the implications of the
arguments above and establish what the respective convertible debt and credit-
worthiness ratios would be.

16.58 More specifically, two alternative sets of real growth rates of
exports to convertible currency areas in 1976-80 have been used, 8.5 and 10
percent per annum. It has also been assumed that the government will contain
imports within half a percentage point of export growth rates (9 and 10.5
percent respectively). For 1981-85 the substantial reduction in the growth
of the volume of trade anticipated by the government is reflected in the
assumptions: the growth of exports and imports has been assumed at 5.5 and
6 percent per annum respectively. It is also assumed (i) that the bulk of
borrowing will be on medium-term (eight years for repayment with up to two
years grace period); (ii) reserves will increase annually at the rate of $30
million. Table 16.4 gives a summary of the results derived from those assump-
tions; column (a) indicates the lower growth rate assumption and column (b)
the higher.

Table 16.4: CONVERTIBLE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROJECTIONS
(billion dollars in current prices) /1

Actual 1980 1985
1975 (a) (b) (a) (b)

Exports 2.84 6.7 7.2 12.3 13.2
Imports 2.95 7.0 7.5 12.5 14.3
Trade Balance -0.11 -0.3 -0.3 -1.1 -1.1
Net Factor Services -0.15 -0.3 -0.3 -0.7 -0.7
Balance of Current Account -0.26 -0.6 -0.6 -1.8 -1.8

/1 IBRD Price Indexes weighted per assumptions on composition of Romania's
trade:

1975 1980 1985

Exports 100 144 200
Imports 100 143 200

Source: IBRD Estimates.
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16.59 These are not unreasonable growth scenarios. Artual exnort perform-

ance in 1976 indicates that the growth of exports over 1975 to convertible

currency areas was within the assumed range above. Tt should be noted though,

that it is difficult to assess a priori the likelihood of implementation of

these scenarios. They imply certain trends, yet, in an economy like Romanin's

where trade is a public monopoly good projections require not just a good

trend' estimate bD)ut, more importantly, second guessi n1 plnnenrs' prefnrences

16 .6 rrespective of which growt-h scenario will be lmpl.4nted certain

conclusions can be derived about Romania's development prospects. Its growth

rate Will rLCidiii quite hii~igh Uy international standards and by maintaining, to

a considerable degree, its present momentum Romania will be among the more

developed of the high income developing countries in the 1980s. This growth

will be attained with continuing Government emphasis on, first, the utiliza-

tion of the country's own resources andu a large local investment effort and,

second, more effective use of human, capital and natural resources. Finally,

for Romania to attain its growth targets and its plans for creating a competi=

tive industrial economy, it will have to attract foreign resources and secure

loans to support its development efforts.

F. Creditworthiness

16.61 The organization of economic activity in Romania, the pursuit of a

development strategy involving high investment and savings rates, the country's

major efforts to expand exports and its debt management policies suggest that

Romania is now creditworthy. Under the assumptions of the estimates above,

the debt service ratio remains easily under manageable proportions in tLe ordUer

of 20 percent, although at generally higher levels than in the 1971-75 period.

Because of the built-in assumptions on the terms of borrowing, the proportions

of annual debt service to total debt outstanding is expected to continue to be

relatively high, in the order of 20-29 percent.


